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L INTRODUCTION
International human rights treaties and instruments are explicit in
the applicability of their provisions and protections to all people.1 Re-
cently, the United Nations Human Rights Committee, the interna-
tional body charged with interpreting the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights,2 affirmed this principle when it ruled on
April 4, 1994 that Tasmania's law criminalizing same-gender sexual
activity violated international norms of equal protection and privacy.3
1. See, eg., infra notes 202-15; see also International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, Dec. 16, 1966, Preamble, 999 U.N.T.S. 171, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1966) [hereinafter
ICCPR]:
Considering that, in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter of
the United Nations, recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and ina-
lienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom,
justice and peace in the world ....
2. Id.
3. Nicholas Toonen v. Australia, U.N. GAOR, Hum. Rts. Comm., 15th Sess., Case
No. 48811992, U.N. Doc. CCPR/c/50/D48811992 (Apr. 4,1994) [hereinafter Toonen]. For a
discussion of the background to the ruling, see infra note 209; see also James Wilets, Pres.
sure from Abroad, 21 Hum. Ris. 22 (1994).
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Nevertheless, numerous countries insist on denying individuals their
fundamental human rights solely on the basis of sexual orientation or
gender-role identity.
For the purposes of this article, these individuals shall be defined
as "sexual minorities." Sexual minorities include all individuals who
have traditionally been distinguished by societies because of their sex-
ual orientation, inclination, behavior, or gender identity. As used in
this work, "sexual minorities" does not include individuals whose sex-
ual identity is based upon non-consensual sexual behaior. The term
"sexual minorities" was chosen in part because oppression based on
sexual orientation is predicated on more than simply the existence of
same-gender sexual relations. Rather, the oppression discussed in this
article is fueled by any group which challenges traditionally defined
gender roles. In this sense, the oppression of transgender and trans-
vestite individuals has a great deal in common with the oppression of
gays and lesbians. Conversely, because of the role of gender in the
oppression of sexual minorities, gays and lesbians frequently suffer
different consequences from such oppression. Accordingly, the au-
thor would like to acknowledge the weaknesses inherent in any analy-
sis which treats the experiences of lesbians and gay men in an
analytically similar fashion. As Julie Dorf and Gloria Careaga Pdrez
note, lesbian oppression parallels both gay male and women's oppres-
sion, but is identical to neither.4
The issue of sexual minorities' human rights is international in
scope since individuals with gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender incli-
nations or identities appear to have been, and continue to be, present
in every society,' regardless of culture or ideology,6 even though indi-
4. Julie Doff & Gloria Careaga P6rez, Discrimination and the Tolerance of Differ-
ence: International Lesbian Human Rights 6 (Mar. 1994) (unpublished manuscript, on file
with author).
5. See, e.g., John Boswell, Revolutions, Universals, and Sexual Categories, in HIDDEN
FROM HIsToRY: REcLAIMING THE GAY AND LESBIAN PAST 17 (Martin Duberman et al.
eds., 1989). The author recognizes the "constructionist-essentialist" debate regarding ho-
mosexuality and homosexuals:
I would now define "gay persons" more simply as those whose erctic interest is
predominantly directed toward their own gender (i.e., regardless of how con-
scious they are of this as a distinguishing characteristic).... In this sense, I would
still argue that there have been "gay persons" in most Western societies. (emphasis
added).
6. See, e.g., William N. Eskridge, Jr., A History of Same-Sex Marriage, 79 VA. L. Rnv.
1419 (1993). See also the seminal 1951 anthropological study by Yale professors Clellan S.
Ford & Frank A. Beach. The study, titled Patterns of Sexual Behavior, found that "[i]n 49
(64 percent) of the 76 societies other than our own for which information is available,
homosexual activities of one sort or another are considered normal and socially acceptable
[Vol. 18:1
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viduals' tendencies to act on their inclinations or develop a distinct
identity based on their sexual inclinations may be culturally or eco-
nomically determined.7 In fact, it has been argued by some histori-
ans and legal commentators that much of the contemporary hostility
towards sexual minorities is a direct result of Western colonialism,
Judeo-Christian-Islamic homophobia, and communist doctrine, none
of which is rooted in indigenous tradition.8
for certain members of the community." Id at 130. "In many cases this [same-sex] behav-
ior occurs within the framework of courtship and marriage, the man who takes the part of
the female being recognized as a berdache and treated as a woman. In other words, 'a
genuine mateship' is involved." Id at 131. "The cross-cultural and cross-species compari-
sons presented in this chapter combine to suggest that a biological tendency for inversion
of sexual behavior is inherent in most if not all mammals including the human species." Id.
at 143.
See also Jomar Fleras, Reclaiming Our Historical Rights: Gays and Lesbians in the
Philippines, in THE THm PINK BOOK 66 (Aart Hendriks et al. eds., 1993) (discussing the
ritualization of homosexual, bisexual, transgender and transvestite behavior among Philip-
pine cultures in the pre-colonial period); see I Wachirianto, Adat Nusantara - Gemblakan
de Ponorogo, GAYA NusANrAIA, June 1993, at 23-26 (discussing the acceptance of homo-
sexuality among certain Borneo cultures).
See also David Gelman, Born or Bred?, NEwsWEEK, Feb. 24,1992, at 46 ("'If you look
at all societies,' says Frederick Whitam, who has researched homosexuality in cultures as
diverse as the United States, Central America and the Philippines, 'homosexuality occurs
at the same rates with the same kinds of behavior."').
See generally JOHN BoswEL, CHimUTANITY, SocAL TOLERANCE AND HOoscxu.
ALTYr GAY PEOPLE IN WEsTERN EUROPE FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE CHRISTIAN ERA
To Tim FourTaNTmH CEm'Nuy (1980) (arguing that homosexuality was present, and even
tolerated, in medieval Christian Europe until the Twelfth Century).
7. See generally HIDDEN FROM HSorty: RECLAMNG THm GAY AND LESBItAN PAST
(Martin Duberman et al. eds., 1989). In the introduction the editors discuss those histori-
ans who believe labels of sexual identity are socially constructed:
These historians, influenced by Michel Foucault and led by Jeffrey Weeks and
Jonathan Katz, are known as "social constructionists" because they argue that all
such sexual categories and identities are socially constructed and historically spe-
cific. The "modem homosexual" (to use Kenneth Plummer's label), whose social
identity was determined by his or her homosexuality and who based a whole way
of life on that sexual preference, was, they suggest, a unique creation of late nine-
teenth-century Western societies.
Id. at 5. See also John D'Emilio, Capitalism and Gay Identity, in POWERS OF DESRE: THE
PoLTIcs OF SEXUALITY 100 (Ann Snitow et al. eds., 1983), reprinted in LESBrANS, GAY
MEN, AND THE LAW 26 (William B. Rubenstein ed., 1993)("lesbian and gay identity and
communities are historically created, the result of a process of capitalist development that
has spanned many generations."). But see Eskridge, Jr, supra note 6 (noting the creation
of specific social roles in a wide number of societies for individuals wishing to adopt a
homosexual orientation andlor female gender identity).
8. See, eg., Tielman & Hammelburg, World Survey on die Social and Legal Position
of Gays and Lesbians, in THE THI D PINK BoOK 249, (Aart Hendriks et al. eds., 1993).
The authors note:
From a historical perspective, the English legislation against homosexuality has
had (and unfortunately still has) appalling consequences for the legal position of
1994]
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A. Statement of Purpose
It is the thesis of this article that the formation of international
law is a dialectical process: it is affected by the domeslic law of indi-
vidual nations, while the domestic law of individual nations is simulta-
neously influenced by the development of international norms, which
reflect the consensus of the international community as to which
human fights are fundamental and worthy of universal protection.9
Accordingly, this article will focus on the status of sexual minorities
with respect to both international law and the domestic human rights
law of individual countries. By defining international human rights
norms, and the extent to which individual countries comply with, or
violate, those norms, this article will highlight those areas where inter-
national law will provide a higher standard of protection than that
provided by domestic law or, conversely, where international law still
provides less protection than that offered by certain nations.
The body of this article consists of ten sections, each one address-
ing a fundamental human right. Those fundamental human rights, as
defined by the principal international human fights agreements and
the great majority of the world's constitutions, include, but are not
limited to, the right to life; the fight to be free from torture, arbitrary
arrest, detention, and degrading treatment; the right to free expres-
sion, assembly, and association, the fight to privacy, the fight to equal
homosexual men, and, to a lesser extent, lesbians in the former British colonies.
The effects of the former French, Dutch, Spanish, and Portuguese cclonial legisla-
tion against homosexuality are less severe. In general, nevertheless, Christian-
based homophobia has damaged many cultures in which sexual contacts and rela-
tionships between men and between women used to be tolerated or even ac-
cepted. Recently, Christian puritanism from the West, mixed with Islamic
fundamentalism, has attacked homosexuality, even in countries wlere same-sex
contacts had usually been tolerated.
Id. at 215.
9. International law becomes operative on a sovereign state only after: (1) the state
has signed a treaty or agreement binding itself to such an instrument; or (2) the interna.
tional law or principle has become so widely recognized by the world community of nations
that it has achieved the status of "international customary law." In either case, interna-
tional law is binding on a nation only after the nation in question has explicitly consented
to the law or after the world community of sovereign nations has universally (although not
necessarily unanimously) consented to the applicability of the international law or princi-
ple through practice. If one views nations in the international communily as analogous to
individual participants in a democratic society, the process by which international treaties
are developed involves a process which is arguably more democratic than that employed
internally in most democratic countries in the sense that each participant in the develop-
ment of international treaty law has full equality with every other participant, and has an
absolute right of veto. In this respect, international human rights treaties have shifted
democratic process from the domestic level to the international level.
[Vol. 18:1
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protection and non-discrimination; the right to asylum; the right to
work; and the right to form a family. There are other internationally
recognized human rights of great relevance to sexual minorities which
are outside the scope of this paper but which are worthy of more ex-
tensive discussion than can be provided here. Some of those rights are
education,"0 health care, and other social and economic rights."
Each section will: (1) discuss the human right generally and de-
fine it according to international law; (2) discuss the manner in which
individual countries have incorporated the right into their domestic
law and the manner in which countries have complied with or violated
that right with respect to sexual minorities; (3) discuss the ways in
which international law has responded to the treatment of sexual mi-
norities, either by encouraging change in the countries which have vio-
10. See, eg., Universal Declaration of Human Rights, GA. Res. 217 A(IU), U.N.
GAOR, 3rd Sess., art. 26, U.N. Doc. A/810 (1948) [hereinafter Universal Declaration],
which states:
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and
to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It
shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or
religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the
maintenance of peace.
See also International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Dec. 16, 1966,
993 U.N.T.S. 3 (1976) [hereinafter ICESCR], which provides, in pertinent part, that:
1. The States parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to
education. They agree that education shall be directed to the full development of
the human personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall strengthen the re-
spect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. They further agree that edu-
cation shall enable all persons to participate effectively in a free society, promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations and all racial, ethnic or
religious groups, and further the activities of the United Nations for the further-
ance of peace.
Id art. 26.
Many countries violate the right to an education by expelling sexual minorities from
schools. See, eg., University in Costa Rica Adopts Anti-Gay Policy, AcnoN ALERTx (Int'l
Gay & Lesbian Hum. Rts. Comm'n), JanJFeb. 1994, at 2 (The Universidad Internacional
de las Americas adopted a policy expelling students and professors who are "homosexuals"
or men who wear earrings, have long hair, or wear lycra shorts in violation of Article 78 of
the Costa Rican constitution which guarantees the right to education). The right of sexual
minorities to an education is violated when the state refuses to provide an educational
environment in which sexual minorities can learn without physical, verbal, or administra-
tive harassment. In testimony before the Quebec Human Rights Commission in Novem-
ber 1993, Michael Goodman, Director of Ville Marie Child and Youth Protection Centre,
said that Quebec's educational system is failing young homosexuals by fuelling negative
images that incite violence against them. Schools Blamed for Poor Image of Homosexuals,
GAzE=rr (MoNTREAL), Nov. 16, 1993, at Al. He cited the "destructive self-images" that
lead young homosexuals and bisexuals in large numbers to drop out of school, run away
from home, use drugs and alcohol, and commit suicide.
11. See generally ICESCR, supra note 10.
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lated the rights of sexual minorities or, conversely, by incorporating
into international law the more expansive rights guarantees of the
more progressive countries. The discussion of the international legal
response will focus on the role of international institutions, human
rights Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), and national gov-
ernments in formulating and implementing those international human
rights.
This article is addressed to the international human rights com-
munity generally and to those human rights activists who are active in
the domestic arena and who would like to use international law to
assist them in their efforts to obtain full civil rights for sexual minori-
ties. The discussion of the status of sexual minorities in specific coun-
tries will illustrate the convergence of international law with
individual countries' domestic law and those areas in which interna-
tional law diverges from domestic law.
The remainder of this introduction will first describe the history
and content of the principal international human rights instruments
and then discuss the international systems of human rights protection
and how they are relevant to the human rights of sexual minorities.
B. Overview of International Human Rights Law
1. What Is International Human Rights Law and from Where
Is It Derived?
There are numerous international treaties, conventions, declara-
tions, cases, and treatises which define the scope of international
human rights law. The discussion below will cover those basic interna-
tional instruments which have articulated the relevant international
norms, and those international institutions responsible for implement-
ing them. This brief introduction will provide the reader with a frame-
work for understanding the sources of international human rights law
and how these rights are implemented on an international and domes-
tic level.
a. International Human Rights Instruments Promulgated by the
United Nations
Following the atrocities of World War II, the international com-
munity began the creation of the modern international system of
human rights protection,' 2 largely replacing the piecemeal system
12. The Preamble to the U.N. Charter declares:
[Vol. 18:1
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promulgated under the League of Nations and various specific inter-
national treaties.'3 A principal foundation of the modem system of
human rights protection is the United Nations (U.N.), created at the
end of World War H by the allied powers. The U.N. Charter provides
that one of its purposes is "promoting and encouraging respect for
human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction
as to race, sex, language, or religion."'1 4 This purpose is repeated in
Article 55 of the Charter which provides:
With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being
which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among na-
tions based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-de-
termination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote:
(c) universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fun-
damental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, lan-
guage, or religion.' 5
The empowering clause for Article 55 can be found in Article 56
which provides that "[a]U members pledge themselves to take joint
and separate action in co-operation with the Organization for the
achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55. 116
These U.N. Charter provisions have had two principal effects: one
on the U.N. members and one on the U.N. itself. First, the provisions
WE THE PEOPLES OF THE UNITED NATIONS DETERMINED to save
succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has
brought untold sorrow to mankind, and to reaffirm faith in fundamental human
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men
and women and of nationals, large and small ....
13. With the exception of the highly effective International Labour Organization dis-
cussed infra note 73, the system of human rights protection established by the League
ceased to exist after the termination of the League in 1946 and the underlying treaties also
lost their force. The replacement of the League with the United Nations ushered in a new,
universal system of human rights based principally on the human rights of the individual,
rather than those of the group. A study by the United Nations Secretariat in 1950 con-
cluded, with respect to the League of Nations system of minority protection:
[This whole system was overthrown by the Second World War. All the interna-
tional decisions reached since 1944 have been inspired by a different philosophy.
The idea of a general and universal protection of human rights is emerging. It is
therefore no longer only the minorities in certain countries which receive protec-
tion, but all human beings in all countries.
Study of the Legal Validity of the Undertakings Concerning Minorities, U.N. Doe. EICNAI
367 (1950), quoted in P. THORNBERRY, MINORITIEs AND HutAN Rmatrs Lwv, A MINOR.
rrY RIGHTS GROUP REPoRT 12 (1991).
14. U.N. CFm 'R art. 1(3).
15. Id. art. 55.
16. Id. art. 56.
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have "internationalized" human rights by tying the promotion and ob-
servance of human rights to the charter of an international institution
of which the vast majority of the world's nations are members. From
a legal perspective, the Charter provisions have created legal obliga-
tions for U.N. member states to respect fundamental human rights.17
Second, they have given the U.N. the requisite legal authority to
promote human rights, principally through the creation of the Interna-
tional Bill of Rights and other international human rights instruments
discussed below. They have also given the U.N. the atthority to en-
force the rights provided in those international human rights instru-
ments through appropriate action.
Nevertheless, the Charter's human rights provisions do not define
what is meant by "human rights and fundamental freedoms." For a
definition of this term, we must turn to the International Bill of Rights
and other U.N. sponsored international documents, regional human
rights instruments, and the body of recognized international practice
known as customary international law.18
The International Bill of Rights consists of the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights ("Universal Declaration");1 9 the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR);20 the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR);21 and,
finally, the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR which permits individuals
to bring a complaint to the U.N. Human Rights Committee under the
ICCPR.
i. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The Universal Declaration is a resolution of the U.N. General
Assembly. Resolutions are not treaties and therefore are generally
not binding under international law. However, the Universal Declara-
tion defines much of the human rights provisions of the U.N. Charter.
17. Even the United States, which has been particularly reluctant to accept interma-
tional law as binding, has recognized that the human rights clauses of the U.N. Charter
have legal effect and thus must be complied with by all countries, including the U.S.. Act-
ing Legal Advisor of the Department of State George Aldrich observed in 1974 that
"members of the United Nations have a legal duty to promote respect fr and protection
of human rights around the world .... The Charter of the United Nations and the Univer-
sal Declaration of Human Rights are the basic texts in this field." Protection of Human
Rights, 1974 DiGEs-r § 6, at 125.
18. For a discussion of customary international law, see infra note 24 and infra I.B.l.d.
19. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, at 71.
20. ICCPR, supra note 1.
21. ICESCR, supra note 10.
[Vol. 18:1
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As such, its provisions are arguably binding on U.N. member states,
either because they provide the substantive human rights content to
the U.N. Charter which is a binding treaty,= or because they have
become so accepted by the world's countries, courts, and organiza-
tions that at least some of the Universal Declaration's provisions have
risen to the status of "customary international law,"'-3 binding on all
nations, whether members of the U.N. or not.24 This contrasts with
treaties, such as the ICCPR and the ICESCR, which only create legal
obligations for countries that have ratified them.
The Universal Declaration includes among its civil and political
rights the right to life, liberty, and security of person; the right to free
expression, a fair trial in civil and criminal matters, privacy, and equal
protection and non-discrimination; freedom of religion, assembly,
movement, participation in the political process; and the right to asy-
lum, nationality and family. It also provides for freedom from arbi-
trary arrest, detention, or exile; freedom from torture and cruel,
inhuman, or degrading treatment; and it prohibits slavery and the ap-
plication of ex post facto laws and penalties.
22. Some commentators have argued that the Declaration has become so widely ac-
cepted as an authoritative interpretation of the U.N. Charter's human rights clauses that
courts could find them binding on nations in the same way as the Charter itself. Cf. Louis
Henkin, The Constitution at Sea, 36 ME. L. Ruv. 201, 209 n.31 (1984)("the United States
... is a party to the U.N. Charter... and it may be bound by some of the provisions of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, either as elaborations of the Charter obligations
or under customary international law."). See generally THoMAs BuERGomA, IN ERNA.
TIONAL HuirAN RIGHrs 31 (1988).
23. It has become widely accepted by legal scholars, state practice, and by the resolu-
tions of international conferences that at least some of the provisions of the Universal
Declaration have become part of international customary law. See, e.g., Humphrey
Waldock, Human Rights in Contemporary International Law and the Significance of the
European Convention, in Tim EunoPEAN CoNvrmoN o, Hu.sA RIGHTs 1, 15 (Brit.
Inst. Int'l & Comp. L. Ser. No. 5, 1965).
24. A customary norm binds all governments, including those that have not recognized
it, so long as they have not expressly and persistently objected to its development. FRANK
C. NEwMAN & DAVID S. WEISSBRODT, INTERNATIONAL HUNAN RIGHTS 595 (1990);
North Sea Continental Shelf Cases (W. Ger. v. Den.; W. Ger. v. Neth.) 1969 LCJ. 3,41-43
(Feb. 20); see also infra I.B.1.d. However, once a customary norm obtains the status offtis
cogens, it binds all states, even states which have specifically objected to a customary norm.
See Roach, Case 9647, Inter-Am. C..1L 147, 168, [ 54, OEA/Ser.LIVII.71, doc. 9 rev. 1
(1987); see generally BIJERGENTHAL, supra note 22; cf. REsTATm ENrr (TrmaD) OF THE
FOREIGN RE.-ATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES § 702 (1987). The Restatement (Third)
characterizes, inter alia, the following acts as violative of international law under customary
international law- genocide; slavery; murder or causing the disappearance of individuals;
torture or other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment; prolonged arbi-
trary detention; systematic racial discrimination; and consistent patterns of gross violations
of internationally recognized human rights.
1994]
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In addition to these civil and political rights, the Universal Decla-
ration provides a wide variety of economic, social and cultural rights,
among them the right to property, social security, and work; the right
to choose employment, rest and leisure; the right to an adequate stan-
dard of living, medical care, necessary social services, and education;
and the right to participate fully in the cultural life of the community.
Each section of this article contains the specific provision of the Uni-
versal Declaration relevant to the right discussed.
The Universal Declaration is unambiguous in the applicability of
its provisions to all people. Article 2 of the Universal Declaration
states that "[e]veryone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set
forth in this Declaration without distinction of any kind, such as race,
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or
social origin, property, birth or other status." (emphasis added).5 In
addition to this general non-discrimination provision, almost every
"positive" right contained in the Universal Declaration begins with
the word "everyone" and almost every "negative" right begins with
the words "no one."
Despite the Universal Declaration's general non-discrimination
provision, human rights activists concerned with using the Universal
Declaration to protect the human rights of sexual minorities should be
aware that Article 29(2) of the Universal Declaration contains certain
limitations which governments could use to limit the applicability of
the Declaration's rights to sexual minorities:
In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject
only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the pur-
pose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and free-
doms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality,
public order and the general welfare in a democratic soziety. (em-
phasis added).26
Courts, however, are increasingly viewing the "morality" limitation
within the context of the "just requirements of... the general welfare
in a democratic society"2 7 and are thus increasingly viewing "moral-
25. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 2.
26. Id. art. 29(2).
27. Norris v. Ireland, 13 Eur. Ct. H.R. 186 (1991). The court held, in paragraph 44 of
its decision, that "in the context of the protection of morals, the Court continues to apply
the same tests for determining what is 'necessary in a democratic society." In paragraph
46 of its decision the court stated:
At paragraph 60 of its judgment of 22 October 1981 (Dudgeon v. United King-
dom 4 Eur. Ct. H.R.149) the Court noted that "[a]s compared with the era when
[the] legislation was enacted, there is now a better understanding, and in conse-
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ity" as consistent with granting sexual minorities their fundamental
human rights.2
ii. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR) and its Optional Protocol
The ICCPR provided the legal basis for the U.N. Human Rights
Committee to extend the rights of privacy and equal protection to
gays and lesbians in Tasmania.29 The ICCPR is a treaty and is there-
fore legally binding on all nations which are parties to it. 2  It was
adopted by the U.N. General Assembly and opened for signature in
December 1966. It entered into force in 1976 after thirty-five coun-
quence an increased tolerance, of homosexual behaviour to the extent that in the
great majority of the member States of the Council of Europe it is no longer
considered to be necessary or appropriate to treat homosexual practices of the
kind now in question as in themselves a matter to which the sanctions of the
criminal law should be applied."
28. Id-
29. See supra Part L
30. The principal international authority for the treaty obligations of states is the Vi-
enna Convention on the Law of Treaties, opened for signature May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S.
331, Europ. T.S. No. 58 (19S0), 8 LL.M. 679 (19S0) (entered into force January 27, 19S0).
Article 18 of the Treaty provides:
A State is obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose
of a treaty when:
(a) It has signed the treaty or has exchanged instruments constituting the
treaty subject to ratification, acceptance or approval, until it shall have made its
intention clear not to become a party to the treaty; or
(b) It has expressed its consent to be bound by the treaty, pending the entry
into force of the treaty and provided that such entry in force is not unduly
delayed.
In the United States international treaties are ratified only by the Senate. When those
treaties are self-executing, no further action by Congress is necessary to implement the
treaty in domestic law. Because of this, United States courts are generally reluctant to hold
a treaty to be self-executing. A list of factors to be considered by a court when determin-
ing whether a treaty is self-executing was articulated by the Seventh Circuit in Frolora v.
U.S.S.R, 761 F.2d 370,373 (7th Cir. 1985): "1) the language and purposes of the agreement
as a whole; 2) the circumstances surrounding its execution; 3) the nature of the obligations
imposed by the agreement; 4) the availability and feasibility of alternative enforcement
mechanisms; 5) the implications of permitting a private right of action; and 6) the capabil-
ity of the judiciary to resolve the dispute." Treaties held not to be self-executing must b2
enacted into domestic law by both houses of Congress in the same manner as any other
domestic federal law. Se4 eg., Sei Fujii v. California, 38 Cal. 2d 718,242 P.2d 617 (1952)
and Diggs v. Dent, Civ. No. 74-1292 (D.D.C. May 14,1975), affd sub norn. Diggs v. Rich-
ardson, 555 F.2d 848 (D.C. Cir. 1976)("lTjreaties do not generally confer upon citizens
rights which they may enforce in the courts. It is only when a treaty is 'self-executing" that
individuals derive enforceable rights from the treaty, without further legislative or execu-
tive action.").
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tries had signed it. Each section of this article will refer to specific
ICCPR provisions relevant to the right being discussed.
As its name implies, the ICCPR focuses on civil and political
rights rather than on economic or social rights. This resulted largely
because the ideological blocs in the U.N. during the Cold War dis-
agreed over the extent to which economic, social, and cultural rights
should be included in a binding treaty, with the "West" highly resis-
tant to the inclusion of social and economic rights.31 In order to ob-
tain the maximum number of signatories for one or the other treaty, it
was decided to draft two separate treaties, the ICCPR and the
ICESCR. 2
Although the rights enumerated in the ICCPR include most of
the civil and political rights contained in the Universal Declaration,
the ICCPR is drafted with more specificity and lists more rights in
detail than does the Universal Declaration.3 Unlike the Universal
Declaration,34 the ICCPR does not contain a general "morality" limi-
tation on the rights contained therein, but rather contains "morality"
limitations with respect to the specific rights of freedom of religion,35
freedom of speech, 6 and freedom of assembly37 and association. 38
Under the "Optional Protocol" to the ICCPR,39 individuals may
petition the Human Rights Committee with allegations of human
rights violations. For example, Nicholas Toonen brought his com-
plaint against Tasmania's sodomy law to the U.N. Human Rights
Committee under the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR.40 The Op-
31. See generally THE INTERNATIONAL BILL OF HUMAN RIoHTs: TIE COVENANT ON
CIvIL AND POLIcIAL RiGnTs (Louis Henkin ed., 1981); Richard Lillich, Civil Rights, in 1
HUMAN RIGHTS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW: LEGAL AND POLICY ISSUES 115 (T. Meron ed.,
1984).
32. ICESCR, supra note 10.
33. In addition to the civil and political rights found in the Universal Declaration, the
ICCPR guarantees the rights of members of ethnic, religious, or lingui;tic minorities the
right, "in community with other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to
profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language." ICCPR, supra note
1, art. 27. It also provides for freedom from imprisonment for debt, id. att. 11; for the right
of all persons deprived of their liberty to be treated with humanity and with respect for the
inherent dignity of the human person, iti art. 10(1); and for certain rigl'ts of children, id.
art. 24.
34. See supra text accompanying note 26.
35. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 18(3).
36. l& art. 19(3)(b).
37. Id. art. 21.
38. 1d. art. 22(2).
39. Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
Dec. 16, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 302, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1976).
40. See Toonen, supra note 3, and accompanying text.
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tional Protocol is subject to separate ratification, and as of November
30, 1991, 53 of the 101 parties to the ICCPR had done so.
iiL The International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
The ICESCR contains most of the economic, social and cultural
rights enumerated in the Universal Declaration, and like the ICCPR,
it includes the right to self-determination. Unlike the provisions of
the ICCPR, which are to be implemented immediately, the provisions
of the ICESCR are to be implemented "to the maximum of available
... resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realiza-
tion of the ights... by all appropriate means. 4 1 The principal rights
in the ICESCR on which this article will focus are the provisions relat-
ing to the family and the right to work.42 Although the ICESCR con-
tains many other economic and social rights of great relevance to
sexual minorities, these are unfortunately outside the scope of this
article.
b. Regional Human Rights Treaties
L The European System of Human Rights Protection
The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms ("European Convention") was created in
1950.43 It, along with the European Social Charter of the Council of
Europe ("European Social Charter"), 4 is the basis for the European
system of human rights protection." The European Convention es-
tablished two human rights bodies to ensure that the rights promul-
gated under it are respected: the European Commission of Human
Rights and the European Court of Human Rights.4 6 The civil and
political rights contained in the European Convention that are partic-
ularly relevant to sexual minorities largely reflect those contained in
the ICCPR and are discussed in each section of this article in connec-
tion with the relevant right being discussed.
41. ICESCR, supra note 10, art. 2(1).
42. See supra text accompanying notes 10-11.
43. [European] Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, opened for signature Nov. 4, 1950,213 U.N.T.S. 222 (entered into force Sept. 3,
1953) [hereinafter European Convention].
44. European Social Charter, opened for signature Oct. 18, 1961, 529 U.N.T.S. 89,
Europ.T.S. 35 (entered into force Feb. 26, 1965).
45. The European Convention protects civil and political rights whereas the European
Social Charter protects economic and social rights.
46. See European Convention, supra note 23, § ii, art. 19.
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ii. The African System of Human Rights Protection
The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights ("African
Charter")47 is the basis of the human rights system of the Organiza-
tion of African Unity (O.A.U.). 48 Although the African Charter con-
tains many of the civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights
contained in the Universal Declaration, it does not contain a right to
privacy. It also contains a section addressing the duties of citizens to-
wards the larger society that contains clauses which could be used to
limit the rights of sexual minorities.49 Nevertheless, as we shall see in
the context of the morality provisions of the European Convention,
"morality" clauses do not necessarily have to be interpreted against
sexual minorities.
The African Charter created the African Commission on Human
and Peoples' Rights.50 It did not, however, create an African human
rights court such as exists in Europe and the Americas..
Each section of this article provides a discussion of the specific
provision in the African Charter relevant to the specific human right
being discussed.
47. African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, adopted June 27, 1981, O.A.U.
Doc. CAB/LEG/67/3 rev. 5, 21 I.L.M. 58 (1982) (entered into force Oct. 21, 1986) [herein-
after African Charter].
48. The African Charter states: "The Member States of the Orgarization of African
Unity parties to the present Charter shall recognize the rights, duties and freedoms en-
shrined in this Charter and shall undertake to adopt legislative or other" measures to give
effect to them." Id. art. 1.
49. For example, Article 27, paragraph 2 of the African Charter states: "The rights
and freedoms of each individual shall be exercised with due regard to the rights of others,
collective security, morality and common interest." Further, Article 29 contains the fol-
lowing provisions:
The individual shall also have the duty:
1. To preserve the harmonious development of the family and to work for the
cohesion and respect of the family; to respect his parents at all times, to maintain
them in case of need;
7. To preserve and strengthen positive African cultural values in his relations
with other members of the society, in the spirit of tolerance, dialogue and consul-
tation and, in general, to contribute to the promotion of the moral well-being of
society ....
50. See id. art. 30.
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iii The American System of Human Rights Protection
The American Convention on Human Rights ("American Con-
vention")51 entered into force on July 18, 1978 and followed the estab-
lishment of the Organization of American States (O.A.S.) 52 and the
publication of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of
Man. 53 The bodies entrusted with enforcing the Convention are the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the Inter-Ameri-
can Court of Human Rights5 4 The civil and political rights contained
in the American Convention that are particularly relevant to sexual
minorities are provided in each section in connection with the relevant
right.
In addition to the above-mentioned international human rights
instruments, there are numerous other treaties, declarations, conven-
tions, and agreements addressing a wide range of human rights issues.
Nevertheless, familiarity with the International Bill of Rights and the
relevant regional human rights instruments should provide a human
rights practitioner with the basic outline of the relevant fundamental
human rights.
c. Council on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)
The CSCE was created as a result of the signing of the Helsinki
Final Act in 1975 by the United States, Canada, and the countries of
Western and Eastern Europe, including the Soviet Union. The Hel-
sinki Final Act provides for periodic meetings among representatives
of the CSCE member nations to discuss various issues, including
human rights. At each of these meetings a Final Document is issued,
the provisions of which the participating CSCE member nations agree
to implement. Although not legally binding on the member nations in
a strictly legal sense, the provisions create international obligations for
51. American Convention on Human Rights, Nov. 22, 1969, O.A.S. T.S. No. 36, at 1,
OEA/Ser. L.V/I.23 doc. rev. 2 (entered into force July 18, 1978) [hereinafter American
Convention].
52. See Charter of the O.A.S., Apr. 30, 1948, 2 U.S.T. 2394, 119 U.N.T.S. 3 (entered
into force Dec. 13, 1951).
53. Ninth International Conference of American States, May 2, 1948. reprinted in Ba-
sic Documents Pertaining to Human Rights in the Inter-American Systems, OEAiSer.LJ
V/IL71, at 17 (1988).
54. See American Convention, supra note 51, pt. II, ch. VI, art. 33. The United States
has not signed the American Convention and is not subject to the jurisdiction of the Amer-
ican Court. Nevertheless, as a member of the O.A.S., it is subject to the jurisdiction of the
American Commission as well as the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of
Man.
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the signatory countries and have a substantial political and quasi-legal
impact under international law to the extent that they define the inter-
national human rights commitments of the member nations. The Fi-
nal Documents have included increasingly detailed human rights
provisions and, as we shall see, there has been increasing pressure to
include specific provisions with respect to sexual minorities.
d. Customary International Law
A customary international norm is a principle or practice ac-
cepted as customary by the world's countries. A customary norm
binds all governments, including those that have not recognized it, so
long as they have not expressly and persistently objected to its devel-
opment.5 5 However, once a customary norm obtains the status of jus
cogens,56 it binds all states, even states which have specifically ob-
jected to it as a customary norm. 7 This contrasts with treaties, which
only binds parties who have ratified them.
The acceptance of international human rights treaties has acceler-
ated the development of customary international human rights law
since government practice in negotiating and approving international
treaties has been accorded increasing importance in creating custom-
ary international law. 8
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, for example, was
created as a resolution of the U.N. General Assembly. At the time of
its passage, it was evident that it had no legally-binding character. A
commentator at the time described the Declaration as "the first and
easiest step leading to [an] International Bill of Rights. It implements
the Charter by defining human rights in a maximum program of a
legally non-binding character."5 9
Generally, customary international law has been interpreted by
international and domestic courts as prohibiting only the most univer-
sally condemned human rights abuses such as genocide, slavery, mur-
55. See supra note 24 and accompanying text.
56. Ajus cogens norm is a peremptory rule of international law that prevails over any
conflicting rule or agreement. Ajus cogens norm permits no derogation and can be modi-
fied only by a subsequent international law norm of the same character. RESTATEMENT
(TrinD) OF THE FOREIoN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNrrED STATES § 102 cmt. k (1987).
57. See decision by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Case 9647,
Inter-Am. C.H.R. 147, 168, 54, OEA/ser.LVIII.71, doc. 9 rev. 1 (1987).
58. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (TwiRD) OF THE FoREioN RELATo-4s LAW OF THE
UNrED STATES § 702 (1987).
59. Josef L. Kunz, The United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, 43 AM. J. INT'L L.
316, 322 (1949).
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der, torture, prolonged arbitrary imprisonment, causing the
disappearance of individuals, systematic racial discrimination, and
consistent patterns of gross violations of internationally recognized
human fights." However, some commentators have argued that al-
most all, if not all, the rights contained in the Universal Declaration
and the ICCPR constitute customary international law.61 It is, unfor-
tunately, highly unlikely that a court would interpret the criminaliza-
tion of same-gender private sexual behavior, or other discrimination
against sexual minorities, to be a violation of customary international
human rights law. However, the eventual development of such a
binding customary norm should not be ruled out, particularly since the
ICCPR has been ruled to provide this kind of protection for sexual
minorities.
2. How Is International Human Rights Law Enforced in
Practice?
It would be useful at this point to provide an overview of the
different means by which sexual minorities can use international
human rights law to enforce their human rights in their own countries.
There are three principal strategies for guaranteeing the human
rights of sexual minorities: (1) appealing to an international human
rights enforcement body; (2) challenging in its own domestic courts a
country's treatment of its own citizens based upon violations of inter-
national law; and (3) changing the laws of the country or the manner
in which the laws are applied.
60. See generally, Richard B. Lillich, The Constitution and International Human Rights,
83 AM. J. INT'L L. 851, 858 (1989).
61. See e.g., Karen Parker & Lyn B. Neylon, .us Cogens: Compelling the Law of
Human Rights, 12 HASTINGS INT'L & COmP. L. REv. 411,441-42 (19S9) (all human rights
norms are binding as customary international law, and most are peremptory); Jeffrey M.
Blum & Ralph G. Steinhardt, Federal Jurisdiction over International Human Rights Claims:
The Alien Tort Claims Act After Fdartiga v. Pena-Irala, 22 HARV. ILt L.. 53, 69-70 n.75
(1981) (Universal Declaration, although recommendatory at its inception, is now consid-
ered authoritative interpretation of U.N. Charter and binding as customary international
law); M.G. Kaladharan Nayar, Introduction: Human Rights: The United Nations and
United States Foreign Policy, 19 HARv. IN'L L,3. 813,815-17 (1978) (whole Universal Dec-
laration is customary international law); Louis B. Solm, The New International Law. Pro-
tection of the Rights of Individuals Rather Than States, 32 AM. U. L REv. 1, 17 (1982)
(Universal Declaration "has become a basic component of international customary law,
binding on all states, not only [U.N. members]").
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a. Appeal to International Human Rights Bodies
There are a number of international human rights bodies en-
trusted with enforcing human rights norms. Within the U.N. frame-
work, the U.N. Human Rights Committee is entrusted with
adjudicating complaints brought under the ICCPR. The U.N. High
Commissioner for Human Rights,62 the U.N. Human Bights Commis-
sion,63 the U.N. Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities 64 and the U.N. Centre for Human Rights are
62. On February 1, 1994, after over 45 years of talks and opposition from certain de-
veloping nations, U.N. Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali named Ecuador's ambassador to
the U.N., Jose Ayala Lasso, to the newly created post of U.N. High Commissioner for
Human Rights. The High Commissioner enjoys the rank of Under Secretary-General, his
term runs for 4 years, and he will serve as head of the U.N. Centre for Human Rights in
Geneva with a liaison office in New York. His mandate is to "coordinate the human rights
promotion and protection activities throughout the United Nations systcm" and "engage in
the implementation of his/her mandate with a view to securing respect for all human
rights." G.A. Res. A/48/141, U.N. GAOR, 48th Sess., Supp. No. 49, at 261 (1993).
Although the High Commissioner will be able to "engage in dialogue with governments
with a view to securing full enjoyment of all human rights," the final text omitted direct
reference (contained in earlier drafts) to fact-finding missions or investigations of human
rights abuses. Evelyn Leopold, U.N. Group Agrees on Human Rights Commissioner Post,
Reuter World Service, Dec. 12, 1993, available in LEXIS, World Library, Reuwld File.
63. The U.N. Commission on Human Rights consists of 53 members elected by the
Economic and Social Council of the U.N. (ECOSOC). The Commission's members serve
as representatives of their respective governments and meet annually in Geneva for six
weeks beginning in late January or early February. Other states may serd observer delega-
tions to the meetings but cannot vote. The Commission receives its authority to address
specific country situations from ECOSOC Resolution 1235 (XLII), adopted in 1967.
E.S.C. Res. 1235, U.N. ESCOR, 42d Sess., Supp. No. 1, at 17, U.N. Doc. E/4393 (1967).
The Resolution authorizes the Commission and Sub-Commission "to examine information
relevant to gross violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms.... ." An investiga-
tion by the Commission may be undertaken by a "special rapporteur," an "ad hoc working
group," a "special representative," a "special envoy," an "observer delegation" or a repre-
sentative of the Secretary-General. Resolution 1235 does not provide, a mechanism for
NGO intervention on human rights. In 1970, ECOSOC adopted Resolution 1503
(XLVIII), E.S.C. Res. 1503, U.N. ESCOR, 48th Sess., Supp. No. 1A, at 8, U.N. Doc. E/
4832/Add. 1 (1970), which provides for a confidential, "closed session" manner of dealing
with NGO allegations concerning "situations which appear to reveal a consistent pattern of
gross and reliable attested violations of human rights ... "
64. The Sub-Commission consists of 26 members, elected by the Commission from a
list of nominees designated by the U.N. member states. Unlike the Commission members,
the Sub-Commission members serve in their individual capacities. Consequently, the Sub-
Commission is generally more sympathetic to allegations of human lights abuses than
members of the Commission. The Sub-Commission is mandated to undertake studies and
to make recommendations to the Human Rights Commission "concern ng the prevention
of discrimination of any kind relating to human rights and fundamental freedoms and the
protection of racial, national, religious and linguistic minorities." The Sub-Commission
reports to the following session of the Commission. The Commission reports to the follow-
ing session of ECOSOC, which, in turn, reports to the General Assembly in the autumn.
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the principal U.N. bodies entrusted with responding to complaints of
human rights abuses generally.6"
The U.N. Secretary-General has the inherent power to contact
governments on matters that fall within the purposes of the U.N.
Charter.6 The U.N. Education, Social and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) focuses on, among other things, educating the world's
people of the existence and importance of their human rights.67
The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women is charged with monitoring progress in states' implementation
of the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Wo-
men.68 The Committee Against Torture69 addresses violations of the
65. For further reading on the different functions of the Human Rights Committee
and the Human Rights Commission and Sub-Commission, see BUERGE.'rHAL, supra note
22.
66. The Secretary-General has used his good offices to render humanitarian assistance
in a wide variety of circumstances. See generally B.G. Ramcharan, The Good Offices of the
United Nations Secretary-General in the Field of Human Rights, 76 Am. J. INVtL L. 130
(1982); M. G. K. Nayar, Dag Hamnnarskjdld and U Thant: The Evolution of Their Office, 7
CASE AV. REs. J. INVTL L. 36 (1974). Ultimately, as James Sutterlin notes, "the managerial
and diplomatic skills, the political acumen and the talent for persuasion of this individual
can influence substantially the success or failure of the United Nations in meeting [its] new
and expanded tasks." James Sutterlin, The Secretary-General as Chief Administrative Of-
ficer of a Renascent United Nations 167 (unpublished manuscript, on file with author).
67. See generally Stephen P. Marks, UNESCO and Human Rights: The Implementa-
tion of Rights Relating to Education, Scienc Culture and Communication, 13 TrxAs INT'L
LJ. 35 (1977); see also Stephen P. Marks, The Complaint Procedure of the United Nations
Educationa, Scientific and Cultural Organization, in GumE "To IrNTrENATIoNAL HtMIAN
Rir=s PRcrcn 86 (Hurst Hannum ed., 2d ed. 1992) (In 1978, UNESCO established a
procedure whereby individuals or NGOs may send a complaint to the UNESCO Director-
General regarding violations of an individual's or group's human rights. Assuming the
complaint is admissible, the Committee on Conventions and Recommendations in Educa-
tion and the Director-General may play a role in resolving the problem through "humani-
tarian intercession" which includes "initiating consultations, in conditions of mutual
respect, confidence and confidentiality, to help reach solutions to particular problems con-
cerning human rights."). See UNESCO Doc. 104]EXIDec. 3.3 1 8, 9 (1978).
68. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women,
G.A. Res. 180, U.N. GAOR, 34th Sess., Supp. No. 46, at 193, U.N. Doe. Af34f46 (1979).
The Committee consists of 23 experts serving in their individual capacity, elected by secret
ballot from a list of persons nominated by states party to the Convention.
69. Article 22 of the Convention Against Torture gives individuals the right to bring
complaints for Convention violations. Like the Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD), the procedures of the Committee Against Torture for addressing
individual applications are not well developed and the committee's overall case load is
light. As of the end of 1991, it had ruled on only five cases, all of which were declared
inadmissible. Unlike other committees, however, the Committee Against Torture has the
power to initiate its own investigations if it receives "reliable information which appears to
it to contain well-founded indications that torture is being systematically practiced in the
territory of a State Party."
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Convention Against Torture,70 and the Committee on the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination (CERD)71 addresses violation2s of the Con-
vention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.72
The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees has been one of the most
important figures in protecting the human rights of displaced persons
in conflict-torn areas, although her relevance to the human rights of
sexual minorities is, of course, limited. The International Labour Or-
ganization (ILO) remains a very important institution for the protec-
tion of human rights, particularly those of workers.73
The bodies entrusted with enforcing the regional human rights
instruments are discussed above in Section B.l.b. The International
Lesbian and Gay Association (ILGA) has been pressing for NGO sta-
tus in the European Parliament similar to that which it has enjoyed in
the U.N. to enable it to partake in discussions in the Council of
Europe.74
The CSCE, discussed above in Section B.1.c, is slowly developing
enforcement institutions to supervise the implementation of interna-
tional commitments made by member nations. This process has been
slow and none of the institutions have real enforcemen power except
to publicly discuss the enforcement problems. Nevertheless, the pro-
cess can be effective. CSCE member nations, along with lesbian and
70. Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment
or Punishment, art. 20(1), G.A. Res. 39/46, U.N. GAOR, 39th Sess., Supp No. 51, at 97
(1984).
71. The CERD is similar in structure to the Human Rights Committee. Like the
Human Rights Committee, it can hear individual petitions regarding violations of the Con-
vention provided the states involved have made an optional declaration under Article 14 of
the Convention. As of August 1991, however, only 14 of the 129 parties to the Convention
had made the optional declaration, and as of 1991 the CERD had completed consideration
of only two individual communications, although others are pending.
72. International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimina-
tion, Jan. 4, 1969, 660 U.N.T.S. 195.
73. The Versailles Teaty established the International Labour Organization (ILO) in
1919. The Organization is one of the few elements of the League of Nations to survive the
Second World War. The ILO has a tripartite structure, consisting of governments, employ-
ers, and workers. The ILO complaint procedure can only be utilized by a government, a
trade union, employers' association, or a delegate to the International Labour Conference.
The ILO has adopted conventions which deal, inter alia, with discrimination in employ-
ment, freedom of association, indigenous and tribal peoples, the right to organize, collec-
tive bargaining, the abolition of forced labor, a minimum age for child klbor, protection of
wages, occupational safety, the employment of women, and migrant workers.
74. See Kurt Krickler, Report on ILGA's participation in the CSCE Implementation
Meeting on Human Dimension Issues Warsaw, 27 Sept. - 14 Oct. 1993, EURo-LTrER (Int'l
Lesbian and Gay Ass'n), Nov. 21, 1993 [hereinafter EURo-LE lR].
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gay groups, have actively lobbied within the CSCE to include explicit
references to the human rights of sexual minorities.?5
b. Applying International Norms in Domestic Courts
The second strategy for guaranteeing the human rights of sexual
minorities is through domestic judicial action. Usually this is accom-
plished through reference to a country's constitution or other laws,
but international human rights law can sometimes play a role as per-
suasive and even binding authority.76 There are three principal means
by which domestic courts have applied or incorporated international
law as a part of their domestic legal system: (1) by directly applying
the terms of international treaties entered into by their respective gov-
ernments; (2) by using international law to guide the interpretation of
the state's own domestic law; and (3) by applying customary interna-
tional law. 7
In countries which have incorporated international human rights
law into their own jurisprudence, an appeal can be made directly to
75. Interview with Vmca Showalter, Staff Member of the U.S. Helsinki Commission,
Washington, D.C. (Aug. 23,1993). See also statements by the heads of the Norwegian and
Dutch official CSCE delegations and statements by members of the Danish and Swedish
official CSCE delegations in EURo-LETrER, supra note 74. For the text of some of the
statements supporting gay and lesbian issues, see infra text accompanying notes 258, 260,
and 321.
76. See, e.g., the complaint by the Nicaraguan Centro de Derechos Constitucionales to
the Nicaraguan Supreme Court, November 10, 1992 (on file with author), seeking invalida-
tion of Article 204 of the Penal Code which criminalizes sodomy. The complaint makes
use of the reference in Article 46 of the Nicaraguan Constitution to the Universal Declara-
tion, the American Convention, the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of
Man, the ICCPR, and the ICESCR.
[Tioda persona goza de la protecci6n estatal y del reconocimiento de los derechos
inherentes a la persona humana, del irrectricto respeto, promoci6n y protecci6n
de los derechos humanos y de ]a plena vigencia de los derechos consignados en la
Declaraci6n Universal de Derechos Humanos, en la Declaraci6n Americana de
los Derechos y Deberes del Hombre, en el Pacto Internacional de Derechos
Econ6micos, Sociales y Culturales yen el Pacto International de Derechos Civiles
y Politicos de la Organizaci6n de la Naciones Unidas y en la Convenci6n Ameri-
cana de Derechos Humanos de la Organizaci6n de Estados Americanos.
At least one prominent commentator has suggested that invoking the European Court's
decisions upholding the right to privacy of sexual minorities might have been helpful in the
United States Supreme Court case Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186 (1986), which ulti-
mately upheld a Georgia sodomy statute. Lillich, supra note 60, at 861.
77. Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice identifies the
sources of international law: (a) treaties, (b) international custom, as evidence of a general
practice accepted as law (customary international law), (c) general principles of law, and
(d) judicial decisions and teachings of the most highly qualified publicists. 1947 1.CJ. Acts
& Docs. 77. See also RESTAT mr (THuD) oF = Foanoi- RE-,ToNs Lw oF THE
UN=rD STATES, §102(1) (1987).
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international law in a domestic case. Countries differ substantially in
the extent to which they incorporate international law directly into
their national law. Some countries such as Austria, Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Romania accept international law as equal to, or
supreme over, their own domestic law. 78 Other countries, such as the
United Kingdom, do not consider international law to be judicially
enforceable unless it is implemented by domestic legislation. 9 The
United States combines these two approaches. 80
78. Ironically, Romania, which has been implicated in serious human rights abuses,
particularly against sexual minorities, is illustrative of those countrie., which have made
international treaties self-executing and have directly incorporated them into their domes-
tic law. Article 20 of the Romanian Constitution provides:
1. Constitutional provisions on the rights and freedoms of citizens shall be inter-
preted and applied in accordance with the Universal Declaration on Human
Rights and with other treaties and pacts to which Romania is a party.
2. If there is a disagreement between the pacts and treaties on fundamental
human rights to which Romania is a party and domestic laws, then international
regulations will have priority. (emphasis added).
Article 11 provides:
1. The Romanian state pledges to fulfill, to the letter and in good faith, its com-
mitments under the treaties to which it is a party.
2. The treaties ratified by Parliament, according to the law, are prrt of domestic
law.
Although in many transitional countries such as Romania the full impact of such in-
corporation provisions has yet to be fully felt, the provisions are increasingly forcing judges
to interpret their laws and constitutions in accordance with international norms. A histori-
cal precedent was recently set in Sibiu, Romania, where two individuals were tried in a
county court for violating Article 200 of Romania's Penal Code which prohibits same-sex
sexual activity. In that case the judge agreed with the defendants' argument that the case
should be tried under international law in the Constitutional Court iv Bucharest. Inter-
view with Rasvan Ion, Romanian Gay and Lesbian Commission, in Bucharest, Romania
(July 15, 1993). As will be discussed in greater length below, although Romanian law treats
international law in monist fashion, the reality of the manner in which anternational law is
treated in its courts diverges considerably from the manner prescribed in its constitution.
79. NEwMAN & WEISSBRODT, supra note 24, at 555. See also ANDREW Z.
DRZEMCZEWSKi, EUROPEAN HUMAN RiGHis CONVENMON IN DoMEc LAW 177-87
(1983).
80. In the United States, a treaty ratified by the United States is part of the supreme
law of the land, of equal dignity with federal statutes. NEWMAN & NVEIssBRODT, supra
note 24, at 575. Article VI, paragraph 2 of the U.S. Constitution states the following:
This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pur-
suance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made unde, the Authority
of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in
every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any
State to the Contrary notwithstanding. (emphasis added).
Confficts between treaty clauses and existing U.S. law are resolved according to three
rules, NEwMAN & WEISSBRODT, supra note 24, at 575: (1) a treaty may not infringe on
certain provisions of the U.S. Constitution, Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1 (1957); (2) if there is
a conflict between a treaty and a federal statute, the more recent prevails, id. at 18 n.34;
and (3) if there is a conflict between a treaty and state law, the treaty controls, Zschernig v.
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There is significant interplay among these different ways of apply-
ing international law domestically, and it is somewhat artificial to dis-
cuss these forms of incorporating international law under discrete
rubrics. For example, the acceptance of a treaty by a wide number of
nations may lead a court to accept a treaty provision as part of cus-
tomary international law and apply such provisions domestically even
if the nation has not signed the treaty.3 '
c. Changing the Laws of Specific Countries or the Manner in
Which the Laws Are Applied
A third means by which sexual minorities can guarantee their
human rights is by changing the laws of the countries in which they
reside. Obviously, the principal actors in this effort are domestic
NGOs, but international human rights NGOs and foreign government
Miller, 389 U.S. 429, 440-41 (1968). Customary law enjoys, in theory, a status under United
States law similar to the U.S. Constitution, although there is some controversy over
whether it is in fact equal in status. U.S. courts have, nevertheless, recognized the domestic
authority of international customary law in certain cases. See The Paquete Habana, 175
U.S. 677,700 (1900)(customary law is "part of our law, and must be ascertained and admin-
istered by the courts of justice of appropriate jurisdiction as often as questions of right
depending upon it are duly presented for their determination"). In one of the most impor-
tant cases to address the issue of domestic application of customary international law, the
court in Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876 (2d Cir. 1980), stated that "where the nations
of the world have adopted a norm in terms so formal and unambiguous as to make it
international 'law,' the interests of the global community transcend those of any one state."
The Circuit Court noted that "although there is no universal agreement as to the precise
extent of the 'human rights and fundamental freedoms' guaranteed to all by the U.N.
Charter, there is at present no dissent from the view that guaranties include, at a bare
minimum, the right to be free from torture. This prohibition has become part of customary
international law, as evidenced and defined by the Universal Decdaration of Human Rights."
(emphasis added). In Committee of United States' Citizens Living in Nicaragua v. Reagan,
859 F.2d 929 (D.C. Cir. 1988), the Circuit Court noted the supremacy of peremptory norms
of international law Uus cogens) over domestic and customary international law. The court
stated in dicta that "[s]uch basic norms of international law as the proscription against
murder and slavery may well... restrain our government in the same way that the Consti-
tution restrains it. If Congress adopted a foreign policy that resulted in the enslavement of
our citizens or other individuals, that policy might well be subject to challenge in domestic
court under international law." Id. at 941.
81. For example, with respect to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, supra
note 30 and accompanying text, the Legal Advisor of the United States Department of
State wrote a Letter of Submittal to the President in which he stated:
While the United States has not yet ratified the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties, [the United States has] consistently appl[ied] those of its terms which
constitute a codification of customary international law. Most provisions of the
Vienna Convention, including Articles 31 and 32 on matters of treaty interpreta-
tion, are declaratory of customary international law.
Marian L. Nash, Contemporary Practice of the United States Relating to International Law,
75 Am. J. Iu-r't. L. 142, 147 (1981), reprinted in NEwmN & WEISSBRODT, supra note 24.
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officials can also exert pressure on those countries which commit seri-
ous human rights abuses against sexual minorities. As the discussion
below in Part VI (Right to Privacy) illustrates, Romania's entry into
the Council of Europe was made conditional on its commitment to
change its sodomy law. While this change has yet to be accomplished,
pressure from the rest of Europe has given Romanian human rights
organizations lobbying the Romanian Parliament a great deal of lever-
age in their efforts. Arguably, European human rights law had a simi-
lar effect on the decision of the Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian,
Bulgarian, Ukrainian, and Russian legislative bodies to eliminate their
sodomy statutes as well.
In the United States, the existence of international law contrary
to United States domestic law seems to carry little weight with United
States legislators, although, as discussed below, it can influence
United States judges. Nevertheless, the recent ruling by the U.N.
Human Rights Committee that the ICCPR supports the equal protec-
tion and privacy rights of sexual minorities in at least some circum-
stances could create pressure on the Executive Branch (and possibly
members of Congress) to bring the United States law into accordance
with the United States' commitments under international law.
II. THE RIGHT TO LIFE
The right to life is the most sacrosanct of human rights. Although
international law prohibits the arbitrary deprivation of human life,
countries are increasingly prohibiting the taking of life under any cir-
cumstance. Nevertheless, throughout the world gays and lesbians
have been denied this most basic of rights through widespread, and
sometimes systematic, murder. This section will discuss those in-
stances where the rights of sexual minorities to life, liberty, and secur-
ity of person have been denied through direct government action or
inaction in the face of large-scale and continuing murder and violence
against sexual minorities.
A. The Right to Life Under International Law
Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states
that "[e]veryone has the right to life, liberty and the security of per-
son." Article 6, paragraph I of the ICCPR states:
82. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 3.
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1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. TIis right shall
be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.
2. In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, sentence
of death may be imposed only for the most serious crimes .... (em-
phasis added).83
Article 4 of the American Convention repeats the ICCPR's limi-
tation of the death penalty to only serious crimes, stating:
1. Every person has the right to have his life respected. This right
shall be protected by law and, in general, from the moment of con-
ception. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.
2. In countries that have not abolished the death penalty, it may be
imposed only for the most serious crimes and pursuant to a final
judgment rendered by a competent court....s8
The African Charter states that "human beings are inviolable.
Every human being shall be entitled to respect for his life and the
integrity of his person. No one may be arbitrarily deprived of this
right.' ' s5
Section 1, article 2 of the European Convention states that "eve-
ryone's right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be de-
prived of his life intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a
court following his conviction of a crime for which this penalty is pro-
vided by law."'
As the discussion immediately below demonstrates, some coun-
tries have a more inviolable right to life than that found in interna-
tional law, while other countries have a less protective right to life.
B. The Right to Life Under National Law
The right to life is enshrined in most countries' constitutions or
domestic law in some manner. Increasingly, countries have gone be-
yond international law and have declared this right absoluteP As of
1989, thirty-five countries had abolished the death penalty for all
83. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 6.
84. American Convention, supra note 51, art. 4.
85. African Charter, supra note 47, art. 4.
86. European Convention, supra note 23, § I, art. 2.
87. See eg., NAMim. CoNsr. ch. 3, art. 6 ("The right to life shall be respected and
protected. No law may prescribe death as a competent sentence. No Court or Tribunal
shall have the power to impose a sentence of death upon any person. No executions shall
take place in Namibia."); SPAmN CoNst. ch. II, sec. 1, art. 15 ("The death penalty is abol-
ished except in those cases which may be established by military penal law in times of
war."); BRz_. CONST. ch. I, art. 5, § XLVII ("There shall be no penalties: (a) of death,
except in the case of declared war .... ."); Costa RicA CoNST. title IV, art. 21 ("Human
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crimes. Eighteen countries provided for the death penalty for excep-
tional crimes (treason, military crimes, etc.) and another 26 countries
have retained the death penalty for ordinary crimes, but had not exe-
cuted anyone since at least 1979.88
Some countries continue to deny the right to life to sexual minori-
ties by executing them under law, by deliberately encouraging the sys-
tematic murder of them by paramilitary groups which are frequently
connected to the government, or by refusing to act in the face of wide-
spread and repeated murder of sexual minorities.
1. Execution of Sexual Minorities
Several countries continue to violate international law by pre-
scribing the death penalty for sexual minorities. (In these situations
sexual minorities are defined by their conduct.) The death penalty in.
such circumstances violates the literal wording of the Universal Decla-
ration and those provisions of the ICCPR and the American Conven-
tion which limit the death penalty to only the most serious crimes.
The only countries that currently execute individuals solely be-
cause of their sexual orientation are those countries that follow a
highly rigid, questionably accurate interpretation of Sharia, or Islamic
law. In Iran, Article 110 of the Islamic Penal Law8 9 provides that the
"punishment for sodomy is killing; the Sharia judge decides on how to
carry out the killing." Article 121 provides that "punishment for
Tafhiz (the rubbing of the thighs or buttocks) and the like committed
by two men without entry, shall be a hundred lashes for each of
them."90 Article 129 provides that "punishment for lesbianism is a
hundred lashes for each party,"'" and Article 131 provides that "if the
act of lesbianism is repeated three times and punishment is enforced
each time, death sentence will be issued the fourth time."9 These
penalties have been enforced ruthlessly.93 On May 18, 1990, Ayatol-
life is inviolable."); RoM. CONST. ch. II, art. 22 ("1) A person's right to life and to physical
and mental well-being are guaranteed .... 3) Capital punishment is prohibited.").
88. ROGER G. HOOD, THE DEATH PENALTY: A WORLD-WIDE PIERSPECTIVE 169-70
(1989).
89. Approved by the Islamic Consultancy Parliament on July 30, 1991 and ratified by
the High Expediency Council on November 28, 1991. lanslation of relevant sections by
Law Offices of A.A. Atai & Associates, Attorneys at Law, 218 Motalari Ave., Mofateh
Crossing, P.O. Box 15875-1633, Tehran, Iran (on file with author).
90. Art. 121 of Islamic Penal Law, supra note 89.
91. Art. 110 of Islamic Penal Law, supra note 89.
92. Art. 131 of Islamic Penal Law, supra note 89.
93. See Iran: Amnesty International Concerned at Continuing Political Executions, AM.
NESTY INT'L WLY. UPDATE, MDE 13/WU 08/92, Dec. 7,1992, reprinted in Amnesty Inter-
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lah Musavi-Ardebili stated, in a prayer sermon delivered at Teheran
University:
For homosexuals, men or women, Islam has prescribed the most se-
vere punishments.... After it has been proved on the basis of
Sharia, they should seize him [or her], they should keep him stand-
ing, they should split him in two with a sword, they should either cut
off his neck or they should split him from the head.... He will fall
down .... After he is dead, they bring logs, make a fire and place
the corpse on the logs, set fire to it and burn it. Or it should be
taken to the top of a mountain and thrown down. Then the parts of
the corpse should be gathered together and burnt. Or they should
dig a hole, make a fire in the hold and throw him alive into the fire.
We do not have such punishments for other offenses.
94
In Saudi Arabia, all homosexual acts are subject to the death
penalty. 5
2. Government Complicity in the Murder of Sexual Minorities
In other countries, governments have been implicated in extra-
judicial killings or have taken a passive approach to stopping the kill-
ings or apprehending the perpetrators.96 Because this problem has
been particularly pronounced in South America, 97 and because of the
extensive activity of South American human rights activists in docu-
national, First Steps: Amnesty International's Work on Behalf of Lesbians and Gay Men
12 (July 1993) (unpublished manuscript on file with Amnesty International, Washington,
D.C.) [hereinafter First Steps]; Jack Anderson, Iranian Homosexuals Fear for Their Lives,
S.F. CHmoN., Jan. 22, 1990, at A17 ("On New Year's Day, three accused homosexual men
were publicly beheaded in one of the city squares of Nahavand and two accused lesbians
were stoned to death in Langrood.").
94. Rex Wockner, BBC Confirms Reports Iran Is Executing Gays, BAY AREA REP.,
May 31, 1990.
95. Tielman & Hammelburg, supra note 8, at 322; see also SE.XUALtrrYo AN, ERoncisMs
AMONG MALES IN MOSLEM SocIETms (Arno Schmitt & Jehoeda Sofer eds., 1992).
96. See Sidney Brinkley, Brazilian Is First to Gain Asylum for Being Gay, WASH.
BLAU, Aug. 13, 1993, at 1 (Judge Philip Leadbetter, in his decision granting asylum to
Marcelo Tenorio, wrote that "all of the testimony and documentation submitted support
[Tenorio's] assertions that homosexual individuals in Brazil are frequently beaten, tortured
or killed. Moreover, these events support [Tenorio's] assertion that the government of
Brazil does little to prevent violence against homosexuals by organized anti-gay groups.").
See also Matter of Marcelo Tenorio, File No. A72 093 558, U.S. Department of Justice,
Executive Office for Immigration Review, Immigration Court, San Francisco.
97. See Jaire A. Matin, Hunting Gays in South America, 4 COLOMBIA UPDATE, No. 2
(Colom. Hum. Rts. Network), Apr.-June 1992, at 1 ("[H]undreds of gay men are being
murdered in South America. They are the target of 'social clean-up' death squads that
operate under cover of darkness in the major cities of Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and
Peru.").
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menting those abuses, the documentation in this section is primarily
from South America.
In Colombia, an average of 1.8 persons a day are victims of "so-
cial cleansing" by right-wing death squads, often with the complicity
of the police. 98 Less than five percent of the individuals involved in
these killings have been prosecuted by the government, and less than
one percent have actually been punished.9 9 Amnesty International's
1993 Colombia Report contains graphic descriptions of the extra-judi-
cial killings of sexual minorities:
Killings of "social undesirables" by "death squads" backed by the
police in major cities and towns continued to be reported. Vagrants
(including children), homosexuals and petty criminals were gunned
down in the streets at night or were seized and driven away in un-
marked cars. Their bodies, which were rarely identified, often bore
signs of torture.1°°
Sexual minorities are a preferred target of these squads. 10 1 For
example, the Colombian human rights group Grupo de Ambiente has
claimed that more than three hundred gay men were killed between
1986 and 1990.1° "In recent years right-wing death squads have
openly stated that homosexuals, along with left-wing politicians, drug
users and street children, are a scourge and need to be wiped out."10 3
According to some human rights groups, these "right-wing squads"
are police agents.'04
98. Marc Cooper, Reality/Check, SPIN, Nov. 1993, at 110 ("For the hands behind the
Colombian social cleansing are none other than those of the Colombian National Police-
the very institution that receives the bulk of tens of millions of dollars in annual U.S.
military aid, all in the name of fighting drugs.").
99. Interview with Juan Pablo Ordofiez, Esq., board member of the Colombia Human
Rights Committee (based in Washington, D.C.) (Mar. 20, 1994); se? also Colombian
Nightmare, GUIDE, Mar. 1992, at 18 ("Gay people in Colombia are being tortured and
killed by vigilante death squads with almost total impunity.").
100. Colombia, AMNES INT'L REP., 1993, reprinted in First Steps, supra note 93, at 9.
101. See WASHINGTON OFFICE ON LATIN AMERICA, THE COLOMBIAq NATIONAL PO-
LICE, HUMAN RIGHTS AND U.S. DRUG POLICY 23 (1993) (testimony reveals "systematic
practice" of police abuse against prostitutes and homosexuals).
102. See Colombian Nightmare, supra note 99, at 18 ("Grupo de Ambiente, a now-
disbanded gay rights group in Medellin, counted 328 gay people murdered by death squads
from 1986 to 1990-and experts say these figures are almost certainly too low.").
103. Gary Marx, Gays in Latin America Begin to Claim Rights, Ciii. TRIn., Jan. 28,
1992, at 1; Lucien Chauvin, A Key Decade for Latin American Gays and Lesbians, S.F.
BAY TIMES, Mar. 12, 1992, at 11. See generally Colombian Death Squad'. Target Gay Men,
GAY & LESBIAN TIMEs, Mar. 26, 1992.
104. Steven Ambrus, National Agenda; Fear & Loathing in Colombia; Abuse and Cor-
ruption by the Police Are Now Part of the Daily Violence, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 24, 1993, at 4
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In Peru, murders of sexual minorities, particularly transvestites,
have been carried out on a systematic basis by a left-wing revolution-
ary organization'0 5 and right-wing organizations."° According to the
Movimiento Homosexual de Lima (MHOL), the Movimiento Revolu-
cionario Tupac Amaru (MRTA) has openly stated its policy to kill
homosexuals, who, according to the group's leader Victor Polay, rep-
resent a danger to society. On September 11, 1992, the MRTA
phoned the offices of MHOL and threatened: "We are from the
MRTA, and we don't like gays .... You have only twenty minutes to
leave the premises before the machine gun and bombing starts." 107
This followed repeated attacks by the MRTA against sexual minori-
ties. In late May 1990, members of MRTA entered Tarapoto, in San
Martin, and massacred seven transvestites as part of a process of
"moralization."'' 0  In July 1990, MRTA carried out a similar cam-
paign, killing two gay men in Pucallpa, Ucayali as part of their "clean-
ing of undesirables." In 1990 and 1991, more than forty transvestites
were killed on Lima's streets by right-wing groups known as "mata
cabros" or "kill faggots."109
In Brazil, unidentified groups have killed more than 1,000 mem-
bers of sexual minorities since 1980 according to Brazilian newspaper
reports." 0 According to one study by a Brazilian newspaper, on aver-
age, one anti-gay killing occurs every four days in Brazil.11' Asylum
was recently granted to a gay Brazilian man by the U.S., the judge
("Human rights groups accuse police agents of carrying out 'social cleansing7 operations,
involving the killings of street children, beggars, prostitutes and homosexuals.").
105. Lucien Chauvin, Struggling in Peru, BosToN GAY Co.ZIUNrrv NEws, Mar. 18-24,
1991, at 8.
106. Se4 e.g., Darrel Y. Rist, Homosexuals and Human Rights, 250 NATmoN 3S2, 43
(1990).
107. Guerrilla Group (MRTA) Threatens Gays in Peru, Press Release (Int'l Gay &
Lesbian Hum. Rts. Comm'n), Sept. 18, 1992.
108. See Rist, supra note 106.
109. Lucien Chauvin, A Key Decade for Latin American Gays and Lesbians, supra note
105.
110. See, e.g. Gays in Brazil Murdered at Alarming Rate, S.F. WK.LY., July 8, 1992, at 7
("[Professor] Mott and his colleagues have documented 1,200 'assassinations' of gay men
and lesbians over the last decade in Brazil." Mott stated that jt]hese crimes are not com-
mon crimes, they are sexual crimes," adding that the murders are frequently preceded by
torture.); see also Ruth Barros, Alunos de Musculapao, criam "Comando Anti-Gay,"
ForL-A DE SAO PAuLO, Nov. 15, 1987, at A2; Gays Being Murdered in Brazil, S.F. Svqr.
NEL, July 2, 1992, at 11; Gary Marx, Gays in Latin America Begin to Claim Rights, supra
note 105. But cf Em Dez Anos, 566 Travestis Assassinados, ZERo Honk, Mar. 3,1991, at
47.
111. Study conducted by the Brazilian newpaper Folha de Sao Paulo, reported in
Agenda, ADvocATE, Apr. 5, 1994, at 16. Cf. infra note 113 and accompanying text (evi-
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citing evidence that "anti-gay groups appear to be prevalent in Brazil-
ian society and continue to commit violence against homosexuals,
with little official investigation and few criminal charges being brought
against the perpetrators." 112 In the same case, evidence was heard
that an average of one gay man is murdered every five! days in Brazil
and that gay rights organizations have documented the existence of
twelve paramilitary death squads that target homosexuals and trans-
vestites. 1" 3 Amnesty International has expressed concern that the ab-
duction and killing of Renildo Jos6 dos Santos, a self-identified
bisexual local councilor from the municipality of Coqueiro Seco, State
of Alagoas, may have been carried out by members of the state secur-
ity forces because of his non-heterosexual orientation.114 After his
severed head was discovered in an adjoining state, five men, including
the town's Mayor, were arrested.115 According to a Brazilian video
documentary, The Hunting Season, there has been an officially sanc-
tioned reign of terror against gay men in the city of Sac Paulo, involv-
ing multiple murders, with the alleged participation by the police and
local government." 6 The U.S. Department of State 1993 Human
Rights Country Report for Brazil includes the following statement:
There continue to be reports of murders of homosexuals, S.lo Paulo
newspapers reported that three transvestites were murdered on
March 14; other reports claimed that 17 transvestites were killed in
the first three months of 1993. One military policeman was charged
in the March 14 killings and was awaiting trial at year's end. Homo-
sexual rights groups claim, however, that the vast majorify of perpe-
trators of crimes against homosexuals go unpunished." 7
In Ecuador, twenty gay men were murdered between November
1991 and February 1992 by unidentified assassins, following a pattern
dence presented in asylum case that one gay person is killed, on average, every five days in
Brazil).
112. David 'Tuller, Gay Brazilian Claims Persecution-Wins U.S. Asylum, S.F. CHRON.,
July 29, 1993, at A13. See also Jason W. Lloren, Persecuted Gay Granted Political Asylum
in U.S., S.F. EXAMINER, Aug. 4, 1993, at AS; Wade Lambert, Asylum Given to Gay Man,
WALL ST. J., Aug. 2, 1993, at B3.
113. Taller, supra note 112 (testimony of Luiz Mott, Professor of Anthropology at the
Federal University of Bahia). See also James Brooke, In Live-and-Let-Live Land, Gay
People Are Slain, N.Y. TIMEs, Aug. 12, 1993, at A4.
114. Brazil: AI Concerned at Killing of Homosexual Politician (Renildo Jose dos San-
tos), AMNESTY INT'L WKLY. UPDATE (AMR 19/07/93), Apr. 1993, reprinted in First Steps,
supra note 93, at 6.
115. Brooke, supra note 113, at A4.
116. Bob Satuloff, Hunting Season on Gays in Brazil, N.Y. NATVE, June 17, 1991.
117. Statement of the International Lesbian and Gay Association to the U.N. Commis-
sion on Human Rights (Agenda Item 12), Geneva Switzerland, Mar. 7, 1994, at 2.
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of assassination that has resulted in over one hundred deaths since
1987.118 In the winter of 1992, El Directo, a gay and lesbian newslet-
ter, ceased publication after two issues because of threats against the
lives of its publishers. 119 The next issue of the newsletter was to carry
an article documenting the murders of twenty gay men killed by "mo-
rality death squads" between August and December 1991.120
In Mexico, sexual minorities have been repeatedly subjected to
murders allegedly by the systematic activity of death squads."' Ms.
Enoe Uranga, Co-Founder and General Coordinator of the Organiza-
ci6n Mexicana Por Los Derechos Humanos de las Lesbianas, stated
that "the government has said it will not protect transvestites unless
they are dressed like men, insinuating that it is OK to kill homosexu-
als if we are visible."'" A July 27, 1992 report by El Cfrculo Cultural
Gay presented a report to the Comisi6n Nacional De Derechos
Humanos in which it documented a wave of murders throughout the
country in 1991 with more than twenty murders in the State of Chia-
pas alone. Six gay men were murdered in Mexico City in one seventy-
two hour period in July 1992,1' all murdered in a similar fashion.124
This followed a 1987 "clean-up" campaign by Mexico City municipal
authorities of transvestites. In the State of Chiapas, on February 6,
1993, Neftali Ruiz, vice-president of Grup Gay Travesti was shot twice
in Tuxtla Gutierrez by an unknown person in a moving vehicle. He
had been demanding police investigation into a string of gay murders
118. Fernando Saline, Estan Matando a Los Gays ... y no es el SIDA, REVISTA Vis-
TAZO (Quito), rad., at 94; Ecuador Murders Part of a Campaign of Harassment, GAY TLNIES
(London), Apr. 1992, at 20; Emergency Response, AcroN ALERT (Int'l Gay & Lesbian
Hum. Rts. Com.) Feb. 1992, at 1.
119. Letter from Masha Gessen to William Orme, Committee to Protect Journalists
(Nov. 2, 1993).
120. Id.
121. Anti-Gay Violence Continues in Me-xico: Gay Leader Assassinated, Press Release
(Int'l Gay & Lesbian Hum. Rts. Comm'n), Feb. 17, 1993.
122. More Gays Murdered in Mexico, Press Release (Int'l Gay & Lesbian Hum. Rts.
Comm'n), Aug. 14, 1992. See also John Ross, Gay Killed Every Five Days in Rio, BAY
AREA REP., Nov. 26, 1992, at 14.
123. Mauricio Flores & Ruben Garcia, Ninguna Pista Sobre el Triple Homicidio, EL
NACiONAL, July 16, 1992; Sergio Pereztrejo, Se Ignora el M6vil del Crimen; En Estado de
Descomposici6n Hallan dos Caddveres en un Departamento, EL SOL DE Mtaco, July 16,
1992, at 12A.
124. Gabriel Castillo Garcia, Muchas Similitudes en las Ejecuciones, OVAciO.NES, July
15, 1992, at 1.
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in that state."2 His death followed the assassination of at least fifteen
gay men126 from June 1992 until the death of Ruiz. 27
In Chile, an anti-gay "commando" group has claimed responsibil-
ity for a fire in a gay discotheque which killed nineteen people and for
death threats against several AIDS service providers, as well as an-
other gay discotheque.128 The local government has been uncoopera-
tive and ineffective in investigating the fire. 29
The role of the Catholic Church in inciting the murder of Argen-
tinean sexual minorities 30 and the Church's close ties with the gov-
ernment indicate that the line between gay-bashing and state
encouraged violence is sometimes blurry. For example, Argentinean
army chaplain Father Lobardero called for the death penalty for
homosexuals and, in both print and television interviews, has argued
that the commandment "Thou Shalt not Kill" does not apply to
homosexuals.' 3'
C. Applying International Law
International law is explicit in its guarantee of the right to life.
Only countries which absolutely prohibit executions for any reason
provide greater protection. 32 If international law were to adopt the
125. Augusto Sol6rzano L6pez, La Policia 2ene Pistas de la Identidad de los
Criminales, DIARIO DE CHIAPAS, June 15, 1991; Elizabet Solar, Den Muerte a Otro
Travestf, LA REPUBLICA EN CHIAPAS, July 17, 1992, at 1; Anti-Gay Violence in Mexico, S.F.
SENTINEL, Feb. 25, 1993, at 8.
126. Missing person reports indicate that 25 persons may have been killed during that
period in Chiapas, but the State confirms only 15 murders.
127. Judith Calder6n Gomez, Pedirdn Que la PGR Esclarezca las Muertes de Travestfs
Chiapanecos, LA JORNADA, Feb. 19, 1993, at 24; Candelaria Rodriguez, Cinco Desco.
nocidos Asesinan a Otro Homosexual en Chiapas, LA JORNADA, Feb. 7, 1993, at 19. See
also Rodrigo Vera, Psicosis en Chiapas por la Cacerfa de Homosexuales, PROCEso, Mar. 1,
1993, at 24 ("Pueden matarlos [los travestfs] si los yen solos por ]a calle. Tengo que
pedirles taxi para que los dejen a las puertas de sus casas. Vivimos un psicosis colectiva.").
128. Herndn Cisternas Arellano, 17 Muertos por Incendio en Boite de Valparaiso, EL
MERCURIO, Sept. 5, 1993, at Al; 15 Muertos y 10 Heridos en Incendio, LA CUARTA (UPI),
Sept. 5, 1993; Incendio de Valparaso Serfa una Venganza, LA NACI6N, Sept. 6, 1993, at 9;
Osvaldo Navas, Diferentes Versiones sobre Origen del Fuego, LA TERCERA, Sept. 8, 1993,
at 30; Gay Discotheque Burns Down, ACTION ALERT (Int'l Gay & Lasbian Hum. Rts.
Comm'n), Nov./Dec., 1993, at 1.
129. See also Interview with Pablo Ordoflez, Esq., supra note 99.
130. See generally Robert Julian, A Decisive Time for Argentine Gays, ADVOCATE, Dec.
17, 1991, at 50.
131. See id. in which Julie Doff, Executive Director of the International Gay and Les-
bian Human Rights Commission, speaking in response to the vitriolic statements by mem-
bers of the Argentinian Catholic Church against sexual minorities, noted that "the church
and the government foster an atmosphere of fear."
132. See supra note 88 and accompanying text.
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standard of these countries, it would provide an unequivocal basis for
challenging countries like Iran and Saudi Arabia which prescribe the
death penalty for consensual homosexual relations. But even under
current international law, these death penalty provisions are illegal
under those provisions of international law which prohibit the death
penalty except for serious crimes. 3 International law thus provides
the world's governments and NGOs a legal basis for condemning the
executions of sexual minorities by certain governments.
International law generally does not provide a higher level of
legal protection than the domestic law of most countries. Neverthe-
less, as discussed above, in some countries the murder of sexual mi-
norities is illegal but occurs anyway, wvith government complicity.
Although domestic law provides grounds for domestic NGOs to pro-
test these killings, international law provides a basis for international
NGOs and foreign governments to act as well. The complicity of gov-
ernments in these killings indicates that domestic law and legal institu-
tions are insufficient to protect the rights of sexual minorities to life,
and international intervention is thus necessary.
NGOs and representatives of governments have, in fact, acted in
response to the refusal of governments to respect the rights of sexual
minorities to life. In response to the widespread killings in Mexico,
Canadian Member of Parliament Svend 1. Robinson (Bumaby-Kings-
way) wrote to President Carlos Salinas De Gortari on October 15,
1992, stating:
I am profoundly disturbed about the recent brutal murders of sev-
eral gay men in Mexico City and in several other towns. One of
these men was Dr. Francisco Estrada, one of the founders and presi-
dent of Ave de Mexico, a community AIDS prevention and support
organization. On August 10, a 22-year old gay activist became the
latest victim in a wave of anti-gay violence in the state of Chiapas in
Southern Mexico. Martin Blesca Dominguez, a member of the
AIDS organization Piscis de Arriaga, was severely beaten and
stabbed many times by unidentified attackers who left him for dead
near the town of Arriaga. A dozen other gay men and nine prosti-
tutes have been murdered in Chiapas in the past year, most of them
shot with high-calibre weapons in or near the capital city of Tuxtla
Gutierrez. None of the cases have been solved by the local police,
who consider these murders to be crimes of passion or vengeance
133. See supra text accompanying notes 110.
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within the gay community, despite clear signs of professional
marksmanship and striking similarity among the cases. 1
34
Amnesty International, the International Gay and Lesbian Human
Rights Commission, and other human rights organizations have also
expressed concern over the string of killings.135
The U.S. Department of State Human Rights Country Reports
provide a basis for the U.S. government to evaluate the legality of
foreign assistance under Title 22 of the U.S. Code.:
Sec.701 (a) the United States Government, in connection with its
voice and vote in the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, the International Development Association... shall
advance the cause of human rights, including by seeking to channel
assistance toward countries other than those whose governments
engage in ... a pattern of gross violations of internationally recog-
nized human rights, such as torture or cruel, inhumane, or degrad-
ing treatment or punishment, prolonged detention without charges,
or other flagrant denial to life, liberty, and the security of per-
son .... (emphasis added).136
Thus, the inclusion in the 1993 Human Rights Country Report of the
murders in Brazil could prove not only embarrassing to the Brazilian
government, but could possibly prove financially costly as well.
Human Rights Watch only recently changed its mandate to en-
able it to address the violation of sexual minorities' right to life.13 7
The current Human Rights Watch policy statement regarding sexual
orientation states as follows:
Human Rights Watch opposes state-sponsored and state-tolerated
violence, detention and prosecution of individuals because of their
sexual identity, sexual orientation or private sexual practices.
Human Rights Watch grounds this policy in the right to life, liberty
and security of the person (Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Article 3; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Arti-
134. Nicole Volpe, Alliance Hopes to End Killings of Gay Mexicans. BAY GUARDIAN,
Mar. 17, 1993; Anti-Gay Violence in Mexico, S.F. SENTINEL, Feb. 25, 1993, at 8.
135. James E. Garcia, Anti-Gay Violence on Rise in Mexico, AUSTIN-AmERICAN
STATEsmAN, Sept. 6, 1992. These events are coinciding with systematic human rights
abuses against the indian and evangelical populations of Chiapas. James E. Garcia, This Is
not Justice, AusTIN-AMmicAN STATESMAN, Sept. 6, 1992, at H1.
136. Human Rights and United States Assistance Policies with International Financial
Institutions 22 U.S.C.S. § 262(d) (1994).
137. Although Human Rights Watch's previous mandate would have permitted it to
address the violations of sexual minorities' rights to life and freedom from torture, arbi-
trary arrest, etc., Human Rights Watch had been largely silent when those human rights
violations involved sexual minorities.
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des 6 and 9), rights of freedom of expression and association
(UDHR 19 and 22; ICCPR 19 and 22), the right against arbitrary
detention (UDHR 9, ICCPR 9), the right to privacy (UDHR 12,
ICCPR 17) and the prohibition of discrimination on the basis of
status (UDHR 2, ICCPR 2, 26). 38
III. TORTURE, CRUEL AND DEGRADING
TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT, AND POLICE
ABUSE
Even where there is no systematic killing of sexual minorities,
state instrumentalities in many countries torture their citizens; treat
their detainees in a cruel, unusual, or degrading manner; or engage in
police abuse. Such actions are in clear violation of international law.
In fact, it has been recognized by most commentators that the prohibi-
tion of torture is jus cogens, a peremptory norm that cannot be dero-
gated by a country regardless of whether it has agreed to be bound by
the norm.139
The condemnation of torture and degrading treatment or punish-
ment is universal in international and national law because these prac-
tices, by definition, lie outside the rule of law. In this sense, torture
and degrading treatment or punishment are more widely prohibited
under both national and international law than is execution. 140 Never-
theless, the definition of what constitutes torture and cruel and de-
grading treatment is highly subjective. After all, many countries
consider the death penalty to be cruel and degrading punishment. 141
138. Memorandum to Human Rights Watch staff, Apr. 25, 1994. It should be noted
that while the policy is based, in part, upon international law's prohibition of discrimina-
tion on the basis of status, those non-discrimination provisions are used to justify equal
protection for sexual minorities with respect to freedom from violence and arbitrary deten-
tion, not to expand the mandate to include state discrimination against sexual minorities
per se.
139. See discussion of jus cogens supra note 61 and accompanying text.
140. See e.g., IRAN CONST., arts. 38 and 39. Article 38 provides:
All forms of torture for the purpose of extracting a confession or acquiring infor-
mation are forbidden. Compulsion of individuals to testify, confess, or take an
oath is not permissible; and any testimony, confession, or oath obtained under
duress is devoid of value and credence. Violation of this article is liable to punish-
ment in accordance with the law.
Article 39 provides: "All affronts to the dignity and repute of persons arrested, de-
tained, imprisoned, or banished in accordance with the law, whatever form they may take,
are forbidden and liable to punishment." This is all the more surprising since, as we have
discussed above, the death penalty is widely used in Iran, including as a punishment for
homosexual acts. See supra note 89 and accompanying text.
141. Cf supra note 88 and accompanying text.
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Yet, other countries with prohibitions against cruel and degrading
treatment or punishment have the death penalty.
A. Prohibition of Torture and Cruel and Degrading Treatment
Under International Law
Article 5 of the Universal Declaration provides that "no one shall
be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment."' 42 Article 7 of the ICCPR provides that "no one shall
be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment. In particular, no one shall be subjected without his free
consent to medical or scientific experimentation.' 43 Article 10, para-
graph 1 of the ICCPR states that "all persons deprived of their liberty
shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dig-
nity of the human person."''
Article 5 of the African Charter provides:
Every individual shall have the right to the respect of the dignity
inherent in a human being and to the recognition of his legal status.
All forms of exploitation and degradation of man, particularly slav-
ery, slave trade, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment
and treatment shall be prohibited. 45
Article 5 of the American Convention provides:
1. Every person has the right to have his physical, mental, and moral
integrity respected.
2. No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or de-
grading punishment or treatment. All persons deprived of their lib-
erty shall be treated with respect for the inherent dignity of the
human person.146
As discussed above, the prohibition of torture is a peremptory
norm of international law which means it applies to all countries,
whether or not they have consented to be bound by it. As such, it can
protect the citizens of a country that has not signed any of the interna-
tional instruments prohibiting torture.
142. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 5.
143. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 7. See also the United Nations Standard Minimum
Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, adopted by the First United Nations Congress on the
Prevention of Crime and reatment of Offenders in 1955, and approved by the Economic
and Social Council of the United Nations by its Resolutions 663C (LLIV) on July 31, 1957
and 2076 (LXII) on May 13, 1977.
144. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 10.
145. African Charter, supra note 47, art. 5.
146. American Convention, supra note 51, art. 5.
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B. Prohibition of Torture and Cruel and Degrading Punishment
or Treatment Under National Law
Almost all countries prohibit torture, but countries vary in the
extent to which they legally permit what would commonly be consid-
ered cruel and degrading punishment or treatment. Most countries
absolutely prohibit any form of torture. 147 In Pakistan, Iran, and cer-
tain other Moslem countries, torture is prohibited for the purpose of
extracting information, and cruel and degrading treatment of detain-
ees is prohibited.148 However, corporal punishment or death for ho-
mosexual acts is provided by law.149 In Russia, the law contains no
provision corresponding to either Article 7 or Article 10 of the
ICCPR. 150
In Romania, the law regarding rape absolves a defendant if he
rapes a woman, even violently and with infliction of serious injuries,151
or if he molests an underage girl," 2 providing the defendant marries
the victim before imposition of sentence. In the case of gang-rape, all
147. See, eg., BRAz. CONST. ch. 1, art. 5, § I ("No one shall be submitted to torture or
to inhumane or degrading treatment."); iU. art. 5, § XLVII ("There shall be no penalties...
(e) of cruelty."); COSTA RICA CONSr. art. 40 ("No one may be subjected to cruel or de-
grading treatment or to life imprisonment.. . ."); EoYr" CoNsT. art. 42 ("If a confession is
proved to have been made by a person under any of the aforementioned forms of duress or
coercion, it shall be considered invalid and futile."); SPAIN CONsr. ch. II, art. 15 ("All have
the right to life and physical and moral integrity and in no case may they be subjected to
torture or inhuman or degrading treatment. The death penalty is abolished except in those
cases which may be established by military penal law in times of war."); SYwA CoNSr. art.
28 ("(3) No one shall be tortured physically or mentally or be treated in a humiliating
manner. The law defines the punishment of whoever commits such an act.").
148. See discussion supra note 140 and accompanying text. See also PArL CONs. art.
14, § 2 ("No person shall be subjected to torture for the purpose of extracting evidence.");
see IRAN CONST. art. 38 ("All forms of torture for the purpose of extracting confession or
acquiring information are forbidden.").
149. See 'ieman & Hammelburg, supra note 8, at 313-14 ("Section 377 of the [Pakis-
tani] Penal Code prohibits 'carnal intercourse against the order of nature with any man,'
with a punishment of two years to life imprisonment, which may be extended to include
corporal punishment of 100 lashes."). With respect to the death penalty (and provisions
for corporal punishment) for homosexuality in Iran, see discussion supra note 89 and ac-
companying text.
150. MAsHA GEssEN, THE RIGHTS OF LESBIANS AND GAY MEN IN THE RussAN FED-
ERATION 50 (Int'l Gay and Lesbian Hum. Rts. Comm. Report 1994). For a discussion of
the text of ICCPR arts. 7 and 10, see supra text accompanying notes 143, 144.
151. See Rom. Penal Code, art. 197, para. 5:
The acts referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 [rape with violence and injuries and
gang-rape] are not punishable if, before final imposition of the sentence, the per-
petrator and the victim marry, or where there is more than one perpetrator, if the
victim and one of the perpetrators marry. The non-imposition of sentence shall
apply to all the participants.
152. See Rom. Penal Code, art. 198, para. 5 (sexual intercourse with a female minor):
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the defendants are absolved if one of the rapists marries the victim
before imposition of the sentence.153 These provisions of the
Romanian penal law can only be considered a state-authorized form
of female degradation. That these acts are not generally considered
degrading reflects the same perspective on gender-based violence that
makes violence against sexual minorities acceptable.
The treatment of sexual minorities' rights to freedom from tor-
ture and cruel and degrading treatment or punishment in certain
countries is frequently inconsistent with those countries' own laws.
In China, although homosexual activity itself is not illegal,'- 4 elec-
trodes and herbal emeti have been frequently used to "cure" homo-
sexuals of their "disease" '55 in violation of all international human
rights instruments, specifically ICCPR Article 7's prohibition of non-
consensual medical or scientific experimentation. 5l In Romania
there have been frequent allegations of systematic rape and beatings
of individuals imprisoned for sodomy under Article 200 of the Penal
Code.15
7
The Serbian military has implemented a specific form of terror
against Bosnian males, including male rape and genital torture, appar-
ently inspired in part by their characterization of Bosnians as being
The provisions of the final paragraph of Article 197 [see supra note 151] shall also
apply in the case of the acts referred to in paragraphs I to 3 [sexual intercourse
with girl of under 14 and between 14 and 18 if rapist is in position of trust].
153. See supra note 151.
154. Gillian Rodgerson, Abuse Continues in China Despite Open Gay Group, GAY
TIMEs (London), March 1993, at 20 ("Although homosexual activity itself is not illegal in
China, [gay people have been] accused of 'bad morality and mental disorders' and told that
if they do not change their sexual orientation they will 'disrupt social order and harm the
society.").
155. Nicholas D. Kristof, China Using Electrodes to "Cure" Homosivuals, N.Y. TIMEs,
Jan. 29, 1990, at A2; Louise Branson, Shock "Cure" for China's Homosexuals, TIMEs
(London), Feb. 2,1990, available in LEXIS, World Library, Ttimes File; Gillian Rodgerson,
supra note 154 ("A gay Chinese man has told the Australian magazine Capital Q that he is
being forced to undergo electro-shock therapy three times a week and his lover is doing
hard labour in a re-education camp.... He wrote the magazine to 'let the gay people in
the free world hear my voice. Please do not forget that gay people are suffering in
China.').
156. See supra text accompanying note 143, 144.
157. Interview with Rasvan Ion, Director of the Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Com-
mission of the Romanian Independent Society of Human Rights (Societatea Independenta
Romana a Drepturilor Omului) (Aug. 4, 1993). See also AMNEST INTERNATIONAL,
ROmANiA: CONTINUING VxOLATONS OF HuMAN RIGHs, EUR 39/07193 (May 1993), re-
printed in First Steps, supra note 93, at 24-26 (Amnesty International stated that it "has
recently also received reports that homosexual men or persons suspected of being homo-
sexual have been tortured or ill-treated in Romanian police stations and prisons.").
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overly gay-tolerant. 158 There have also been charges of violent attacks
against gay men by Serbian police.'5 9
In Australia, the government-funded Australian Institute of
Criminology found that eleven percent of lesbians and twenty percent
of gay men had been assaulted. Of those, twelve percent of the lesbians
and eighteen percent of the gay men had been assaulted by the police.160
In Russia, there is substantial documentation of police participa-
tion in anti-gay violence, or of police standing by while such violence
occurs.' 6' In Argentina, the organization Comunidad Homosexual de
Argentina has reported that four hundred men and women were ar-
rested in police "attacks" in December 1989.167 According to a report
in The Nation, persons arrested in these police "attacks" were forced
to undress, threatened with guns, verbally abused, given nothing to eat
and little to drink, exposed to mockery, insults, humiliation, and even
sexual assault.' 63
In the United States, police violence against sexual minorities has
been well-documented.' 64 Amnesty International is but one organiza-
tion which has documented "torture, ill-treatment and excessive force
by police" against the United States populace generally, and against
158. See e.g., Jason Thomas, New Serbian Terror: Male Rape in Bosnia, BAY AREA
REP., June 17, 1993. The author writes:
A November 16, 1992 State Department Report states: "[P.,'o Serbian] brothers
were let into the camp after 5:00 p.m. These brothers entered the sleeping
quarters carrying pistols and automatic rifles. They called for Emir, Jasmin, and
Alic to come forward. The three were beaten with rifle butts and police ba-
tons.... IT]he brothers forced Alic first to drink the urine of the other two
prisoners. Alic was next beaten until he %as unconscious and then revived with
cold water. After further beatings, Alic was forced to take his pants off. The
brothers then forced Emir and Jasmin to bite off Alic's testicles. Alic died of his
wounds that night." San Francisco Chronicle journalist Stephen Schwartz notes
in his article Sexual Terror in the Serbian War that "tolerance of homosexuality in
the Bosnian culture has provided Serbian soldiers with the will to rape all men-
gay and straight."
Id. at 18-19.
159. Serbian Government Blames Gays for International Isolation, GAY TLmEs
(London), Feb. 1993, at 18 ("[G]ay men in Serbia are facing ridicule and homophobic at-
tacks in the press and serious violence and harassment at the hands of the police.").
160. Gay Bashing Widespread in Australia-Report, Reuter World Service, Dec. 9,
1993, available in LEXIS, World Library, Reuwld File.
161. See GzssEN, supra note 150, at 22-23 nn. 53, 54.
162. Rist, supra note 106, at 482.
163. Id.
164. See; e.g., GARY DAVID ComsTOmc, VIoLENCE AGAjusr LESBIANS AND GAY MEN
152-62 (1991).
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sexual minorities particularly.165 In Cuba, primarily in the 1960s,
1970s, and 1980s, sexual minorities have been subjected to repeated
detentions, incarcerations, and physical beatings 1" simply on the basis
of their sexual orientation and not on the basis of any "illegal" crimi-
nal behavior.167 The following testimony was presented in the United
States immigration proceeding Matter of Fidel Armando Toboso-
Alfonso:168
In addition to the applicant's testimony, he supplemented the rec-
ord with the following information: several articles describing "Im-
proper Conduct," a film which centers on the testimony of 28
Cuban refugees and recounts the human rights violations, including
incarceration in forced labor camps known as "Military Units to
Aid Production," suffered by Cubans whom the Government con-
siders to be dissidents or "antisocial," particularly male homosexu-
als; a newspaper article entitled "Gay Cubans Survive Torture and
Imprisonment," in which Cuban homosexuals in the United States,
most of whom were part of the Mariel boat lift, describe their treat-
ment by the Cuban Government, including repeated detentions, in-
carcerations and physical beatings; and Amnesty International's
Report for 1985 which describes the political situation in Cuba.169
As discussed below, there is some indication that the situation for
sexual minorities in Cuba has recently improved. 7 '
C. Applying International Law
International law is absolute in its condemnation of torture and
degrading treatment or punishment. Governments and international
human rights NGOs therefore have the. full authority of international
law to intervene in countries where the practice occurs. In addition to
the extensive work undertaken by the International Gay and Lesbian
165. See, e.g., United States of America, Work to Halt Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or De-
grading Treatment or Punishment, VIOL.AMrONS OF THE HruAN RioHrs OF HOMOSEXUALS
(Amnesty Int'l), Jan. 1994, at 37.
166. See, e.g., Matter of Fidel Armando Toboso-Alfonso, No. A23 220 644, slip op. at 5
(BIA, Houston, Mar. 12, 1990).
167. Id. at 3 ("[The applicant for asylum] testified that it was a criminal offense in Cuba
simply to be a homosexual. The government's actions against him were not in response to
specific conduct on his part (eg., for engaging in homosexual acts); rather they resulted
simply from his status as a homosexual.").
168. Id.
169. Id.
170. Cuba has apparently eliminated its sodomy law and Cuban government officials
told officials of the International Lesbian and Gay Association that the country had
"learned from its mistakes." World, FRoNTms, Apr. 22, 1994, at 24.
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Human Rights Commission in identifying and publicizing those coun-
tries guilty of torturing sexual minorities, other international human
rights organizations-ones without specifically gay or lesbian man-
dates-have also responded to violations of this fundamental right.
In December 1992 Amnesty International wrote to Costa Rican
President Rafael Calder6n Fournier to express its concern about the
torture and the cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment of transves-
tites.'71 It has also protested the treatment of sexual minorities in pris-
ons in Romania and other countries.171 The International Human
Rights Law Group has consistently condemned Romania's treatment
of sexual minorities in prisons. 7
International law's prohibition of torture has also had an indirect
effect on the asylum laws of certain countries by permitting the en-
trance of individuals who would otherwise be denied entry. Since in-
ternational law prohibits the refoulement of individuals who face
persecution (including torture or degrading treatment) in their coun-
try of origin, countries are obligated under international law to grant
asylum to sexual minorities facing such abuse in their home countries.
This issue is discussed in greater length below in Part X (Right to
Asylum).
IV. ARBITRARY ARREST, DETENTION, OR EXILE
Where homosexual relations are illegal, the manner by which sex-
ual minorities are arrested and imprisoned can violate the fundamen-
tal right of due process. Even where homosexual relations are not
illegal, sexual minorities are often subjected to systematic and arbi-
trary arrest, detention, or exile. As we shall see, these actions violate
international law and the domestic laws of almost all countries be-
cause, by definition, "arbitrary" arrest, detention, or exile violates the
laws of the relevant countries. (This is similar to the case of torture
and degrading treatment.)
Arbitrary arrest and detention is somewhat related to the right of
individuals to be secure in their homes and free from the threat of
search, seizure, and illegal entry. However, international human
rights instruments generally treat that issue under the right to privacy,
so it will be dealt with in Part VI (Right to Privacy).
171. See eg., Frst Steps, supra note 93, at 10.
172. See VIoLAnoNs OF Tm HumAN RIGTS OF HoMosF-xuA.LS, supra note 165, at 23-
24.
173. Interview with Edwin Rekosh, International Human Rights Law Group attorney,
in Bucharest, Romania (Aug. 10, 1993).
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A. The Right to Freedom from Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or
Exile Under International Law
Article 9 of the Universal Declaration states that "[n]o one shall
be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile."174 Article 9 of the
ICCPR states:
1. Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one
shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be
deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and in accordance
with such procedure as are established by law.
2. Anyone who is arrested shall be informed, at the time of arrest, of
the reasons for his arrest and shall be promptly infoimed of any
charges against him.
3. Anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge shall be
brought promptly before a judge or other officer authorized by law
to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a rea-
sonable time or to release. It shall not be the general rule that per-
sons awaiting trial shall be detained in custody, but release may be
subject to guarantees to appear for trial, at any other stage of the
judicial proceedings, and should occasion arise, for execution of the
judgment.
4. Anyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall
be entitled to take proceedings before a court, in order that that
court may decide without delay on the lawfulness of his detention
and order his release if the detention is not lawful.
5. Anyone who has been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention
shall have an enforceable right to compensation.1 75
Article 10 of the Universal Declaration states that all persons are
"entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independ-
ent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obli-
gations and of any criminal charge against him. '176
Article 6 of the African Charter states that "[e]very individual
shall have the right to liberty and to the security of his person. No one
may be deprived of his freedom except for reasons and conditions pre-
viously laid down by law. In particular, no one may be arbitrarily ar-
rested or detained."'177
Article 7 of the American Convention states:
1. Every person has the right to personal liberty and security.
174. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 9.
175. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 9.
176. Universal Declaration, supra note 9, art. 10.
177. African Charter, supra note 47, art. 6.
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2. No one shall be deprived of his physical liberty except for the
reasons and under the conditions established beforehand by the
constitution of the State Party concerned or by a law established
pursuant thereto.
3. No one shall be subject to arbitrary arrest or imprisonment.'
B. The Right to Freedom from Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or
Exile Under National Law
Almost every national constitution prohibits arbitrary arrest, de-
tention, or exile179 and provides protection against unreasonable
searches or seizures because actions which are "arbitrary" or "unrea-
sonable" are, by definition, usually illegal. The question thus arises as
to how countries define "arbitrary" or "unreasonable."
In certain countries, sexual minorities are arrested and impris-
oned under statutes which make consensual sodomy,160 among both
sexual minorities and heterosexuals, a crime. These laws violate the
right-to-privacy norm of international human rights and are dealt with
more extensively in the discussion of the right to privacy in Part VI.
178. American Convention, supra note 51, art. 7.
179. See, e.g., ALG. CO NST. ch. 4, art. 44 ("No one may be pursued, arrested or defamed
except in cases determined by the law and in accordance with the forms prescribed by it.");
BRAz. CONST. ch. I, art. 5, § XLVI ("No one shall be arrested unless inflagrante delicto or
by written and substantiated order of a proper judicial authority, except in the case of a
military offense or a strictly military crime, as defined by law."); P.R.C. CoNsr. ch. II, art.
37 ("No citizen may be arrested except with the approval or by decision of a people's
procuratorate or by decision of a people's court, and arrests must be made by a public
security organ. Unlawful deprivation or restriction of citizens' freedom of person by de-
tention or other means is prohibited."); COSTA RicA CONsr. title IV, art. 37 ("No one may
be detained without substantiated evidence of having committed an offense or without a
written order from the judge or authority charged with the maintenance of public order,
unless the person concerned is a fugitive from justice or is caught in the act."); Eovrr
CoNsT. pt. 3, art. 41 ("Individual freedom is a natural right and shall not be touched. Ex-
cept in cases of flagrante delicto no person may be arrested, inspected, detained or his
freedom restricted or prevented from free movement except by an order necessitated by
investigations and preservation of the security of the society. This order shall be given by
the competent judge or the Public Prosecution in accordance with the provisions of the
law."); INDIA CONST. art. 21 ("No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty
except according to procedure established by law."); SPAri CoNST. ch. II, see. I, art. 17,
para. I ("Every person has the right to liberty and security. No one may be deprived of his
liberty without observance of the provisions of this article and only in the cases and in the
form prescribed by law.").
180. The definition of sodomy varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. For the purposes
of this paper, sodomy means anal or oral intercourse, unless defined differently by statute.
Some laws criminalizing consensual homosexual relations prohibit any kind of contact be-
tween the participants of an erotic nature. See, e.g., Iranian laws against homosexual rela-
tions, supra notes 89, 90 and accompanying text.
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However, most of those countries and U.S. states which have sodomy
laws against both heterosexual and homosexual activity do not apply
them evenhandedly. Rather, such laws are applied in an arbitrary and
discriminatory fashion against sexual minorities. In addition, sexual
minorities are frequently subject to detention, even in jurisdictions
where there are no laws against homosexuality. 181 This is frequently
accomplished by resorting to laws against "public indecency" and "ob-
scenity." (This occurs in the United Kingdom, Bulgaria, Spain, and
Italy). 18
In Peru, where there is no sodomy law, a lesbian bar was raided
and approximately seventy women were taken to the police station,
questioned, and forced out of the police station late in the evening
after the official curfew hours. The raid was staged in cooperation
with a local television station so that the entire country could watch
on the evening news as the women were forced out of a small door.183
In Turkey, where there are also no laws against homosexual activ-
ity, gay rights activists have been subjected to harassment, intimida-
tion, and ill-treatment." In July 1993, three gay rights activists,
Huseyin Kuskaya, Cem Ozipek, and Onur Sarvaut, as well as twenty-
eight foreign supporters of gay rights, were detained in police custody
simply for attempting to attend the first Congress of Homosexual Soli-
darity in Istanbul (July 2-6, 1993). Amnesty International has stated
that it "is concerned about the arbitrary detention of gay rights activ-
ists... [and] is also concerned about the humiliating and degrading
treatment which some of the above mentioned individuals faced while
in detention."'185
In Costa Rica, where homosexuality is not specifically prohibited,
there are numerous reports of police raids in San Jos6. 18 6 This is all
the more striking considering the exemplary provisions found in the
Costa Rican constitution prohibiting exactly this kind of conduct by
the police.187 In Argentina, where homosexuality is also not prohib-
181. See, e.g., AmNES INTERNATIONAL, CONCERNS IN EUROPE: MAY 1992-OcroDER
1992, EUR 01104/92 (Dec. 1992) reprinted in First Steps, supra note 93, at 12 (concerns
expressed by Amnesty International regarding random arrests, torture, and ill-treatment
by Greek police).
182. Alexandra Duda, Comparative Survey of the Legal and Societal Situation of Homo-
sexuals in Europe, EURo-LETrER (Int'l Lesbian and Gay Ass'n), Mar. 27, 1994.
183. Peruvian Channel 2 News (broadcast in June 1987) (videotape on file with author).
184. See, e.g., First Steps, supra note 93, at 28.
185. Id.
186. Tim THIRD PINK BOOK, supra note 8, at 271.
187. See supra note 181.
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ited per se, many provincial edictos policiales permit police to arrest
and jail gays for as long as thirty days without filing formal charges." s
Police raids on gays occur frequently in Serbia, and suspected
homosexuals are humiliated and beaten with fists and nightsticks on
the spot, or are hauled into the station for questioning and "treat-
ment."'8 9 In one documented example of police harassment, Zeljko
Radovanac, an openly gay man, was taken from his home by two Bel-
grade policemen to the headquarters of the city police. He was in-
formed by the policemen that he was being taken into custody
because they knew he had been listening to Croatian music. An inter-
rogator questioned him for an hour and a half, never once asking him
about Croatian music. The interrogator demanded the names of all
members of "Arkadia," the gay and lesbian lobby of Belgrade. Dur-
ing the interrogation he was beaten severely by the two policemen. It
was observed by a human rights activist that he had bruises on his legs
and chest and that his chest was swollen.'90
In Ecuador' 91 and Argentina, the threat of arbitrary arrest has
enabled police to extort sexual minorities on a widespread basis. The
Argentinean "Morality Division" reportedly continues to arrest indi-
viduals and demand bribes in exchange for their release.192 Owners of
bars and discos often have to pay bribes to the police to prevent har-
assment of their clientele. 93 Police also extort bribes in exchange for
not telling a person's family members that she or he is gay."9
In Spain, two activists from the Front d'Alliberament Gai de Cat-
alunya were arrested, apparently without cause, on September 15,
1993. They had been peacefully demonstrating outside the Chilean
Consulate in protest of government passivity in response to a fire in a
188. THE TmiRD PnKa BooK, supra note 8, at 254.
189. Boris Liler, Serbia's War on Gays, FRoNTImRs, July 31, 1992 at 11. Sce also Cathe-
rine Durand, Le SOS des Gais, GAi Pird HEBDO, Dec. 12, 1991, at 17; Boris Liler, Serbien
Sucht Einen Sundenbock, VERFOLOT, Oct. 1992, at 45; Rex Wockner, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Gays Organize Resist War in Croatia, OuTLmn, Jan. 1992.
190. Letter from International Gay & Lesbian Human Rights Commission to Helsinki
Watch (Feb. 26, 1993).
191. Polika Extorsiona a los gays, LA HoRA DE LA AcruAtDAD (Quito), Nov. 20,
1990, at 13.
192. Gary Marx, Gays in Latin America Begin to Claim Rights, Cnr. Thm., Jan. 28,
1992, at 1.
193. Id.
194. Id.
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gay disco in Valparaiso, Chile.195 At no time were they told why they
were being arrested, and while in police custody they were forced to
undergo strip searches. A trial judge immediately released them since
no criminal charges could be substantiated against them.196
As discussed above in Part III, in Cuba sexual minorities have
been subjected to repeated detentions, incarcerations, and physical
beatings simply on the basis of their sexual orientation and not on the
basis of any "illegal" behavior.197
C. Applying International Law
As with the rights to life and freedom from torture, international
law is explicit in its condemnation of arbitrary arrest, detention, or
exile. This is therefore an area where international law can have a
substantial impact on those countries where the rule of law does not
exist for, or has not yet been extended to, sexual minorities. Interna-
tional law can provide the legal basis for international NGOs to inter-
vene in countries to guarantee the fundamental legal procedural rights
of sexual minorities.
V. NON-DISCRIMINATION AND EQUAL
PROTECTION
The twin principles of equal protection and non-discrimination
are present in all international human rights instrumenis and the great
majority of national constitutions. Equal protection is the principle
that all individuals have the right to have the laws of a specific juris-
diction apply to them in the same manner as those laws are applied to
other similarly situated individuals. Non-discrimination is the princi-
pal that instruments of the state or private parties shall not discrimi-
nate among individuals based upon arbitrary criteria.
There are at least three bases upon which to find that the rights of
sexual minorities to equal protection and non-discrimination have
been violated. The first is if a state makes certain acts between mem-
bers of the same sex illegal while permitting the same acts between
195. Activists Arrested in Barcelona, AcIoN ALERT (Int'l Gay & Lesbian Hum. Rts.
Comm'n), NovJDec. 1993, at 2. For details of the Valparafso fire, see supra note 128 and
accompanying text.
196. See Activists Arrested in Barcelona, supra note 195.
197. See supra note 166 and accompanying text.
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heterosexuals.198 The second basis is if a state discriminates against
sexual minorities in its application of a law which is neutral on its face
in terms of its application to heterosexuals or homosexuals. The third
basis is if certain rights are granted to individuals or withheld from
individuals on the basis of their sexual orientation. 199
In a sense, the struggle in the application of international human
rights law to sexual minorities is, at its core, a question of equal pro-
tection and non-discrimination. It consists of applying the entire spec-
trum of international human rights law to sexual minorities on an
equal basis as that law is applied to heterosexuals.30°
In practice, however, in the context of sexual minorities, each
substantive right tends to be treated with reference to the unique
rights or benefits in question. For example, many states have recog-
nized that sexual minorities are entitled to the right of privacy, but do
not extend this equality of treatment under the laws to other areas
such as marriage. Because these substantive rights often raise issues
above and beyond equal protection and non-discrimination, the rights
of sexual minorities to non-discrimination and equal protection in the
areas of employment, privacy, and freedom from violence will be
treated separately.
As we shall see in the discussion below, courts are increasingly
recognizing the conceptual conflict between recognizing the principle
of equal protection and non-discrimination for sexual minorities in the
abstract while at the same time denying sexual minorities those pro-
tections in specific cases. The discussion with respect to Canada in
Part IX (Right to Marriage, Family, and Partner Benefits) is particu-
larly illuminating in this regard.2ll
198. Whether the law prohibiting the acts themselves (whether committed between
heterosexuals or homosexuals) is a violation of an individual's right to privacy is an issue to
be addressed later in this work.
199. An example of this might be discrimination in employment where an individual is
fired from employment solely because of his homosexuality. The right to employment will
be discussed in Part XI below.
200. See Note, The Miscegenation Analogy: Sodomy Law as Sex Discrimination, 98
YALE LJ. 145 (1988) (arguing that sodomy laws themselves violate equal protection).
Thus, as the dissent in the United States Supreme Court case Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S.
186 (1986), observed, "Michael Hardwick's standing may rest in significant part on Geor-
gia's apparent willingness to enforce against homosexuals a law it seems not to have any
desire to enforce against heterosexuals ..... Il at 199. "[U]nder the circumstances of this
case, a claim under the Equal Protection Clause may well be available without having to
reach the more controversial question whether homosexuals are a suspect class." Id. at 203.
201. See infra text accompanying note 450 ("The Commission noted that the exclusion
of gays and lesbians from the Family Law Act could violate the equality guarantees in the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.").
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A. The Right to Equal Protection and Non-Discrimination Under
International Law
The first point to make regarding the right to equal protection
and non-discrimination under international law-and most national
law2o---is that the instruments are worded so that almost every right
explicitly applies to "every person" or "all people. '20 3 Similarly, pro-
hibitory provisions are worded so that "no one" shall be subject to the
relevant human rights violations.2 1 In addition, the principal interna-
tional human rights instruments contain provisions explicitly granting
equal protection and the right to non-discrimination to "all people."
Although sexual minorities are generally not included in the wording
of those provisions, each instrument contains wording which indicates
that the categories listed as protected are not exclusive and that the
provisions pertain to all individuals, regardless of social status or
condition.
Article 2 of the Universal Declaration lays out the non-discrimi-
nation provisions regarding the rights and benefits provided by the
Declaration: "Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set
forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race,
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or
social origin, property, birth or other status."(emphasis added).20 5
Article 7 of the Universal Declaration lays out the equal protec-
tion guarantees of the Declaration: "All are equal before the law and
are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law.
All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in viola-
tion of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimina-
tion." (emphasis added).2°
Article 2(1) of the ICCPR provides:
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and
to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its ju-
risdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
202. See, eg., infra note 216.
203. See, e.g., American Convention, supra note 51, art. 5 ("Every person has the right
to have his physical, mental, and moral integrity respected.") (emphasi!; added).
204. See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 18(2) ("No one shall be subject to coercion
which would impair his freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice.").
205. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 2.
206. &d art. 7.
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political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth
or other status. (emphasis added).P 7
Article 26 of the ICCPR provides:
All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any
discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect,
the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all per-
sons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any
ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other sta-
tus. (emphasis added).2 °0
On April 4, 1994, the United Nations Human Rights Committee,
in a unanimous ruling, concluded that Tasmania's statute criminalizing
same-sex relations violated Australia's obligations under Articles 2
(equal protection) and 17 (right to privacy) of the ICCPR.209 The
Committee did not rule on Article 26 of the ICCPR because it had
"found a violation of Mr. Toonen's rights under articles 17(1) and 2(1)
of the Covenant requiring the repeal of the offending law, [and] the
Committee does not consider it necessary to consider whether there
has also been a violation of article 26 of the Covenant."210 In its rul-
ing, the Committee declined to opine as to whether sexual orientation
may be considered an "other status" for the purposes of ICCPR Arti-
cles 2 and 26, stating that "The Committee confines itself to noting...
that in its view the reference to 'sex' in articles 2, para. 1 and 26 is to
be taken as including sexual orientation."2"'
207. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 2(1).
208. Id. art. 26.
209. See Toonen, supra note 3. The communication to the Committee was originally
submitted under the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR by Nicholas Toonen on December
25, 1991, alleging Tasmania's violation of ICCPR arts. 2 (equal protection), 17 (privacy),
and 26 (non-discrimination) by reason of the existence of Tasmania Criminal Code Sec-
tions 122(a) and (c) and 123, which criminalize various forms of sexual contact between
men, including all forms of sexual contact between consenting adult homosexual men in
private. In September 1992, the Australian federal government, over Tasmania's objec-
tions, refused to object to the admissibility of the case under the Optional Protocol, while
reserving its position on the substance of Toonen's claim. In November 1992, the Commit-
tee declared the case admissible. See generally GAY LAw R.roRM IN TAs.LuAN INFOR.
MATION FOR THE MEDIA (Tasmanian Gay & Lesbian Rts. Group, Hobart, Tasmania) GPO
Box 1733 Hobart 7001; Wilets, supra note 3.
210. Toonen, supra note 3, at 12, 11. But see id. at 14-15 (Individual Opinion of Com-
mittee Member Bertil Wennergren). Wennergren argued that it was in fact necessary to
find a violation of ICCPR, Article 26, from which a violation of Article 17 could be de-
duced. Wennergren did find such a violation.
211. Toonen, supra note 173, at 12.
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The provisions of the Universal Declaration and the ICCPR are
reflected in the regional human rights instruments as well. Article 1 of
the American Convention provides:
1. The States Parties to this Convention undertake to respect the
rights and freedoms recognized herein and to ensure to all persons
subject to their jurisdiction the free and full exercise of those rights
and freedoms, without any discrimination for reasons of race, color,
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, economic status, birth, or any other social condition.
2. For the purposes of this Convention, "person" means every
human being. (emphasis added).212
Article 24 of the American Convention provides that "all persons
are equal before the law. Consequently, they are entitled, without dis-
crimination, to equal protection of the law. '213
Article 28 of the African Charter states that "Every individual
shall have the duty to respect and consider his fellow beings without
discrimination, and to maintain relations aimed at promoting, safe-
guarding and reinforcing mutual respect and tolerance. 2114
Article 14 of the European Convention states that "[t]he enjoy-
ment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be
secured without discrimination on any grounds such as sex, race, col-
our, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other
status. "(emphasis added).21
B. The Right to Equal Protection and Non-Discrimination Under
National Law
1. National Constitutions
The principles of equal protection and non-discrimination are
present in most constitutions. Their wording, however, frequently
varies. Some provide equal protection and non-discrimination protec-
tion for all citizens without explicit distinction.21 6 Some provide those
rights only for specified groups.217 And some provide those rights for
212. American Convention, supra note 51, art. 1.
213. Id.
214. African Charter, supra note 47, art. 28.
215. European Convention, supra note 43, art. 14.
216. See, e.g., U.S. CONsT. amend. XIV, § 1 ("No State shall... deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.").
217. See, e.g., JoRDAN CoNsT. ch. II, art. 6 ("(i) Jordanians shall be equal before the
Law. There shall be no discrimination between them as regards their rights and duties, on
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all individuals, but provide a list of groups for which those rights are
explicitly guaranteed.218 This latter form of wording reflects the word-
ing of the international human rights instruments discussed earlier in
this article. Nevertheless, despite the comprehensive wording of most
equal protection and non-discrimination constitutional provisions,
they are usually not interpreted to provide protection for sexual mi-
norities against discrimination and, as discussed above, sometimes are
not even interpreted to provide equal protection vith respect to pro-
cedural rights. There are, however, exceptions to this general rule.
A few constitutions explicitly prohibit discrimination based on
sexual orientation. The South African Interim Constitution explicitly
bans discrimination based on sexual orientation and extends prisoner
visitation rights to unmarried "partners."21 9 Gay activists in that
country have stated they would use the new constitution to invalidate
South Africa's sodomy law. 20 This is a notable example, along with
Ireland, of anti-discrimination protection for sexual minorities being
implemented before decriminalization of homosexual activity. In
Germany, the Brandenburg Constitution explicitly prohibits discrimi-
nation based on sexual orientation?2 1 This wording is inherited from
proposed changes to the East German Constitution which never went
into effect because of German unification. In November 1993, the
grounds of race, language or religion."). The Indian Constitution provides equal protec-
tion to all people, but protection from discrimination to only certain groups. See, e.g.,
INDIA CONsT. art. 14 ("The State shall not deny to any person equality before the law or
the equal protection of the laws within the territory of India.") and art. 15, § 21 ("The State
shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex, place
of birth or any of them.").
218. See e-g., ALo. CoNST. ch. 4, art. 28 ("The citizens are equal before the law without
any possible discrimination on the basis of birth, race, gender, sex, opinion or all other
conditions or personal or social circumstance."); NErH. CONsr. ch. I, art. 1 ("All persons in
the Netherlands shall be treated equally in equal circumstances. Discrimination on the
grounds of religion, belief, political opinion, race or sex or on any other grounds whatso-
ever shall not be permitted.").
219. The Bill of Rights in the Interim Constitution states that "no person shall be un-
fairly discriminated against, directly or indirectly, and without derogating in any way from
the generality of this provision, on one or more of the following grounds in particular. race,
gender, sex, ethical or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, con-
science, creed, culture, or language." See Aras Van Hertum, Constitution Includes Gays,
WAsH. BLADE, Dec. 17, 1993, at 13.
220. See Aras Van Hertum, supra note 219.
221. Art. 12 (Gesetz-und Verordnungsblatt ftr das Land Brandenburg, 1992, No. 18) as
cited in Kees Waaldijk, The Legal Situation in the Member States, in HoOSios xuA= . A
EuoVF.AN CoMUnwrY Issue 71,78 n.15 (Kees Waaldijk & Andrew Clapham eds., 1993).
See also Andrew Clapham & J.H.H. Weiler, Lesbians and Gay Men in the European Com-
munity Legal Order, in HoMosF-xuALrr. A EUROPEAN COMMUTry ISSUE 7, 14 (Kees
Waaldijk & Andrew Clapham eds., 1993).
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German State of Thuringia adopted a new constitution prohibiting
discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation (pending public ap-
proval by a referendum in late 1994)."1 In Poland, a Parliamentary
Sub-Commission (the Sub-Commission) recently drafted an amend-
ment to Article 4, Section 2 of the Polish "Bill of Rights" (Karta Praw
I Wolnosc) which prohibits discrimination against Polish citizens
based on, inter alia, sexual orientation. The Amendment to the Bill of
Rights was approved by the Sub-Commission by a two-thirds majority
but still needs to be approved by parliament.2'
Some jurisdictions have interpreted the general equal protection
or privacy wording in their respective constitutions to include sexual
orientation. In Canada, for example, a 1990 court decision interpreted
its constitution as specifically prohibiting discrimination against gays
and lesbians. 24 In Haig v. Minister of Justice,' 5 the Court of Appeal
for Ontario held that "the Canadian Human Rights Act, R.S.C. 1985,
c.H-6 [must] be interpreted, applied and administered as though it
contained 'sexual orientation' as a prohibited ground of discrimina-
tion in § 3 of that Act."226
In the United States, the Equal Protection Clause of the Federal
Constitution, like similar clauses in many of the world's constitutions,
is presumed to apply to all citizens, and not simply those who are
members of traditionally "suspect" classes such as racial or ethnic mi-
norities.' 7 Nevertheless, in apparent contradiction of this presump-
tion, federal courts are extremely reluctant to strike down anti-gay
222. Duda, supra note 182.
223. Interview with Professor Mikolaj Kozakiewicz, immediate pa3t president of the
Polish Parliament, in Warsaw, Poland (July 3, 1993). The non-discrimination amendment
still needs to be approved by both houses of the legislature and signed by the President. A
two-thirds majority of the legislature is required to override a presidential veto.
224. See Mary Williams Walsh, Canada Moving Swiftly to Guarantee Gay Rights, S.F.
CHRoN., Jan. 2, 1993, at A13.
225. Haig v. Canada, 9 O.R.3d 495 (Ont. C.A. 1992).
226. Id.
227. Evans v. Romer, 854 P.2d 1270, 1275 (Colo. 1993); Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S.
356, 369 (1886). Legislation which discriminates against a "suspect clas" receives height-
ened scrutiny by courts. The criteria utilized by courts in determining whether a group
may be considered suspect is based on: (1) the history of discrimination against that group,
(2) the "invidiousness" of that discrimination (unjustified in the sense of being based upon
stereotypes and based on characteristics that are immutable and irrelevant for the purpose
against which the class is being discriminated), and (3) the "powerlessness" of the group
(the ability of the group in question to pursue its rights in the political rather than the
judicial arena).
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laws or regulations on the basis of equal protection, 2  although state
courts may be somewhat less reluctant to do so. In October 1994, the
Colorado Supreme Court ruled that Colorado's "Amendment 2,"
which would have banned gay-rights laws passed by local jurisdictions,
violated the United States Constitution's guarantee of equal protec-
tion.22 9 The Court upheld the lower court's ruling that Amendment 2
imposed unique burdens on plaintiffs' ability to participate equally in
the political process.3 0 The lower court reasoned that "to the extent
that legislation impairs a group's ability to effectively participate
(which is not to be confused with successful participation) in the pro-
cess by which government operates, close judicial scrutiny is necessi-
tated."'231 The court, in effect, was stating that Amendment 2
unreasonably impeded sexual minorities from addressing issues im-
portant to them through the local legislative process, in particular lo-
cal ordinances prohibiting discrimination. This case is an example of
the second branch of equal protection analysis by U.S. courts which
focuses on the right impaired (e.g., political participation) rather than
on the group against whom the discrimination is directed.
In Ohio, U.S. District Judge S. Arthur Spiegel held that the voter-
approved amendment to the Cincinnati City Charter, which would
have removed anti-discrimination protection for gays from Cincin-
nati's human rights ordinance, violated the constitutional rights of
gays and lesbians to equal protection. 2P In September 1992, the Ken-
tucky Supreme Court struck down Kentucky's sodomy law in Com-
monwealth v. Wasson233 as violative of the right to equal protection
(and privacy) under the state's constitution.234
228. This results in large part because federal courts have not recognized gays, lesbians,
and bisexuals as a suspect class. See, e.g., High Tech Ga)s v. Defense Indus. Sec. Clearance
Office, 895 F.2d 563, 571 (9th Cir. 1990) (homosexuals neither a suspect nor quasi-suspect
class); Ben-Shalom v. Marsh, 881 F,2d 454,464 (7th Cir. 1989) (same). Cf Doe v. Sparks,
733 F.Supp. 227,231 (W.D. Pa. 1990).
229. Evans v. Romer, 1994 Colo. LEXIS 779 (Oct. 11, 1994). See also Tamar Lewin,
Colorado Ban on Gay Rights Laws Is Ruled Unconstitutional, N.Y. TMIEs, Dec. 15,1993, at
A22.
230. Evans v. Romer, 854 P2d at 1272 n.2.
231. Id. at 1277.
232. John Nolan, Ohio Judge Blocks Amendment Against Gay Rights, FRoNTIERs, Dec.
3, 1993, at 17.
233. Commonwealth v. Wasson, 842 S.W.2d 487 (Ky. 1992). See also LsarANs, GAY
MEN AND -m LAw, supra note 7, at 153 n2.
234. Wasson, 842 S.W.2d at 491 ("we hold that the statute in question violates rights of
equal protection as guaranteed by our Kentucky Constitution.").
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2. Statutory Authority
Legislation providing explicit statutory guarantees of non-dis-
crimination based on sexual orientation has been implemented in
Denmark," France," 6 New Zealand, The Netherlands, 7 and some
of the states and provinces of Australia, Canada, and the United
States. In Canada, seven of twelve provinces and territories have ex-
plicitly prohibited sexual orientation as grounds for di3crimination.2-8
The New Zealand legislation, the Human Rights Act 1993, is
among the most far-reaching anti-discrimination statutes.239 The Act
specifically prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation,
HIV status, or "marital" or "family" status.2 40 Marital status has been
defined to include "living in a relationship in the nature of mar-
riage."24 Family status has been defined to include "being married to
or being in a relationship in the nature of a marriage with a particular
person."'242 The anti-discrimination provisions apply to all sectors of
New Zealand society, including the armed forces, police, and religious
bodies.243 The Act became effective on February 1, 1994.244
In Canada, the Justice Minister announced in December 1993
that Canadian federal human rights law will be amended to prohibit
235. On July 1, 1987, Law 289 of June 9, 1971 was amended to fcrbid discrimination
based on sexual orientation and Article 266b of the Penal Code as similarly amended.
236. The French Law of July 25, 1985 inserted the words "sex," "family situation," and
"Moeurs" into Articles 187-1, 187-2, 416, 416-1 Code P6nal and Art. 2-6 Code de Proc6-
dure P6nale. The French Laws of January 17, 1986 and July 12,1990 anended the Code of
Labour Law so as to cover discrimination on the basis of moeurs. Waaldijk, supra note
221, at 79 nn. 23-25.
237. The Law of November 14, 1991 amended most of the anti-discrimination provi-
sions of the Penal Code to cover discrimination on the basis of "heterosexual or homosex-
ual orientation." Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 80.
238. Those jurisdictions are British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Ontario, Quebec, and Yukon Territory.
239. See, e.g., New Zealand Adopts Federal Gay Rights Bill, Press Release (Int'l Gay &
Lesbian Hum. Rts. Comm'n, San Francisco) August 20,1993; Aras Van Hertum, New Zea-
land Parliament Adopts Broad Rights Law, WASH. BLADE, Aug. 6,1993, at 25; Letter from
Tony Hughes, Research Director of the New Zealand AIDS Foundation, to Thni Meir, Int'l
Gay & Lesbian Hum. Rts. Comm'n (Aug. 18, 1993) (on file with author).
240. Letter from Tony Hughes, supra note 239.
241. Id.
242. Id.
243. Phil Parkinson, New Zealand, The Human Rights Act, 1993 (N.Z. AIDS Founda-
tion, July 1993).
244. New Zealand Adopts Federal Gay Rights Bill, supra note 239.
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discrimination against homosexuals.2 45 He stated that he hoped legis-
lation could be introduced in the next session of Parliament.246
Recently, Israel amended its Equal Opportunities in the Work-
place Law to outlaw discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
In Ireland, the Irish Parliament is planning to establish an Equality
Commission to monitor all forms of discrimination against sexual
minorities. 247
The legislatures of at least eight U.S. states24s and approximately
one hundred cities in the United States have prohibited discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation.24 9 In Australia, at least six states
and territories have now passed explicit legislation prohibiting dis-
crimination based on sexual orientation 250 The Australian federal
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission Act of 1986 con-
fers on the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission the
power to investigate and conciliate complaints of discrimination in
employment on the grounds of sexual orientation."
C. Applying International Law
The ruling by the U.N. Human Rights Committee in the Toonen
case 252 marks the first time that an international court has ruled a
state's law specifically targeting sexual minorities violative of interna-
tional law on the basis of equal protection.
There are also efforts underway by the European bodies of the
Council of Europe and the European Union to change European law
to prevent discrimination. In 1981, the Parliamentary Assembly of the
245. Law to Protect Gays, FIN. Post, Dec. 23, 1993, at 2.
246. Id.
247. Duda, supra note 182.
248. The eight U.S. states with anti-discrimination legislation are: California, Connecti-
cut, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Mnesota, New Jersey, Vermont, and Wisconsin. Telephone
Interview with Intake Staff Member of the Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund
(Feb. 2, 1994). On January 13, 1993, Governor Mike Lowry of Washington State issued an
executive order banning anti-gay discrimination in state government. News In Brief, Ai,.
vocA-E, Feb. 23, 1993, at 24, 27.
249. See Douglas Sanders, Drawing Lines on Lesbian and Gay Rights (Jan. 7, 1993)
(unpublished manuscript, on file with author).
250. As of July 1993, those states or territories were: South Australia (The Equal Op-
portunity Act of 1984), New South Wales (The Anti-Discrimination Act 1977), Queen-
sland, Australian Capital Territory, Victoria, and the Northern Territory. Interview with
Rodney Croone, Tasmanian Gay and Lesbian Rights Group, Barcelona, Spain (July 15,
1993).
251. Tielman & Hammelburg, supra note 8, at 255.
252. See supra text accompanying note 173.
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Council of Europe adopted Recommendation 92411 and Resolution
756 condemning discrimination against homosexuals.25 4 In 1994, the
Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs o: the European
Parliament of the European Union, as a result of intensive lobbying
by national gay and lesbian organizations and the ILGA, issued the
Report on Equal Rights of Homosexuals and Lesbian. in the EC (the
"Roth Report") 25s which calls for the adoption of resolutions recog-
nizing civil unions for same sex couples and eliminating discrimination
with respect to freedom of movement and other areas of civil life. In
February 1994, the European Parliament approved the Roth
Report.2 6
In the context of the CSCE,257 the head of the Norwegian delega-
tion stated in the opening plenary on September 28, 1993:
An active governmental approach to combat discrimination of vul-
nerable groups is needed. Speaking of tolerance, Mr. Chairman, let
me inform you that Norway has been preoccupied of securing equal
rights for persons of different sexual belonging [sic]. To this end we
have introduced legal protection against discrimination and will
urge other states to take similar steps .... 2
253. Report on Discrimination Against Homosexuals, Committee on Social and Health
Questions, Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Doc. No. 4755 (1981). Rec-
ommendation 924 states, in para. 7:
[T]he Committee of Ministers:
i. urge those members states where homosexual acts between consenting adults
are liable to criminal prosecution, to abolish those laws and prac.ices;
ii. urge member states to apply the same minimum age of consent for homosexual
and heterosexual acts;
iii. call on the governments of the member states:
a. to order the destruction of existing special records on homosexuals and to
abolish the practice of keeping records on homosexuals by the police or any other
authority;
b. to assure equality of treatment, no more no less, for homosexuals with
regard to employment, pay and job security, particularly in the public sector;
c. to ask for the cessation of all compulsory medical action or research
designed to alter the sexual orientation of adults;
d. to ensure that custody, visiting rights and accommodation of children by
their parents should not be restricted on the sole grounds of the homosexual ten-
dencies of one of them;
e. to ask prison and other public authorities to be vigilant against the risk of
rape, violence and sexual offenses in prisons.
254. Human Rights Information Package, in CSCE HuMAN DIMENSION SEMINAR ON
ToLERNcE 2 (Int'l Lesbian and Gay Association, Warsaw, Nov. 16-20, 1992).
255. Report of the Comm. on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs, A3-0028/94 (Jan. 26,
1994).
256. See Duda, supra note 182.
257. For a discussion of the CSCE, see generally supra text accompanying note 75.
258. See EuRo-LETrER, supra note 74.
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On October 14, 1993, the Secretary-General of the International
Lesbian and Gay Association, Hans Hjerpekjc~n, addressed the CSCE
Implementation Meeting in Warsaw, in which he stated: "Our organi-
sation is pleased to note that these delegations share our opinion that
both the spirit and the letter of several CSCE documents classify dis-
crimination based on sexual orientation as a human rights
violation. ' '2 9
On April 4 and 5, 1992, at a meeting of the (official) CSCE Paral-
lel Activity, Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Rights in the New Europe, in
Helsinki, the members of the Parallel Activity issued an appeal to the
CSCE participating states to adopt the following text:
The Participating States consider the right of any person to live in
accordance with her or his sexual orientation a fundamental human
right and will take measures to eliminate and to prevent discrimina-
tion against persons based on their sexual orientation.
The expression "sexual orientation" shall mean sexual attraction to-
wards a person of the same sex or the opposite sex whether this is
manifest in physical or in emotional form.?6
These developments make it clear that there is a growing momen-
tum in both international and domestic law for recognition of the right
of sexual minorities to equal protection and non-discrimination. The
decision by the U.N. Human Rights Committee in the Tasmania case
is a milestone in terms of international legal acceptance of these
rights. However, we have yet to see the effect of this development on
the domestic law of the world's countries.
VI. RIGHT TO PRIVACY
There are many different kinds of privacy rights. The right to pri-
vacy may include spatial areas where the government is prohibited
from intruding, such as the home, the bedroom, or a person's body.
2 61
The right to privacy may also include intangibles with which the gov-
259. Id.
260. Appeal to the CSCE from the CSCE Parallel Activity, Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Rights in the New Europe, Helsinki (April 4-5, 1992).
261. In United States jurisprudence, for example, the right to be secure in one's home
was not traditionally defined as a "privacy" right, but was subsumed within the Fourth
Amendment's procedural right of "the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers,
and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures" This procedural right was later
recognized by the Supreme Court as an indication of the Constitution's implicit recognition
of the substantive right to privacy in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). In most
other constitutions, as we will discuss below, this kind of privacy right (along with prohibi-
tions against illegal searches and seizures generally) is subsumed under the right to privacy.
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ernment or other individuals are prohibited from interfering, such as
one's reputation or right to marry and found a family. Finally, the
right to privacy may include certain protected activities, such as oral
communication or sexual activities.
In the context of sexual orientation, the right to privacy has been
associated principally with the right to engage in consensual homosex-
ual conduct without state interference. One of the privacy rights also
discussed herein is the right to be free from surveillance by the gov-
ernment, which continues to exist in many countries even where ho-
mosexual conduct is itself legal.
Although the right to privacy is the legal right most often invoked
to decriminalize consensual private homosexual relati ons, the exist-
ence of "sodomy statutes" 262 operates to deprive individuals of much
more than their privacy. The existence of these criminal laws are in-
voked to argue against a wide range of human rights for gays and
lesbians such as freedom of speech (advocating a criminal activity);
anti-discrimination laws (society has an interest in discouraging crimi-
nal activity); freedom of association (society is justified in limiting as-
sociation of individuals engaged in criminal activity); right to family
and parenthood; and has permitted a wide range of otherwise imper-
missible violations of human rights. For example, in the United
States, in Padula v. Webstei263 the Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia upheld the FBI's policy of considering homosexual conduct
a "significant" and often dispositive factor in employment decisions:
[I]t would be quite anomolous [sic], on its face, to declare status
defined by conduct that states may constitutionally criminalize as
deserving of strict scrutiny under the equal protection clause .... If
the Court was unwilling to object to state laws that criminalize the
behavior that defines the class, it is hardly open to a lower court to
conclude that state sponsored discrimination against the class is
invidious. 2 4
Accordingly, the right to privacy has become one of the prerequisite
rights to the attainment of other rights, although the right to privacy is
a limited goal in and of itself.265
262. For the purposes of this article, "sodomy statute" means a law illegalizing consen-
sual homosexual activity.
263. 822 F.2d 97, 103 (D.C. Cir. 1987).
264. Id. See generally Cass R. Sunstein, Sexual Orientation and the Constitution: A
Note on the Relationship between Due Process and Equal Protection, 55 U. CHi. L. Rv.
1161 (1988).
265. See, e.g., Kendall Thomas, Beyond the Privacy Principle, 92 COLUM. L. Rxv. 1431
(1992).
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The limitations on the right to privacy as a tool for obtaining full
human rights for sexual minorities lies in the right to privacy's charac-
teristic as a "negative" right (Le., it only gives sexual minorities the
right to be left alone in the privacy of their own domicile). It in no
way recognizes the full panapoly of expressions of a sexual minority's
identity. The limitations of the right to privacy can be seen in those
European countries which recognize the privacy rights of sexual mi-
norities, but insist on harassing them when they attempt to exercise
their fundamental rights to free expression, assembly, and association.
A. The Right to Privacy Under International Law
Article 17 of the ICCPR provides that "1. No one shall be sub-
jected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family,
home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and
reputation. 2. Everyone has the right to interference against such at-
tacks." As discussed above, the U.N. Human Rights Committee, the
body charged with interpreting the ICCPR, has ruled that the
ICCPR's right to privacy protects sexual minorities from laws
criminalizing private same-gender sexual activity326
The U.N. Human Rights Committee noted, with respect to Arti-
cle 17(2)'s prohibition of "arbitrary... interference," that "the intro-
duction of the concept of arbitrariness is intended to guarantee that
even interference provided for by the law should be in accordance
with the provisions, aims and objectives of the Covenant and should
be, in any event, reasonable in the circumstances."26 7 Article 12 of the
Universal Declaration contains the exact same privacy wording as that
found in the ICCPR.26 However, there has not been a judicial deci-
sion by an international court addressing whether the privacy rights
found in Article 12 extend to sexual minorities.
Neither the Universal Declaration nor the ICCPR contains spe-
cific "morality" or "general welfare" limitations on the right to pri-
vacy, although the Universal Declaration does contain a general
limitation on rights which conflict with the "just requirements of mo-
rality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.2 69
Article 11 of the American Convention states:
266. See supra note 209 and accompanying text.
267. Toonen, supra note 3, at 11, citing Committee General Comment 16[32] to Article
17, U.N. Doc. CCCPR/cr21/Rev. 1 (May 19, 1989), at 19, 20, J 4.
268. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 12.
269. Id. art. 29.
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(1) Everyone has the right to have his honor respected and his dig-
nity recognized.
(2) No one may be the object of arbitrary or abusive interference
with his private life, his family, his home, or his correspondence, or
of unlawful attacks on his honor and reputation.
(3) Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such
interference or attacks. °
There is no specific or general limitation on the right to privacy in the
American Convention.
Significantly, the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights
does not contain an explicit reference to privacy. In fact, the heavy
emphasis on duties to family and society could create a heavier bur-
den on those attempting to establish privacy rights and other legal
protections for sexual minorities under the Charter.2 71
Article 8 of the European Convention states:
(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life,
his home and his correspondence.
(2) There shall be no interference by a public authority with the
exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with the law
and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national
security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for
the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or
morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.2 72
The European Convention does contain a specific limitation on
the right to privacy. Article 8(2) provides:
There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exer-
cise of this right except such as in accordance with the law and is
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national secur-
ity, public safety... for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights
and freedoms of others.
273
Nevertheless, the European Court of Human Rights has held in three
court cases that this provision cannot be used to uphold sodomy laws
against sexual minorities.274
270. American Convention, supra note 51, art. II.
271. See discussion of African Charter supra part I.B.1.b.ii.
272. European Convention, supra note 23, art. 8.
273. Id. art. 8(2).
274. See supra note 279 and infra notes 310 and 312 and accompanying text.
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B. The Right to Privacy Under National Law
The great majority of the world's countries have incorporated pri-
vacy rights into their domestic law. This development is reflected in
national constitutions in North and South America2 7 5 Europe, 76 A-
rica,277 Asia,278 and Oceania. Whether those same countries extend
275. See eg., BRAz. CONs'r. art. 5, §§ X, XI, and XI Section X provides that
"[p]ersonal intimacy, private life, honor and reputation are inviolable, guaranteeing the
right to compensation for pecuniary or moral damages resulting from the violation
thereof," section XI provides that "Itihe home is the individual's inviolable asylum, and no
one may enter it without the dweller's consent, except in cases offlagrante delicto, disaster
or rescue, or, during the day, with a court order," and section XII provides that "[slecrecy
of correspondence and of telegraph, data and telephone communications is inviolable, ex-
cept, in the latter case, by court order, in the situations and manner established by law for
purposes of criminal investigation or the fact-finding phase of a criminal prosecution." See
also COSTA RICA CONsr. arts. 23 and 24. Article 23 provides that "[t]he domicile and any
other private premises of the inhabitants are inviolable. However, they may be entered by
written order of a competent court either to prevent the commission of or escape from
crimes or to prevent serious damage to persons or property, subject to the provisions of
law," and article 24 provides that "[t]he private documents and written or oral communica-
tions of the inhabitants of the republic are inviolable. However, the law shall determine
those cases in which the courts may order the seizure, search, or examination of private
papers whenever this is absolutely necessary ......
276. Chapter I, Article 10 of the German constitution states:
1. Privacy of posts and telecommunications shall be inviolable.
2. This right may be restricted only pursuant to law. Such law may lay down that
the person affected shall not be informed of any such restriction if it serves to
protect the free democratic basic order or the existence of security of the Federa-
tion or a Land, and that recourse to the courts shall be replaced by a review of the
case by bodies and auxiliary bodies appointed by Parliament.
Chapter I, Article 13 states:
1. The home shall be inviolable.
2. Searches may be ordered only by a judge or, in the event of danger or delay,
by other organs as provided by law and may be carried out only in the form
prescribed by law.
3. In all other respects, this inviolability may not be encroached upon or re-
stricted except to avert common danger or a mortal danger to individuals, or,
pursuant to a law, to prevent imminent danger to public safety and order, espe-
cially to alleviate the housing shortage, to combat the danger of epidemics or to
protect endangered juveniles.
277. See eg., EGYPr CONST. arts. 44 and 45. Article 44 provides that "[h]omes shall
have their sanctity and they may not be entered or inspected except by a causal judicial
warrant prescribed by the law," and article 45 provides that "[t]he law shall protect the
inviolability of the private life of citizens. Correspondence, wires, telephone calls, and
other means of communication shall have their own sanctity and secrecy and may not be
confiscated or monitored except by a causal judicial warrant and for a definite period ac-
cording to the provisions of the law."; see also ZAMBIA CoNsr. ch. IH, § 11(d). Section 11
provides that "every person in Zambia [is] entitled to ... (d) protection for the privacy of
his home and other property and from deprivation of property without compensation."
278. Articles 38, 39, and 40 of the constitution of the People's Republic of China
provide:
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that right to their sexual minorities, however, varies dramatically from
country to country and in terms of the specific privacy right in
question.
1. Consensual, Private Homosexual Activity
In Europe, as discussed above, the European Court of Human
Rights has effectively extended the right to privacy to private, consen-
sual homosexual activity in every member nation of the Council of
Europe,279 with the notable exception of Romania. Most other coun-
tries in Europe have legalized consensual, private homosexual activ-
ity, with the exception of Albania and certain countries of the former
Soviet Union and the former Yugoslavia?80 Lithuania became the last
Baltic state to abolish its ban on gay sex. Following the Baltic States
38. 7The personal dignity of citizens of the People's Republic of China is inviola-
ble. Insult, libel, false charge or frame-up directed against citizen by any means
is prohibited;
39. The home of citizens of the People's Republic of China is inviolable. Unlaw-
ful search of, or intrusion into, a citizen's home is prohibited;
40. The freedom and privacy of correspondence of citizens of the People's Repub-
lic of China are protected by law. No organization or individual may, on any
ground, infringe upon the freedom and privacy of a citizen's correspondence ex-
cept in cases where, to meet the needs of state security or of investigation into
criminal offenses, public security or prosecutorial organs are permitted to censor
correspondence in accordance with procedures prescribed by law
Article 10 of the Jordanian constitution provides:
Dwelling houses shall be inviolable and shall not be entered except in circum-
stances and manner prescribed by law. All postal, telegraphic, and telephonic
communications shall be treated as secret, and as such, shall not be subjected to
censorship or suspension except in circumstances prescribed by le.w.
The Phillipine constitution, in sections 2 and 3, provides:
2. The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects
against unreasonable searches and seizures of whatever nature ard for any pur-
pose shall be inviolable, and no search warrant or warrant of arrest shall issue
except upon probable cause to be determined personally by the judge after exam-
ination under oath or affirmation of the complainant and the witnesses he may
produce ....
3. (1) The privacy of communication and correspondence shall be inviolable ex-
cept upon lawful order of the court, or when public safety or order requires other-
wise as prescribed by law. (2) Any evidence obtained in violation of this or the
preceding section shall be inadmissible for any purpose in any proceeding.
279. See Dudgeon v. United Kingdom, 4 Eur. H.R. Rep. 149 (1981), wherein the Euro-
pean Court of Human Rights held that the right to privacy contained in the European
Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms extended to private, consensual
relations between individuals of the same gender. Accord Norris v. Ireland, 13 Eur. Ct.
H.R. 186 (1991); Modinos v. Cyprus, 16 Eur. H.R. Rep. 485 (1993).
280. See Duda, supra note 182. Cyprus still has a sodomy law en the books, even
though the European Court in Modinos v. Cyprus, 16 Eur. H.R. Rep. 485 (1993), ruled that
it violated Article 8 of the European Convention. It's status may be considered similar to
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and Ukraine, Russia repealed its law banning consensual sex between
men on April 29, 1993.2 Nevertheless, individuals continue to re-
main imprisoned for consensual homosexual activity.l According to
Masha Gessen, a representative of the International Gay and Lesbian
Human Rights Commission in Moscow, "It was clear to us that there
was not any concern among officials for actually implementing the re-
peal."'  According to Gessen, after the repeal was signed, no body
was created to set people free. The convicted man must himself lodge
an appeal for his release. Incarcerated individuals are therefore still
prey to the whim of prison governors. 4
In the Americas, the only countries with sodomy laws are: the
Bahamas, Chile, Ecuador, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Trinidad and Tobago,
and the United States.285 On May 13, 1994, Bermuda's parliament
repealed its sodomy law by a vote of twenty-two to sixteen 2- In the
United States, the Supreme Court has refused to extend the right to
privacy to consensual homosexual activity, although courts in Ken-
that of Massachusetts's "sodomy" law which is still on the books but is not judicially
enforced.
281. See Zakon Rossiyskoy Federatsii 0 vnesenii izmeneniy i dopolneniy v Ugolovniy
kodeks RSFSR; Ugolovnoprotessualny kodeks RSFSR i Ispraviteintrudoroy kodeks RSFSR,
RoSsIYsKAYA GAZETA (Moscow), May 27, 1993, at 6, cited in GEssEN, supra note 150, at
24 n.55. Some scholars believe that until the past couple of years, the number of people
charged and convicted for violating Russian Penal Code art. 121.1 could have been as high
as 1,000 a year. See David "Daller, Advocates Fight for Russia's Imprisoned Gays, S.F.
CHRON., Oct. 18, 1993, at Al.
282. See, eg., Masha Gessen, Russia Still Imprisons Men for Homosexuality, N.Y.
Tirs, Nov. 20, 1993, at 20 (editorial). See also GEssEN, supra note 150, at 27-33.
283. Thler, supra note 281.
284. Interview with Masha Gessen, in Budapest, Hungary (July 24, 1993).
285. See list of countries with sodomy laws and applicable penal sections at infra note
295. In the United States, over 20 states still have sodomy laws on their books.
286. Interview with Elizabeth Christopher, Bermuda Human Rights Alliance (July 15,
1994).
287. Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186, 194 (1986). The majority wrote that "It]here
should be, therefore, great resistance to expand the substantive reach of [the Due Process
Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments], particularly if it requires redefining the
category of rights deemed to be fundamental."
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tucky,2s8 Texas,289 and New York29° have recognized just such a right
in decisions based on their own state constitutions.291
In Oceania, New Zealand has eliminated its sodomy law, as has
every Australian state except Tasmania. Nevertheless, the Cook Is-
lands, Fiji, Niue, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, and West-
ern Samoa are among the countries which still retain their sodomy
laws from the colonial period.29
In Asia the situation is considerably more dismal, with a lengthy
list of countries with sodomy laws. The list includes most of the for-
mer Soviet republics in Asia, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Iran, Jordan,
Kuwait, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Syria, the United Arab Emirates, and
Yemen.293
In Africa, the situation is similarly bleak. The countries with sod-
omy laws include Algeria, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya,
Libya, Malawi, Mauritania, Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria,
Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, Tanisia, Uganda, and Zaire.294
The extensive list of countries with sodomy laws, and the massive
deprivation of human rights which accompany such laws, makes it evi-
dent that the criminalization of consensual sex remains one of the
most basic barriers to gay and lesbian human rights in many countries
in the world.295
288. Wasson, supra note 233.
289. See City of Dallas v. England, 846 S.W.2d 957 (Tex. App. 1993), which relied on
the reasoning of the decision in State v. Morales, 826 S.W.2d 201, 204 (Tex. App. 1992)
("The Texas Constitution has a meaning independent of the United States Constitution
and, in a number of cases, Texas courts have relied on the state constitution to find more
expansive rights that those granted by the federal courts."). The d.ecision in State v.
Morales, however, was reversed by the Texas Supreme Court on jurisdictional (as opposed
to substantive) grounds in State v. Morales, 869 S.W.2d 941 (1994), leaving City of Dallas as
ambiguous authority on the issue of the right to privacy in Texas.
290. See People v. Onofre, 51 N.Y.2d 476 (1980), cert. denied, 451 U.S. 987 (1981).
291. See generally Juli A. Morris, Challenging Sodomy Statutes: State Constitutional
Protections for Sexual Privacy, 66 IND. LJ. 609 (1991).
292. See list of sodomy laws and applicable penal sections at infra note 295.
293. Id.
294. Id.
295. The following is a list of countries with sodomy laws. The information is based on
Tielman & Hammelburg, supra note 8, and other, more recent information which updates
it. Countries for which the author has received no information are not listed. The legal
status of sodomy statutes is subject to frequent revision, particularly in the former Soviet
republics. Where the explanatory phrase in parenthesis states "no specific code section
available," it means consensual sex between persons of the same sex is illegal, but the
author has not obtained the statute criminalizing the activity.
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2. Age of Consent
Even in jurisdictions where private, consensual homosexual activ-
ity has been decriminalized, there are frequently discriminatory age of
consent laws which impinge upon the right to privacy by rendering
such activity illegal when committed by a gay or lesbian minor but
legal when committed by a heterosexual minor.29 Along with the
Algeria (§ 338 of the Penal Code); Armenia (prohibition in former Soviet Penal Code
still in effect); Azerbaijan (prohibition in former Soviet Penal Code still in effect); Baha-
mas (§§ 390 and 530 of the Penal Code); Bahrain (no specific code section available, Is-
lamic law applied); Bangladesh (no specific code section available, Islamic law applied);
Barbados (no specific code section available); Belarus (prohibition in former Soviet Penal
Code still in effect); Bermuda (§ 175 of the Penal Code); Bhutan (no specific code section
available); Bosnia-Hercegovina (§ 93.2 of the Penal Code); Burkina Faso (§ 331 of the Pe-
nal Code); Chile (Art. 365 of the Penal Code); Cook Islands (§§ 206, 207 of the Penal
Code); Croatia (no specific code section available); Ecuador (Art. 516 of the Penal Code);
Ethiopia (§§ 600 and 601 of the Penal Code); Fiji Islands (§§ 168 and 170 of the Penal
Code); Georgia (prohibition in former Soviet Penal Code still in effect); Ghana (no specific
code section available); Guyana (§§ 351 and 353 of the Criminal Law Offenses Act); India
(§ 377 of the Penal Code); Iran (Arts. 139-156 of the Islamic Penal Code); Jamaica (§§ 76-
79 of the Penal Code); Jordan (no specific code section available); Kazakhstan (Art. 104 of
Criminal Code); Kenya (§§ 162 to 165 of the Penal Code); Kiribati (§ 153 of the Penal
Code); Kuwait (no specific code section available, Islamic law applied); Kyrgyzstan (Art.
112 of Criminal Code); Lebanon (no specific code section available); Libya (§ 407, 1 4 of
the Penal Code); Macedonia (§ 101.2 of the Penal Code); Malawi (Art. 153 of the Penal
Code); Malaysia (§ 377 of the Penal Code); Mauritania (no specific code section available);
Mauritius (no specific code section available); Moldova (prohibition in former Soviet Penal
Code still in effect); Morocco (§ 489 of the Penal Code); Mozambique (§§ 70 and 71 of the
Penal Code); Namibia (no specific code section available); Nepal (no specific code section
available); Nicaragua (Art. 204 of the Penal Code); Nigeria (Arts. 214,217 of the Penal
Code); Niue (§§ 170 and 171 of the Penal Code); Pakistan (§ 377 of the Penal Code);
Papua New Guinea (no specific code section available); Qatar (no specific code section is
available, Islamic law applied); Romania (Art. 200 of Criminal Code); Saint Lucia (no
specific code section available); Saudi Arabia (Islamic law applied); Serbia (§ 110.3 of the
Penal Code; § 81.2 of the Penal Code of Kosovo); Seychelles (no specific code section
available); Singapore (§ 377 of the Penal Code); Solomon Islands (§ 153 of the Penal
Code); Sri Lanka (§ 365a of the Penal Code); Sudan (no specific code section available,
Islamic law applied); Syria (§ 520 of the Penal Code); Tanzania (§§ 154 to 157 of the Penal
Code); Togo (no specific code section available); Tonga (§ 126 of the Penal Code); Trinidad
and Tobago (§ 13 of the Sexual Offenses Act of October 1986); Tunisia (§ 230 of the Penal
Code); Turkmenistan (prohibition in former Soviet Penal Code still in effect); TIhvalu
(§ 153 of the Penal Code); Uganda (§ 140 of the Penal Code); United Arab Emirates (no
specific code section available); United States (illegal in at least 20 states); Uzbekistan
(prohibition in former Soviet Penal Code still in effect); Yemen (no specific code section
available, Islamic law applied); Western Samoa (§ 58b of the Crimes Ordinance of 1961);
Zaire (§§ 168, 169, 170, and 172 of the Penal Code).
296. Sir Ian McKellen, in an article in The Independent, argued forcefully on behalf of
an equalized age of consent in the United Kingdom: "What is it about British men that
they should be thought more peculiarly vulnerable than British women or their counter-
parts in the rest of Europe? ... The law is ridiculous." INDEPENDENr, July 20, 1993,
reprinted in Mark Simpson, The Age of Consent, GAY Timhs (UK), Sept. 1993, at 10.
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right to privacy, these laws implicate the rights to equal protection and
non-discrimination.29 Of the twelve countries in the European
Union, only the United Kingdom has a discriminatory age of consent
law.298 In the rest of Europe, the great majority of countries (includ-
ing the former Soviet Bloc) have eliminated discriminatory age of
consent laws with the exception of Austria, Finland, Liechtenstein,
and Hungary.299
In Finland, the age of consent is sixteen for heterosexuals and
eighteen for gays and lesbians. In the United Kingdom, the govern-
ment recently lowered the age of consent for sexual activity between
men to eighteen, but it still remains two years higher than that for
heterosexual or lesbian sexual activity. British gay human rights
groups have vowed to continue to fight for an equalized age of con-
sent."° In Liechtenstein, the age of consent for hetero,3exuals and les-
bians is fourteen while for gay men it is eighteen. In Hungary, the age
of consent for heterosexuals is fourteen while the age of consent for
lesbians and gay men is eighteen?"' Except for certain other coun-
tries of the former Soviet Bloc where information is still not reliable,
the above-mentioned countries remain the only European countries
with discriminatory age of consent laws.3°
Differing age of consent laws in countries where homosexual ac-
tivity is otherwise legal are, of course, not limited to Europe. In Asia,
Africa, and the Americas, however, the list is limited by the large
number of countries where homosexual activity is completely illegal.
3. Surveillance
Prohibiting consensual sex is not the only means by which gov-
ernments deny gays and lesbians their fundamental human right to
297. See, e.g., infra note 301.
298. British Gay Age of Consent Is the Highest in Europe, GAY TiWEs (London), Sept.
1993, at 9 ("Britain is one of the few European democracies to deny gay men the right to
have sex at the same age as their heterosexual counterparts.").
299. See John Carvel, Britain Out of Step with EU Neighbours, GUARDIAN, Jan. 12,
1994, at 6.
300. Richard W. Stevenson, British Gay Rights Groups Vow to Fight Consent Age, N.Y.
TimEs, Feb. 23, 1994, at A2.
301. Krisztina Morvai, a professor of constitutional law and a civil rights activist has
submitted a petition to Hungary's Constitutional Court to equalize the ages of consent in
order to create favorable precedent for a general principle of non-discrimination against
sexual minorities. Interview with Krisztina Morvai, Professor of Law, :Budapest, Hungary
(Aug. 1, 1993).
302. Compiled by Peter Tatchell, EUROPE IN THE PINK: LESBIAN & GAY EQUALITY IN
=H- NEw EUROPE (GMP, 1992), reprinted in GAY TIMES (London), Sept. 1993, at 8.
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privacy. Numerous states, in violation of their own laws, engage in
systematic surveillance of gays and lesbians. For example, in Poland,
Hungary, and other former communist countries "pink lists" of
"known homosexuals" continue to exist and be used by police or
health authorities?3" In Romania, surveillance is taken a step further
with systematic telephone surveillance and other forms of illegal gov-
ernment intrusion." In Russia, Justice Minister Smorodinsky has
stated that the pink lists will continue to be maintained "in the inter-
ests of stemming the AIDS epidemic. '30 5 Frequently, police tracking
of sexual minorities occurs through records kept at health clinics and
HIV testing centers and through searches of phone lists and the inter-
rogation of sexual minorities in the course of police investigations of
crimes involving a victim who is a sexual minority, even when the
crime has no connection with the victim's sexual orientation.3 6
In Hungary, on January 10, 1992, police officers arrived at the
apartment of Lszl6 Lner and Gdbor Takdcs, publishers of the gay
magazine Mdsok, and demanded subscriber and advertiser lists in con-
nection with an investigation into the murder of a gay man. 0 7 When
the two refused, the officers threatened to charge them with hindering
the investigation and ordered them to appear at police headquarters
the following day.30"
C. Applying International Law
On April 15, 1994, the United Nations Human Rights Commit-
tee, in a unanimous ruling, concluded that statutes criminalizing same-
sex relations violate Australia's obligations under Articles 2 (non-dis-
crimination) and 17 (right to privacy) of the ICCPR. The significance
of this ruling by the Human Rights Committee cannot be overstated.
This ruling places countries with sodomy laws in violation of their in-
ternational obligations under the ICCPR.3 9
303. Interview with Fodor Gabor, Member of the Hungarian Parliamentary Human
Rights Committee, Budapest, Hungary (July 15, 1993); interview with Kasper Kalin, Presi-
dent of Lambda Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland (July 2, 1993).
304. Interview with Edwin Rekosh, Project Director of the International Human Rights
Law Group Romania Project, Bucharest, Romania (Aug. 2,1993).
305. GnssmE, supra note 150, at 45 n.113.
306. See id at 45-49.
307. See generally Letter from Masha Gessen, supra note 119; interview with Kriszfta
Morvai, Professor of Law, Budapest, Hungary (Aug. 1, 1993).
308. Letter from Gessen, supra note 119.
309. In the case of the United States, the Committee's ruling would be persuasive in an
attempt to overrule Bowers v. Hardwick. As we have seen in the Kentucky decision, with
respect to the right to privacy, state courts interpreting their own constitutions will often
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The effect of international court decisions on the right to privacy
can be seen with respect to the members of the Council of Europe.
The European Court of Human Rights has struck down the sodomy
laws of Northern Ireland,3 10 Ireland,3 11 and Cyprus312 as violative of
the right to privacy of those countries' sexual minorities as defined by
the European Convention. The Council of Europe asked Romania to
eliminate its sodomy law before its admittance to the council,
although it did not make its elimination a strict condition of joining
the Council. Nevertheless, Romania continues to maintain its prohibi-
tion against consensual sodomy in violation of the European Conven-
tion,31 3  despite strong protests from the Council of Europe
rapporteurs sent to that country to assess the human rights situa-
tion. 14 Furthermore, the law is strictly enforced.315 Nevertheless, a
Romanian court in Sibiu recently decided to refer a case involving
Article 200 to the Romanian Constitutional Court for a determination
look to authority from other jurisdictions, even authority which may be in direct conflict
with decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court. Professor Lillich has suggested that even the
Supreme Court in Hardwick might have decided the case differently had international law
been introduced:
This failure to take into account a recent decision by the strongest interna-
tional court of human rights, dealing with a closely analogous problem, and hav-
ing potential persuasive value, may have been caused in part by inadequate
lawyering, but if Dudgeon had been properly briefed, or if one of the Justices or
their many clerks had researched the European Court's jurisprudence, Chief Jus-
tice Burger would surely have narrowed the observation in his concurring opinion
that, "[t]o hold that the act of homosexual sodomy is somehow protected as a
fundamental right would be to cast aside millennia of moral teahing." For, of
course, that teaching had been "cast aside" by the European Court in October
1981 for the several hundred million citizens of the diverse twenty-one members
states of the Council of Europe.... Indeed, it is possible that one of the negative
majority might have been persuaded by the cogency of the reasoning in Dudgeon
to uphold the claim.
Lillich, supra note 60, at 861.
310. See Dudgeon v. United Kingdom, 4 Eur. H.R. Rep. 149 (1981). The European
Court of Human Rights held that the right to privacy contained in the European Conven-
tion on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms extended to private, consensual rela-
tions between individuals of the same gender.
311. Norris v. Ireland, 13 Eur. H.R. Rep. 186 (1991) (European Court holding Ireland's
sodomy law to be violative of the European Convention).
312. Modinos v. Cyprus, 16 Eur. H.R. Rep. 485 (1993) (European Court holding Cy-
prus's sodomy law to be violative of the European Convention).
313. See id,
314. See, e.g., Most-Favored Nation (MFN) Trade Status for Romania: The Current
Human Rights Situation, Written Statement by the Int'l Hum. Rts. L6w Group 15 (Aug.
1993) ("The Council of Europe has strongly criticized the criminal prohibition of homosex-
ual acts between consenting adults conducted in private.").
315. Peter Maass, Romanian Gays Hide in the Shadows, Communist-Era Law Against
Homosexual Acts Is Strictly Enforced, WASH. Posr, Nov. 12, 1993, at A41.
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as to whether Article 200 violates the Romanian Constitution and in-
ternational human rights treaties.316 In spring 1994, the International
Human Rights Law Group filed a legal memorandum as amicus curiae
with the Romanian Constitutional Court on the "Application of Inter-
national Human Rights Standards to the Constitutionality of Article
200 of the Romanian Criminal Code. 317 The case involved a consti-
tutional challenge brought by Mr. Ovidiu Bozdog to Article 200 of the
Romanian Criminal Code, which imposes a maximum five-year prison
sentence for engaging in private, consensual homosexual conduct. In
its memorandum, the Law Group urged the Constitutional Court
to interpret the Romanian Constitution in harmony with the Euro-
pean Convention, international human rights law, and the progres-
sive penal policies of the member States of the Council of
Europe.... By issuing such a judgment, this Court will take a cru-
cial first step in bringing the Romanian Criminal Code in line with
legal principles respected by all European democracies and will
demonstrate Romania's commitment to respecting human rights
and civil liberties.31s
Barring a successful resolution of this case, it is likely that a case will
be brought against Romania at the European Commission of Human
Rights. A resolution of that case might take a number of years.
The decisions by the European Court are almost universally
respected by the countries which are the subjects of their decisions.
Thus, Ireland did not enforce its sodomy law after the Norris deci-
sion,319 although the government took several years to formally re-
move the law from its penal code.
Bermuda, as noted above, recently repealed its sodomy law in
response to international pressure spearheaded by the International
Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (IGLHRC). The
Toonen decision was effectively used by proponents of the repeal. 20
In Nicaragua, as discussed above in footnote 76, the Nicaraguan
Centro de Derechos Constitucionales invoked international law ex-
tensively in its complaint seeking invalidation of Article 204 of the
Penal Code which criminalizes homosexual sodomy.
316. Most Favored Nation (MFN) Trade Status for Romania, supra note 314, at 16.
317. Legal Memorandum of the International Human Rights Law Group Submitted to
the Romanian Constitutional Court, n.d. (Spring, 1994) (on file %ith author).
318. Id. at 1.
319. See Norris v. Ireland, 13 Eur. -.RL Rep. 186 (1991).
320. Toonen, supra note 3.
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In the context of the CSCE, the head of the Dutch delegation at
the October 4 plenary of the CSCE Implementation Meeting on
Human Dimension Issues (September 27 to October 14, 1993) stated:
Tolerance plays also an important part in the attitude of the state
towards persons of different sexual belonging. In the last years, it
must be stated with satisfaction, a number of positive developments
have taken place in this field in various states, such as the adoption
of regulations prohibiting discrimination against homosexuals or the
abolishment of laws and regulations forbidding homosexual acts.
But in other countries the prohibition of these acts, even to the ex-
tent of putting people on trial, are continuing. I would like to recall
that the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg has on
several occasions decided that a ban of homosexual activities con-
tradicts with stipulations in the European Convention on Human
Rights, as interfering with the right to privacy. In our view also the
CSCE documents and principles make clear that discrimination of
homosexuals is contrary to the fundamental human rights and free-
doms and we call upon all those states where such a discrimination
still exists to change their laws and regulations accordingly 2l1
Some, but not all, international human rights organizations have
begun addressing the imprisonment of sexual minorities solely on the
basis of their orientation as a violation of those individuals' funda-
mental human rights. In September 1991, after a great deal of contro-
versy, Amnesty International amended its mandate to recognize
people imprisoned because of their sexual orientation as "prisoners of
conscience." As discussed above, the International Human Rights
Law Group has been active in working with human rights organiza-
tions in Romania seeking to repeal that country's sodomy law. As
discussed in the text accompanying note 573, Human Rights Watch
has adopted a policy of opposing the imprisonment of sexual minori-
ties because of their "private sexual practices."
VII. FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
The rights to freedom of expression and belief are recognized in
all international human rights instruments and in almost all national
constitutions.
A number of commentators have raised the issue of what free-
dom of expression means in the context of sexual minorities. Some
commentators have argued that, at least within the context of the U.S.
321. EURo-LEMER, supra note 74.
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Constitution's First Amendment, sexual activity is itself an important
form of "expression." 3' However one defines "free expression,"
there can be little question that it comprises an essential part of "the
full development of [sexual minorities'] human personality." 323 As
William Rubenstein, Director of the American Civil Liberties Union
Lesbian and Gay Rights Project, notes:
Free expression plays a central role in the lives of lesbians and gay
men because virtually all the milestones of lesbian and gay life-
coming out, meeting other gay people, finding a lover, participating
in a gay rights rally-depend upon the public identification of one-
self as homosexual. This is so because, unlike many other minority
groups, lesbians and gay men are not visually identifiable. There-
fore, gay people simply do not "exist" in the eyes of the public un-
less they identify themselves by "coming out." Until lesbians and
gay men can identify themselves without fear of harassment or im-
prisonment, however, many will not be able to fulfill a central as-
pect of their personhood.324
One aspect of free expression which is of critical importance to
sexual minorities is the right to a free press. As Tom Lavell, ILGA
delegate to the CSCE Human Dimension Seminar on Free Media in
Warsaw, November 3 to 5, 1993, noted in his statement to the dele-
gates, "ready access in newsstands to lesbian or gay-oriented
magazines can provide homosexual people with the information they
need to break out of isolation and live fulfilled lives with self-
respect .... "I
Another aspect of free expression that is of relevance to sexual
minorities is the limitation on "hate expression." Expression is usu-
ally considered to constitute hate expression when it is negatively di-
rected at individuals because of their membership in certain groups.
As we shall see, international human rights instruments and national
322. David Cole, The Censorship of Sexuality, RECORDER, Sept. 2, 1993, at 7 ("The
First Amendment prohibits the government not only from regulating pure speech, but also
from restricting conduct for the purpose of suppressing the message that such conduct
expresses. There is no question that sexual conduct, homosexual or otherwise, qualifies as
expressive conduct."). See generally Jos6 Gomez, The Public Expression of Lesbian.Gay
Personhood as Protected Speech, 1 LAW & INEo. J. 121 (1983).
323. See Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 26(2) and accompanying text.
324. William B. Rubenstein, The Regulation of Lesbian and Gay Identity: Coming
Out-Speaking Out-Joining In, in LESBIANS, GAY MN, AND THE LAw, supra note 7, at
155.
325. Statement by Tom Lavell to the CSCE Human Dimension Seminar on Free Media,
Warsaw, Poland (Prepared by Int'l Lesbian and Gay Ass'n, Nov. 2-5, 1993) (on file with
author).
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constitutions usually prohibit hate expression based on race, religion,
or nationality; but the American Convention and other national con-
stitutions leave open the possibility of broadening the protected
groups to include sexual orientation. Growing numbers of jurisdic-
tions are accomplishing this through legislative action,
Because of these two aspects of free expression, Ihis section will
address both the rights to free expression of minorities, and the limita-
tions on hate expression.
A. The Right to Free Expression and Limitations on Hate
Expression Under International Law
1. The Right to Free Expression Under International Law
Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states
that "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression;
this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and
to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers." Article 19(1) of the ICCPR echoes the
Universal Declaration, stating:
1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without
interference.
2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right
shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and
ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or
in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his
choice .... 326
The African Charter states this right in a considerably more lim-
ited fashion, stating, in Article 9, that "1. Every individual shall have
the right to receive information. 2. Every individual shall have the
right to express and disseminate his opinions within the law. ''32 7
The American Convention contains one of the most developed
guarantees of freedom of expression. Article 13 provides:
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought and expression.
This right includes freedom to seek, receive, and impart information
and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writ-
ing, in print, in the form of art, or through any other medium of
one's choice.
2. The exercise of the right provided for in the foregoing paragraph
shall not be subject to prior censorship but shall be subject to subse-
326. See ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 19(1).
327. See African Charter, supra note 47, art. 9.
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quent imposition of liability, which shall be expressly established by
law to the extent necessary to ensure:
a) respect for the rights or reputations of others;
b) the protection of national security, public order, or public
health or morals.
3. The right of expression may not be restricted by indirect methods
or means, such as the abuse of government or private controls over
newsprint, radio broadcasting frequencies, or equipment used in the
dissemination of information, or by any other means tending to im-
pede the communication and circulation of ideas and opinions.
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 2 above, public en-
tertainments may be subject by law to prior censorship for the sole
purpose of regulating access to them for the moral protection of
childhood and adolescence. (emphasis added). 3
Article 10 of the European Convention provides:
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall
include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart infor-
mation and ideas without interference by public authority and re-
gardless, of frontiers. This Article shall not prevent States from
requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema
enterprises.
2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and
responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, re-
strictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a
democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial
integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime,
for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the repu-
tation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of informa-
tion received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and
impartiality of the judiciary. (emphasis added).3 9
2. Limitations on Hate Expression Under International Law
The principal international human rights instruments unani-
mously prohibit "hate expression" based on race, religion, or national-
ity. For example, the ICCPR states that "[a]ny advocacy of national,
racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination,
hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law."3 -3 Article 13, para-
graph 5 of the American Convention contains the broadest prohibi-
tion of hate expression, stating:
328. See American Convention, supra note 51, art. 13(2)(a).
329. See European Convention, supra note 23, art. 10.
330. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 20, para. 2.
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Any propaganda for war and any advocacy of national, racial or
religious hatred that constitutes incitements to lawless violence or to
any other similar illegal action against any person or group of per-
sons on any grounds including those of race, color, religion, lan-
guage, or national origin shall be considered as offenses punishable
by law. (emphasis added).331
The inclusion of the clause "on any grounds including" would
seem to provide an international statutory basis for protecting sexual
minorities from hate expression. However, this author is unaware of
any decisions by the American Commission or Court of Human
Rights explicitly granting such protection.
B. The Right to Free Expression and Limitations on Hate
Expression Under National Law
1. The Right to Free Expression Under National Law
Almost all constitutions contain some provision regarding free-
dom of expression, although they usually contain provisions permit-
ting limitations on that right.332 Nevertheless, despite the ubiquity of
expression protections, in many countries freedom of expression re-
garding homosexuality is sharply curtailed, even when consensual ho-
mosexual acts themselves are legal. Since speech per se is clearly not
a prohibited activity, the prohibition of speech about homosexuality in
states without (or even with) sodomy statutes can only be directed at
their status, not their actions.333 As such, these prohibitions on ex-
331. See American Convention, supra note 51, art. 13, para. 5.
332. See, e.g., BRAZ. CONST. art. 5(IX)("Expression and communication of intellectual,
artistic and scientific activity are free, independent of any censorship or license .... ");
COSTA RiCA CONT. arts. 28-29 ("No one may be disturbed or molested for an expression
of his opinions nor for any act which does not infringe the law.... Everyone may commu-
nicate his thoughts by word of mouth or in writing and publish them without previous
censorship .... "); INDIA CONST. art. 19(1) ("[Ai citizens have the right.., to freedom of
speech and expression .... "); JORD. CONST. ch. two, § 15 ("The State shall guarantee
freedom of opinion. Every Jordanian shall be free to express his opinion by words of
mouth, in writing, or by means of photographic representation and otler forms of expres-
sion, within the limits of the law."); NAMm. CONST. art. 21(1) ("All penrsons shall have the
right to: (a) freedom of speech and expression, which shall include freedom of the press
and other media; (b) freedom of thought, conscience and belief, which shall include aca-
demic freedom in institutions of higher learning.. . ."); SYRIA CONST. art. 38 ("Every
citizen has the right to freely and openly express his views in words, in vniting, and through
all the other means of expression.").
333. See, e.g., Gay Lib v. University of Missouri, 558 F.2d 848 (8th Cir. 1977), cert.
denied sub nor. Ratchford v. Gay Lib, 434 U.S. 1080 (1978) ("such an approach [limiting
the free speech rights of gay people] smacks of penalizing persons for their status rather
than their conduct, which is constitutionally impermissible.").
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pression would appear to implicate the rights to equal protection and
non-discrimination.
In the United Kingdom, Section 28 of the Local Government Act
makes it illegal for local authorities to "intentionally promote homo-
sexuality, publish material promoting homosexuality, and promote the
teaching in any... school of the acceptance of homosexuality as a
pretended family relationship." 334 In Austria, Article 220 of the penal
code prohibits public promotion of "printed matter and films showing
a noble aura and cultural value to homosexual dispositions and activi-
ties in which the latter is praised over and above heterosexuality. ' '3-5
Even in countries where there are no specific limitations on sex-
ual minorities' right to freedom of expression, the right of sexual mi-
norities to freedom of expression is frequently violated.
In Greece in November 1992, Irene Petropoulou, the editor of
Amphi, Greece's oldest gay magazine, was sentenced to five months
in prison and a 50,000 drachma (US$300) fine for publishing material
that was "indecent and offensive to public feeling."3 36 She was, how-
ever, acquitted almost two years later by the Athens Appeals Court
and never served any time in prison.3 37 Nevertheless, the particular
facts of the Petropoulou case render the original decision truly dis-
turbing. After receiving a number of requests from heterosexual men,
offering lewd sexual proposals for contact with lesbians, Amphi pub-
lished an announcement in the personal advertisements asking hetero-
sexual men to leave lesbians alone "because they have nothing in
common in bed." The prosecutor in the case argued that this an-
nouncement was "indecent and offensive to public feeling."' ' -3 The
prosecutor's statement leads one to question to what "public feeling"
he was referring (as a factual matter, the defendant's assertion was
hardly controversial). Her conviction would appear to violate Article
14 of the Greek Constitution which provides that "every person may
express his thoughts orally, in writing and through the press in compli-
ance with the law of the State." Irene Petropoulou noted the incon-
334. See generally Laurence R. Hefer, Lesbian and Gay Rights as Human Rights: Strat-
egies for a United Europe, 32 VA. J. IbTL L 158, 182 (1991).
335. Id.; see also Rex Wockner, Vienna Gays Fight Back Against Anti.Gay Rulings,
PimA. GAY NEws, Mar. 22-28, 1991, at 21.
336. PEN Monitors Petropoulou Case, GAY TwmEs (UK), Feb. 1992, at 20; Greek Editor
Sentenced to Five Months in Prison, GAY & LESBLAN Tams, Mar. 26,1992; Rex Wockner,
Greek Lesbian Editor Sentenced to Jail, OuTLINE, Jan. 1992; Rex Wockner, Five Months in
Prison for Lesbian Editor, BAY AREA REP., Dec. 26, 1991.
337. Statement by Tom Lavell, supra note 325.
338. Greek Editor Sentenced to Five Months in Prison, supra note 335.
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gruous divergence in European law between privacy and free speech
in her statement that "the right-wing government of Greece cannot
introduce any law criminalizing homosexuality because something like
this will rouse the public opinion plus there may be protests with the
European Community. Instead of this, the government wants to ban
homosexuality simply by stopping any publication for gays and
lesbians. 3 39
In Ireland in 1990, the Censorship of Publications Board banned
the import and sale of the Danish book Jennie Livey with Eric and
Martin, a book describing the story of a girl living with her father and
his male lover.34° In Belgium in 1985, several gay organizers were
beaten by members of a right-wing political party when the organizers
attempted to distribute a leaflet about an "information market" on
homosexuality at a secondary school.341 One of the attackers, who
admitted to engaging in violent activity, was acquitted by the Criminal
Court of Antwerp. The court argued that "although homosexuality in
the last decennia has been accepted as a lifestyle by many people,
there still is a large majority in our country who is disgusted by this
lifestyle and takes a defensive position, especially with respect to
youngsters. '342 The acquittal was subsequently overruled by the Ant-
werp Court of Appeals. That same year, Belgian police seized two
gay books, Ook zo and Een ander strand, on display in a youth center
during an information market on homosexuality. 43 The legal basis
for the seizure was apparently Article 280quater of the Penal Code,
which forbids the "incitement of debauchery."'3 4 One year earlier,
police seized almost the complete stock of gay books and magazines in
a Brussels bookshop, also on the basis of Article 280quater.345
In Russia, the Russian Supreme Soviet passed a law in December
1991 that guaranteed freedom from media censorship,346 except for
various illicit purposes. 347 There are several gay and lesbian publica-
tions being published in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Barnaul and else-
339. Id.
340. Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 121.
341. Id.
342. Id.
343. DE GAY KRAmT, July 1985, at 22, as cited in Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 121.
344. Id.
345. GA! PIED HEBDO, 1984, No. 146, at 7 and No. 147, at 5; DE GAY' KRANr, Jan. 1985,
at 37, as cited in Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 121.
346. GEssE.N, supra note 150, at 34.
347. Such "illicit" purposes include incitement to the commission of criminally punish-
able acts; dispensing state secrets or other privileged information; in,.itement of ethnic,
class, social, or religious intolerance or hatred and several other categories. Id.
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where, but serious obstacles remain in terms of distribution. Police
harassment of distribution outlets and registration obstacles have
limited the freedom of expression rights of sexual minorities. The re-
gistration requirement, which prohibits the printing and distribution
of more than 1,000 copies of an unregistered publication (with some
exceptions), has imposed a time-consuming, expensive, and legally
complex procedure.349
In Canada, the right of gays and lesbians to read literature relat-
ing to homosexuality has frequently been arbitrarily curtailed, usually
through the actions of Canadian Customs. 35 0 Canadian Customs has
ruled that depictions of anal sex fall in the same category as "hate
literature" and cannot be allowed in the country.51 Nevertheless, Ca-
nadian Customs does not appear to be using these regulations against
heterosexual "anal penetration. ' 352 Much of the literature confiscated
does not bear any relationship whatsoever with obscenity under any
reasonable definition of the word?53 Among the books that have
been confiscated are the 660 page Lesbian and Gay Studies Reader
and Caught Looking: Feminism, Pornography and Censorship, and
348. See id. at 35-37.
349. See id. at 35 n.85. See also LAwYERS ComMinE FOR HtumN Rioirs, HupNs'n
RIGH-s AND LEGAL REFO i IN Tim RussIAN FEDERATION 85-S6 (1993).
350. See Michelle LaLonde, City Booksellers Furious at Seizure of 'Alternative' Book,
GAZETE (Montreal), May 19, 1993, at A6 ("Some charge the government is targeting a
U.S. book supplier to discourage it from shipping gay, lesbian, feminist and other 'altema-
tive' literature to Canada."). See also Pierre Berton, How Otto Jelinek Guards Our Morals,
ToRoNTo STAR, May 29,1993, at H3; Sarah Lyall, Canada's Morals Police.: Serious Books
at Risk?, N.Y. Tmms, Dec. 13, 1993, at A8; Sarah Scott, A Secretive Band of Bureaucrats
Decide What We Read and Watch, ToRoNTo STAR, Apr. 18, 1993, at B7.
351. Revenue Canada Tariff Code 9956 prohibits "depictions or descriptions of anal
penetration" based upon the department's interpretation of Section 163(8) of the Criminal
Code, which defines obscene as "any publication a dominant characteristic of which is the
undue exploitation of sex or of sex and any one or more of the following subjects, namely
crime, horror, cruelty and violence." Jay Stone, When Words Step over Society's Line, Or.
TAWA CrnN, July 27, 1993, at C6.
352. See Pierre Berton, supra note 350 ("Anal sex with females is apparently now ac-
ceptable to Jelinek. It is certainly described in the most recent issue of Confidential Let-
ters, available on your neighborhood newsstand. But gay sex is a no-no.").
353. One expert witness in a court case being brought to challenge Customs' actions is
Thomas Waugh, a professor of cinema studies at Concordia University, who examined a
carton of books detained by customs officers in the summer of 1993. He stated to The
Gazette that he "was amazed at the innocent character of the materials they seized. There
was a lot of literary material, a lot of magazines with information for the gay community,
and a lot of documentary or anthropological material. But I don't think there was a single
heterosexual item." Mark Abley, Gay Literature Prey to Strange Customs, GAZETE (Mon-
treal), Oct. 3, 1993, at Al.
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Gay Ideas: Outing and Other Controversies.354 Until recently the cen-
sors acted almost exclusively against gay and lesbian bookstores.35
As a result, the Little Sisters bookstore in Vancouver has launched a
court action against Canadian Customs charging harassment.356
Books dealing with homosexual activities are seized regularly and
often held for months, allegedly in an attempt to close the receiving
store.357 Janine Fuller, the manager of a Vancouver bookstore stated
that "it smacks of an official campaign against gay and lesbian busi-
nesses. Canadians had better find out what's happening. This is a
very serious attack on free speech. '358 Alan Borovoy, general counsel
of the Canadian Civil Liberties Association notes that "there is a
greater willingness to intrude on freedom of expression in this country
than there is in the United States. 359 Once within Canada, literature
and videos are no longer under the jurisdiction of Customs, and juris-
diction shifts to the local police forces. The police forces, however,
are still guided by the same provisions of the Criminal Code although
their enforcement of its provisions appears to be less strict and dis-
criminatory than those of Customs. 360
The legal situation in the United States with respect to freedom
of speech is contradictory. While the United States generally com-
pares favorably with other nations with respect to freedom of
speech,361 even in states where homosexual relations are otherwise
legal, there have been, and continue to be, significant instances of vio-
lations of this right,362 particularly, although not exclusively, in the
armed forces, police forces, and educational institutions. With respect
354. See id.
355. Cf. Lalonde, supra note 350; Scott, supra note 350; and Abley, supra note 353.
356. Berton, supra note 350.
357. Id.
358. Scott, supra note 350.
359. Lyall, supra note 350.
360. Paul Gessell, Gay Erotica Bypassing Customs, OTrAWA CIrz:N, Aug. 22,1993, at
Al.
361. See Gay Law Students Ass'n v. Pac. Tel. & Tel. Co., 24 Cal. 3d 458, 156 Cal. Rptr.
14,595 P.2d 592 (1979). Cf. Panel: Gay Paper Should Stay in Library, WASH. BLADE, Dec.
3, 1993, at 14 (a library committee in Hales Comers, Wisconsin "unanimously agreed to
recommend keeping [a gay newspaper] but with some changes" including making it less
accessible to children).
362. See generally Marjorie Heins, SEX, SIN AND BLAsPHEmy: A GUIDE TO AMERICA'S
CENSORSmP WARS (1993). See also Laurie Kellman & Maria Koklanaris, Fairfax Revives
Library Debate over Gay Paper, WASH. Tams, Sept. 29,1993, at C3 ("Public libraries again
this week became battlegrounds over community values and free speech, issues that for
years have made putting a publication on a shelf a matter for passionate debate."). In May
1992, on orders of San Francisco Police Chief Richard Hongisto, police officers removed
4,000 copies of the gay biweekly Bay Times that carried a cover story (riticizing him. The
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to the new policy on gays and lesbians in the military, the military has
now explicitly conceded in its new regulations that homosexual status
is not an impediment to effective service. Yet, the new regulations
require the expulsion of any sexual minority engaging in "homosexual
conduct" which includes not only homosexual acts, but speech re-
vealing that one is a homosexual. Under the old regulations, an indi-
vidual could be expelled because her or his speech revealed her or
him to be homosexual (which was deemed incompatible with military
service), not because it was prohibited speech per se. Now the very
same speech is prohibited even though it reveals nothing about the
speaker that is incompatible with military service.363
In various areas of employment, particularly education, the exer-
cise by sexual minorities of their right to freedom of expression can
sometimes result in loss of employment.364
2. Limitations on Hate Expression Under National Law
With respect to verbal violence against sexual minorities, there
are few jurisdictions in the world where gays and lesbians are not sub-
ject to "hate expression."3 65 At least some forms of verbal abuse
against lesbians and gay men have been made into criminal offenses in
Police Chief was fired by the mayor following the incident. Letter from Masha Gessen,
supra note 119.
363. See generally William B. Rubenstein, The Difficulty of Changing Overnight, RE.
CORDER, Aug. 18, 1993, at 8. The author argues that the recognition by the military that
gays and lesbians may serve in the military as long as they do not exercise their right to free
speech means that "the policy itself and the political debate have demonstrated that it is
not homosexuality that is incompatible with military service, but rather speech about ho-
mosexuality." See also David Cole, Gays in the Military and Freedom of Speech, Co.'%,. L
TRm., Sept. 13, 1993, at 20 ("Under the [Clinton Administration] policy, if a straight sol-
dier announces her sexuality in public, no consequences flow from her statement; if a les-
bian soldier does the same, she will be investigated for unlawful homosexual conduct.").
On the related issue of the scope of freedom of expression in a religious context in the
military, see Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503 (1986), wherein the Supreme Court
rejected a Jewish soldier's First Amendment claim to wear a yarmulke while on duty in
violation of military dress code.
364. See; eg., Gaylord v. Tacoma Sch. Dist. No. 10, 559 P.2d 1340 (Wash. 1977), cert
denied, 434 U.S. 879 (1977) (a teacher's firing by the school district was upheld by the State
of Washington Supreme Court). But see Rowland v. Mad River Local Sch. Dist., 470 U.S.
1009 (1985) (denying certiorari to a lower court's decision upholding the school district's
dismissal of a teacher for discussing her homosexuality with co-workers). But see Aumiller
v. Univ. of Del., 434 F. Supp. 1273 (D. DeL 1977) (holding that the plaintiff's statements
regarding homosexuality were protected by the First Amendment).
365. See; e.g., Emmanuel Le Quang Huy, Boucs Emissaires, Xnophobie et Radisme en
Espagne, ou des Groupes Nazis Clament Haut et Fort Leur Haine des "Pds, Toxicos,
Putes, Gltans," GAi Pm HEBDO, 27 Feb., 1992, at 12.
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Denmark, Ireland, and the Netherlands. 66 As noted by Kees Waal-
dijk,367 the Irish Prohibition of Incitement to Hatred Act 1989 makes
it a "criminal offence to incite hatred on the basis of sexual orienta-
tion." In Denmark, Article 266b of the Penal Code makes it illegal
"to utter publicly or deliberately, for the dissemination in a wider cir-
cle, a statement or another remark, by which a group of people are
threatened, derided or humiliated on account of their.., sexual orien-
tation. 3 68 As noted above, Russia has imposed limitations on the re-
gistration of publications which engage in hate expression. 69
In the United States, courts have taken a very dim view of
prohibitions of "hate speech" and have struck down statutes which
criminalize hateful expressive conduct that would not otherwise have
been illegal.37°
C. Applying International Law
International law provides general statutory support for attacking
national laws that limit the free expression rights of sexual minorities.
Given the favorable interpretations by the European Court of the mo-
rality limitation in the European Convention,37 1 it seems surprising
that European national laws limiting free expression by sexual minori-
ties have not yet been struck down by the European Court or the
European Commission. This author is unaware, however, of any Eu-
ropean case definitively resolving this issue.
With respect to hate expression, international instruments are un-
equivocal in their condemnation of such expression. In this sense, in-
ternational law provides greater authority for limiting such expression
than does, for example, American jurisprudence. From a comparative
legal perspective, however, many constitutions already prohibit hate
expression, so international law will have little effect on those coun-
tries' existing laws against hate expression.
366. Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 123.
367. Id.
368. Id.
369. See supra note 347 and accompanying text.
370. See, e.g., Joseph F. Sullivan, New Jersey Bias-Crimes Statutes Are Overturned, N.Y.
TiMEs, May 27, 1994, at BI (First Amendment prohibits government from "silencing
speech on the basis of its content.").
371. See, e.g., Dudgeon v. United Kingdom, 4 Eur. H.R. Rep. 149 (1981); Norris v.
Ireland, 13 Eur. H.R. Rep. 186 (1991).
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VIII. FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATION
Lesbianism and homosexuality are, almost by definition, social
activities. The creation of lesbian and gay social, cultural, and political
institutions requires association with other similar individuals. Be-
cause of sexual minorities' oppressed status, political activity is essen-
tial to the attainment of their full civil and human rights. This often
requires assembly to present their grievances to the larger community.
It is the social, cultural, and political expression of lesbianism and
homosexuality which seems to foster the greatest opposition from the
larger society, even in countries which are quite willing to recognize
the privacy rights of sexual minorities. As we shall see below, and
elsewhere in this article, there are numerous examples of states which
recognize the privacy rights of sexual minorities while denying them
the most basic rights of association and assembly. Conversely, in
other countries, most notably the United States, there is a greater ten-
dency to recognize sexual minorities' rights to association and assem-
bly than to recognize their right to privacy. These contradictions only
illustrate the complexity of what is meant by "gay rights," and how the
battle for those rights must take place on many fronts.
A. Freedom of Assembly and Association Under International
Law
Article 20 of the Universal Declaration states that "everyone has
the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association." 37 Article
22 of the ICCPR states in pertinent part:
1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with
others, including the right to form and join trade unions for the pro-
tection of his interests.
2. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other
than those which are prescribed by law and which are necessary in a
democratic society in the interests of national security or public
safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of public health or
morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. This
article shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions on
members of the armed forces and of the police in their exercise of
this right.... (emphasis added). 3
Article 20 of the ICCPR provides:
372. See Universal Declaration, supra note 10.
373. See ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 22.
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The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No restrictions
may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those imposed
in conformity with the law and which are necessary in a democratic
society in the interests of national security or public safety, public
order (ordre public), the protection of public health or morals or the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others. (emphasis
added).374
The African Charter provides, in Article 10(1), that "[e]very indi-
vidual shall have the right to free association provided that he abides
by the law." (emphasis added).375 Article 11 provides a more limited
right to assembly than that provided for in the ICCPR and Universal
Declaration, stating:
Every individual shall have the right to assemble freely with others.
The exercise of this right shall be subject only to necessary restric-
tions provided for by law in particular those enacted in the interest
of national security, the safety, health, ethics and rights and free-
doms of others. (emphasis added). 6
The American Convention provides, in Article 15, a similarly lim-
ited right to assembly:
The right of peaceful assembly, without arms, is recognized. No re-
strictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other than
those imposed in conformity with the law and necessary in a demo-
cratic society in the interest of national security, public safety or
public order, or to protect public health or morals or the rights or
freedoms of others.377
Article 16 of the American Convention provides:
1. Everyone has the right to associate freely for ideological, reli-
gious, political, economic, labor, social, cultural, sports, or other
purposes.
2. The exercise of this right shall be subject only to such restrictions
established by law as may be necessary in a democratic society, in
the interest of national security, public safety or public order, or to
protect public health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others.
3. The provisions of this article do not bar the imposition of legal
restrictions, including even deprivation of the exercise of the right of
374. See id art. 21.
375. See African Charter, supra note 47, art. 10.
376. Id. art. 11.
377. American Convention, supra note 51, art. 15.
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association, on members of the armed forces and the police. (empha-
sis added).3 78
Although the American Convention contains a public health and
morals limitation, it should be noted that the limitation itself is cir-
cumscribed by the clause "necessary in a democratic society." This
clause frequently occurs in international human rights documents and
may be a valuable tool in preventing a court from limiting various
rights through appeal to "public health or morals." 379
The European Convention contains similar provisions to those
found in the American Convention, providing in Article 11:
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to
freedom of association with others, including the right to form and
to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights
other than such as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a dem-
ocratic society in the interests of national security or public safety,
for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health
or morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
This Article shall not prevent the imposition of lawfid restrictions on
the exercise of these rights by members of the armed forces, of the
police or of the administration of the State. (emphasis added)?so
As noted above, the European Court has held in three cases that
the clause "necessary in a democratic society" operates to circum-
scribe the "morality" limitation in the context of privacy. -3s1 There is
no reason to think that the same reasoning would not apply to free-
dom of assembly and association as well.
B. Freedom of Assembly and Association Under National Law
The great majority of the world's constitutions guarantee the
rights of freedom of assembly and association, albeit with various limi-
tations.3" Despite the clear wording of the provisions and the wide
recognition of these basic human rights, sexual minorities are fre-
378. Id. art. 15.
379. See infra text accompanying note 381.
380. European Convention, supra note 23, art. 11.
381. See, eg., Dudgeon v. United Kingdom, 4 Eur. H.R Rep. 149 (1981).
382. See, eg., INDIA CONSr. art. 19 ("(1) All citizens shall have the right... (b) to
assemble peacefully and without arms... (c) to form associations or unions."); NsUB.
CoNsT. art. 21 ("All persons shall have the right to ... (e) freedom of association, wlhich
shall include freedom to form and join associations or unions, including trade unions and
political parties.").
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quently denied the rights to assemble peacefully and to associate
among themselves.
In Thrkey, the first gay and lesbian pride conference, scheduled
for July 2 to 6, 1993, was banned by the Governor of Istanbul on July
2.383 On July 3, members of the foreign delegation were arrested on
their way to a press conference called by Amnesty International to
protest the government's actions.31 The members were detained for
over five hours and threatened with strip searches and HIV tests.
Soon thereafter, the delegation was forcibly deported?85 According
to Amnesty International, "they were detained solely by reason of
their advocacy of homosexual equality and their real or presumed sex-
ual orientation. '3 86
On June 30, 1991, a conference of the International Gay and Les-
bian Association was scheduled in Guadalajara, Mexico, but was can-
celed as a result of death threats, public protests, and the resistance of
local officials.3 7 On August 9, 1991, Mexico City authorities closed an
alternative cultural center and bar in Guadalajara. In response, Mex-
ico's best known gay actor, Tito Vasconcelos, stated to the Mexican
daily La Jornada, "This is a serious and intolerable proof of the hostil-
ity that the authorities exercise against the gay community. Without
exception, we artists will struggle to the bitter end for the reopening of
our space." 3" As a result, in September 1991, the Academia Mexi-
cana de Derechos Humanos held a conference regarding police vio-
lence against gays and lesbians.389
In late 1991, Tijuana police raided four gay bars and arrested
more than fifty patrons. Tijuana City Manager Jess Alberto Sandoval
Franco later stated to reporters, "Homosexuality is not permitted ....
383. URGENT ACTION NEEDED (Int'l Lesbian & Gay Ass'n), July 7, 1993; First Steps,
supra note 93, at 27.
384. First Steps, supra note 93, at 27.
385. URGENT ACTION NEEDED, supra note 383.
386. First Steps, supra note 93, at 27.
387. Katherine Ellison, Mexico's Gays, Lesbians Struggle to Organize, SAN Jose MER-
CURY NEws, June 23, 1991, at 18A; David Tiiller & Dawn Garcia, Gays Call off Big Meet-
ing in Mexico, S.F. CHRON., June 13, 1991, at A23; John Ross, S.F. BAY, GUARDIAN, June
26, 1991.
388. Press Release (Int'l Gay & Lesbian Hum. Rts. Comm'n), Aug. 19, 1991.
389. Hardn Folletos para Defender Derechos de Gays y Lesbianas, LA JORNADA, Sept.
24, 1991, at 35. Such violence was documented in the journal File Rojo. Eduardo
Monteverde, La Violencia Policta Contra la Homosexualidad, FILo Rojo, Sept. 13,1991, at
3-7.
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While it may be tolerated and more accepted in Europe and the
United States, it is considered immoral in Mexico." 39°
In Japan, the right to freedom of association for gays and lesbians
was compromised when the Tokyo municipal government refused to
permit a gay youth group from meeting in a downtown youth center.
The Association for the Gay and Lesbian Movement in Japan (OC-
CUR) brought suit against the Tokyo city government and the Board
of Education on February 12, 1991.391 On March 30, 1994, a Tokyo
District Court Judge ruled the denial of the permit was discriminatory
and awarded $2,600 in compensation to the plaintiffs .39
In Argentina, the Supreme Court ruled on November 25, 1991 to
uphold the denial of legal status to Comunidad Homosexual de Ar-
gentina (CHA), the only gay and lesbian organization in Argentina.393
Without legal recognition, an organization cannot open a bank ac-
count, solicit funds, or operate publicly.39 There is no legal restric-
tion on consensual homosexual activity in Argentina.395 Nevertheless,
in its ruling, the Court stated that "[t]he defense of homosexuality of-
fends the nature and dignity of the human person.... [T]he constitu-
tional right of freedom of expression is limited by the need and duty
to preserve public morals for the common good." 396 The President of
Argentina subsequently offered to CHA the possibility of approval of
their legal status by the Ministry of Justice 97 if they reapplied with
different signatures and a change in their stated objectives.3 98 CHA
rejected the offer, but later, after extensive international pressure
390. Rex Wockner, Police Raid Tijuana Bars, Cm. OumTi S, Feb. 1992.
391. Robert Bernardo, Japan's First Gay Lawsuit, S.F. SNnraNm, Jan. 30, 1992, at 1;
Midori Paxton, Gay Life OCCUR Takes Its Fight to Court, JAPAN Tms WELY., Aug. 31,
1991, at 1; Japan's Gays Re-Emerging After 100 Years, RoChES'mR DENMOCRAT & CnRo.N.,
Sept. 1, 1991, at 9A.
392. Mar Yamaguchi, Japanese Government Bans Discrimination Against Gay Group,
FRONTmRS, Apr. 22, 1994, at 24.
393. Argentine Supreme Court Denies Legal Recognition to CHA, Press Release (Int'l
Gay & Lesbian Hum. Rts. Comm'n), Nov. 27, 1991. See generally Liliana Moreno, Obtuvo
su Personeria Jur[dica la Comunidad Homosexual Argentina, CLtRIN, Mar. 21, 1992; Den-
tro de la Ley Todo, PAGiNA/12, Mar. 21, 1992.
394. R.J., Argentine Gays Seeking Justice, S-F. WKLY., May 22, 1991.
395. See supra note 393.
396. Id.
397. The Argentine Ministry of Justice is part of the Executive Branch of the Argentine
government. Press Release, supra note 388.
398. In its public statement, approved by the members of the CHA General Assembly
on December 5, 1991, CHA stated that "[i]n no way will la CHA accept the offer of the
Executive branch that they implied would be necessary for them to grant us legal sta-
tus .... To do so, we would be conceding to the arguments of the Supreme Court with our
agreement." Why We Asked for It, Why It Was Denied, Public Statement of CHA, at 2.
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from the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission,
ACT UP, and other organizations,3 99 the Ministry of Justice offered
on March 16, 1992 to accept their registration without conditions
under General Resolution 164/92.40 Ram6n Miralles, Argentina's In-
spector General of Justice, declared that "this case has had wide
repercussions throughout the country and particularly abroad. That is
the reason we deemed it wise, instead of closing the case, to deal with
it again. ' 40 1 Despite CHA's victory, the action by the executive
branch underscores the tenuous nature of human rights for sexual mi-
norities under Argentinean law. Dian Orentlicher, a law professor at
American University and an attorney with the International League
for Human Rights, argues that "this case is an important test of how
far Argentina has progressed in establishing the foundations of de-
mocracy. How far a democracy has progressed may be determined, in
part, by the strength of its civil society-its nongovernmental organi-
zations who express independent views, separate from those of the
government.' 4°
As mentioned above in Part IV (Arbitrary Arrest), a lesbian bar
was raided by police in Lima, Peru and seventy of the bar's occupants
were taken to the police station for questioning.40 3 In Canada, forty-
six police "raided" a gay bar on February 17, 1994, arresting 175
patrons.40
Throughout Western Europe, where the legal situation of sexual
minorities is generally better than elsewhere, police raids on lesbian
See also Vince Quackenbush, Gay Rights Victory in Argentina, S.F. SEuriNEL, Mar. 26,
1992, at 3.
399. See generally Vince Quackenbush, supra note 398; Victory for Gays in Argentina,
GAY & LESBIAN TiNms, Mar. 26, 1992 ("International outrage over the Supreme Court
decision led to a number of offers from the General Inspection of Justice (Ministry of
Justice) to CHA.").
400. Moreno, supra note 393. In its press release following its obtaining of legal status,
CHA stated:
Without resigning even one guiding principle of our institution alid not forgetting
any of the insults contained in the former denials, we renew ou,, commitment to
struggle until the right to be different becomes a common place among Argen-
tineans in the context of a real democracy. The free exercise of .exuality is a new
chapter in the validity of human rights in Argentina.
401. Moreno, supra note 393 ("Es que este problema tuvo una gran repercusi6n en el
pais y sobre todo en el exterior. Entonces se consider6 prudente, antes de archivar las
actuaciones, solicitarle a la CHA que adecuara sus estatutos," conte.,t6 Miralles.) transla-
tion of statement from Quackenbush, supra note 398.
402. Julian, supra note 130, at 50-51.
403. See supra note 183 and accompanying text.
404. Montreal Raid Rapped, ADVOCATE, Apr. 5, 1994, at 21.
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and gay bars and discos have nevertheless been numerous.405 In Ma-
drid, Spain, city officials, at the Mayor's request, ordered a gay and
lesbian center closed one day after it opened. One of the center's four
programs included publishing a magazine. City officials maintained
that the Gay Collective of Madrid did not have all the necessary per-
mits to open the center. The collective, however, was denied access to
city records concerning the building to support its claim that it had
fulfilled all its legal obligations. In Austria, a peaceful protest con-
cerning gay victims of the Nazi holocaust was declared illegal pursuant
to Sections 220 and 221 of the Austrian Penal Code, which criminal-
izes membership in an organization which "favors homosexual lewd-
ness."'  In Russia, although a new law on civic organizations has
been expected for several years, the registration and functioning of
organizations are governed by a 1990 Soviet law,4 7 which provides
that "[t]he creation and activity of civil unions that aim to harm the
health and morals of the population... shall be punishable by law."' ' 3
This morality clause was used to deny registration to a gay group in
Moscow in the fall of 1992.40 Russian authorities have also acted, on
at least two occasions, to deny sexual minorities the right to peacefully
assemble. In the summer of 1993, the St. Petersburg City Council de-
nied the Tchaikovsky Foundation's request for public event permits4 10
and two weeks later denied the same foundation the right to hold an
outdoor concert.41'
In the United States, there has been an effort by at least one juris-
diction to deny recognition or state funds to any lesbian or gay student
groups.412 This is generally undertaken on the basis of existing state
405. Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 117-18.
406. See Letter from Robert D. Evans, Director, ABA Governmental Affairs Office to
Patricia Diaz Dennis, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights and Humanita-
rian Affairs (Nov. 13, 1992).
407. GEssmE, supra note 150, at41.
408. IL
409. See U.S. DE=T. OF STATE , COUNTRY REPORrS ON HuTAN MGHTS PRAcTcIEs FOR
1992 890; GEssEN, supra note 150, at 41.
410. GEssEN, supra note 150, at 41. See also Letter from Tchaikovsky Foundation Pres-
ident Yu. M. Yereyev to the Mayor of St. Petersburg (Mr. Sobchak) (Apr. 11, 1993); Reso-
lution No. 426-r by St. Petersburg Mayor Sobchak, "Regarding the March on
Kamennoostrovsky Prospekt on 12 June, 1993," by Mr. Sobchak (June 10, 1993).
411. GEssEN, supra note 150; Letter from V. P. Yakovlev, St. Petersburg Deputy Mayor
for Cultural Affairs, to Yu. M. Yereyev Tchaikovsky, Foundation President (June 6,1993).
412. See, eg., AL. CODE, § 16-1-28(a) (1975), which provides:
No public funds or public facilities shall be used by any college or university to,
directly or indirectly, sanction, recognize, or support the activities or existence of
any organization or group that fosters or promotes a lifestyle or actions prohib-
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sodomy statutes under which the activities of the student groups are
arguably advocation of criminal activity. The lack of success of efforts
to so proscribe lesbian and gay student groups is testimony to the
value of the First Amendment as sexual minorities' best weapon in the
defense of their civil rights in the United States.413 Nevertheless, rec-
ognition has been denied to lesbian and gay organizations outside the
context of universities, even where a sodomy law does not exist.414
C. Applying International Law
International treaties provide powerful authority for the rights of
assembly and association for sexual minorities.
Based on international law's support for the rights of assembly
and association, governments and NGOs have acted against other
governments in response to abuses of these rights, even when these
abuses involved sexual minorities. For example, international protest
against the Mexican cancellation of the ILGA conference in Guadala-
jara was widespread.41 5 Twenty-eight members of the United States
Congress wrote a letter to Mexico's ambassador to the United States
in which they protested the behavior of local officials with respect to
ited by the sodomy and sexual misconduct laws of Sections 13A-6-63 to 13A-6-65,
inclusive.
The ACLU brought suit in September 1993 challenging the constitutionality of the statute
on its face and as applied to the student group in question. The case i; due to be heard in
May 1994.
413. See, e.g., Gay and Lesbian Students Ass'n v. Gohn, 850 F.2d 361 (8th Cir. 1988),
and Gay Student Servs. v. Texas A & M Univ., 737 F.2d 1317 (5th Cir. 1984), cert. denied
471 U.S. 1001 (1985), in which the lesbian and gay groups' rights have been ultimately
vindicated. See generally Jean F. Rydstrom, Annotation, Validity, Under First Amendment
and 42 U.S.C.S. § 1983, of Public College or University's Refisal to Grant Formal Recogni-
tion to, or Prevent Meetings of, Student Homosexual Organizations on Campus, 50 A.LR.
FED. 516 (1991).
414. See, e.g., State ex rel. Grant v. Brown, 313 N.E.2d 847 (Ohio 1974), cert. denied sub
nom. Duggan v. Brown, 420 U.S. 916 (1975) (upholding the Ohio Secretary of State's de-
nial of articles of incorporation for a lesbian and gay group as contrary to state policy, even
though Ohio had eliminated its sodomy law). Accord, In Re Freedman Liquor License
Case, 235 A.2d 624 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1967) (upholding the suspension of a liquor license to a
gay bar). But see In re Thom, 301 N.E.2d 542 (N.Y. 1973) (New York's highest court
overruled a lower court's denial of Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund's applica-
tion to become a recognized public interest organization). See generally M.J. Greene, An-
notation, Sale of Liquor to Homosexuals or Permitting Their Congregation at Licensed
Premises as Grounds for Suspension or Revocation of Liquor License, 27 A.L.R.3d 1254
(1991); Henry B. Hansmann, Reforming Nonprofit Corporation Law, 129 U. PA. L. REv.
497, 526-27 n.70 (1981).
415. Discussed supra in footnote 387 and accompanying text.
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the meeting cancellation. 416 Both the International Gay and Lesbian
Human Rights Commission and Amnesty International protested the
cancellation of the Guadalajara conference, as well as the detention of
the visitors to the Istanbul lesbian and gay pride conference.417
IX. RIGHT TO MARRIAGE, FAMILY AND PARTNER
BENEFITS
This section deals with the range of issues connected to the con-
cept of "family," including the monetary, social, and civic benefits and
rights involving the legal status of marriage and family. The concept
of family includes both positive rights (e.g., the commitment to pro-
vide social and economic support for families) and negative rights
(e.g., the prohibition of interference with marriage between con-
senting people of marriageable age).
It must be recognized at the outset that the concept of same-sex
marriage is not a uniquely contemporary phenomenon. Same-sex
marriage existed in ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, classical Greece,
pre-Christian Rome, Christian Rome, and Medieval Europe. It has
also existed in Native American cultures, African cultures, Indian cul-
tures, and Chinese, Japanese, and Melanesian cultures 41
As we shall see, however, international law has made almost no
progress in following the example of those countries which have rec-
ognized some form of same-sex family rights, marriages or partner-
ships, although there are hopeful trends in this direction.4 19
A. Right to Family Under International Law
Article 16 of the Universal Declaration provides that "[mien and
women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or
416. Rick Harding, Members of Congress Protest Homophobia in Mexico, ADvoCATr,
Sept. 10, 1991, at 53.
417. See supra note 386 and accompanying text.
418. See generally Eskridge, supra note 6. For example, lesbian "marriages" have been
documented to exist in the Qing Dynasty. See BREr HISCH, PASSIONS OF THE Cur
SLEEvE: Tim MALE HoMosFxuAL TRADroN IN CHNA 11-13 (1990), cited in Eskridge,
supra note 6, at 1462 n.156 and 1466 n. 170. Hinsch describes a lesbian union in his article:
Within the group, a lesbian couple could choose to undergo a marriage ceremony
in which one partner was designated as "husband" and the other "wife." After an
exchange of ritual gifts, the foundation of the Chinese marriage ceremony, a feast
attended by female companions served to witness the marriage. These married
lesbian couples could even adopt female children, who in turn could inherit fam-
ily property from the couple's parents.
Eskridge, supra note 6, at 1466.
419. See infra text accompanying note 525.
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religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. They are enti-
tled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolu-
tion."420 Article 23 of the ICCPR states:
1. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society
and is entitled to protection by society and the State.
2. The right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to
found a family shall be recognized.
3. No marriage shall be entered into without the free and full con-
sent of the intending spouses.
4. States Parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate
steps to ensure equality of rights and responsibilities of spouses as
to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution. In the case of
dissolution, provision shall be made for the necessary protection of
any children.421
The African Charter contains language in paragraphs 1 and 2 of
Article 18 which could create difficulties for human rights activists
concerned with the family rights of sexual minorities. Article 18
states:
1. The family shall be the natural unit and basis of society. It shall
be protected by the State which shall take care of its physical health
and moral needs.
2. The State shall have the duty to assist the family which is the
custodian of morals and traditional values recognized by the
community.
3. The State shall ensure the elimination of every discrimination
against women and also ensure the protection of the rights of the
woman and the child as stipulated in international declarations and
conventions.
4. The aged and the disabled shall also have the right to special
measures of protection in keeping with their physical or moral
needs. (emphasis added).422
Article 17 of the American Convention states:
1. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society
and is entitled to protection by society and the state.
2. The right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and
to raise a family shall be recognized, if they meet the conditions
required by domestic laws, insofar as such conditions do not affect
the principle of nondiscrimination established in this Convention.
420. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 16.
421. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 23.
422. African Charter, supra note 47, art. 18.
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3. No marriage shall be entered into without the free and full con-
sent of the intending spouses.
4. The States Parties shall take appropriate steps to ensure the
equality of rights and the adequate balancing of responsibilities of
the spouses as to marriage, during marriage, and in the event of its
dissolution. In case of dissolution, provision shall be made for the
necessary protection of any children solely on the basis of their own
best interests.
5. The law shall recognize equal rights for children born out of wed-
lock and those born in wedlock. (emphasis added).
Note the nondiscrimination language contained in paragraph 2 of Ar-
ticle 17 of the American Convention.
The European Convention currently states, in Article 12, that
"[m]en and women of marriageable age have the right to marry and to
found a family, according to the national laws governing the exercise
of this right."424 The European Social Charter42 provides, in article
16, that "[w]ith a view to ensuring the necessary conditions for the full
development of the family, which is a fundamental unit of society, the
Contracting Parties undertake to promote the economic, legal and so-
cial protection of family life by such means as social and family bene-
fits, fiscal arrangements, provision of family housing, benefits for the
newly married, and other appropriate means. 42 6 The European
human rights system would seem to limit the right to marriage and
family to heterosexuals. Yet, as discussed below in Section C (Apply-
ing International Law), there are significant efforts underway to ex-
tend the right to marriage to sexual minorities.
B. Right to Family Under National Law
The right to marry and to found a family is contained in numer-
ous national constitutions4' and, in many countries, the family is spe-
423. American Convention, supra note 51, art. 17.
424. European Convention, supra note 23, art. 12.
425. Discussed supra in note 44 and accompanying text.
426. European Social Charter, supra note 143, art. 16.
427. See, eg., NAMm. CONSr. art. 14(1) ("Men and women of full age, without any
limitation due to race, colour, ethnic origin, nationality, religion, creed or social or eco-
nomic status shall have the right to marry and to found a family. They shall be entitled to
equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution."). In the United States,
the courts have deemed the right to marry a fundamental right protected by the right to
privacy. See, eg., Baehr v. Lewin, 852 P.2d 44,56 (Haw. 1993) (the federal construct of the
fundamental right to marry is subsumed within the right to privacy implicitly protected by
the United States Constitution).
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cifically accorded the protection of the state.42s Although there is no
mention of same-sex marriage or definition of the concept of "family"
in any national constitution,429 the following section will discuss recent
actions by courts and legislatures to create such rights.
1. Marriage, Domestic Partnership, and the Economic Benefits
of Partnership ("Spousal Benefits")
a. Judicial Recognition of Gay Marriage
In 1992, a Swaziland judge recognized the marriage of two lesbi-
ans who were married according to an indigenous practice.430  A sub-
stantial, although still tentative, breakthrough in judicial recognition
of same-sex marriage was recently achieved in the United States. On
May 5, 1993, the Hawaii Supreme Court ruled that a ban on gay mar-
riage presumptively violated the Hawaiian Constitution's prohibition
against sex discrimination 431 and remanded the case to the trial court
for further proceedings consistent with its opinion.432 The court held
that if the gay and lesbian appellants are successful on their equal pro-
tection claim (which is expected), "the State of Hawaii will no longer
be permitted to refuse marriage licenses to couples merely on the ba-
sis that they are of the same sex. '433 The court based its reasoning on
428. See, e.g., AwG. CONsT. art. 55 ("The family enjoys the protection of the State and
of the society."); EGYPT CONST. art. 9 ("The family is the basis of the society founded on
religion, morality and patriotism. The State is keen to preserve the genuine character of
the Egyptian family-with what it embodies of values and traditions-while affirming and
developing this character in the relations within the Egyptian society."); F.R.G. CONST. art.
6, para. 1 ("Marriage and family shall enjoy the special protection of the state."); NAMmI.
CONST. art. 14, para. 3 ("The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society
and is entitled to protection by society and the State.").
429. Despite the lack of an explicit statutory or constitutional right to same-sex mar-
riage, in 1992 two lesbians were legally married according to an indigenous practice. A
Swaziland judge ruled the marriage had legal value. See infra text accompanying note 430.
The Hawaii Supreme Court has interpreted its constitution as presumptively requiring
marriage permits to be issued to same-sex applicants. See infra text accompanying note
431.
430. Tielman & Hammelburg, supra note 8.
431. Baehr v. Lewin, 852 P.2d 44 (Haw. 1993). The Supreme Court did hold, however,
that "the applicant couples do not have a fundamental constitutional right to same-sex
marriage arising out of the right to privacy or otherwise.... [T]he applicants are free to
press their equal protection claim." See also Jeffrey Schmalz, In Hawaii, Step Toward Le-
galized Gay Marriage, N.Y. TIMEs, May 7, 1993, at A14. But see, e.g., Baker v. Nelson, 191
N.W.2d 185 (Minn. 1971), appeal dismissed, 409 U.S. 810 (1972); Singer v. Hara, 522 P.2d
1187 (Wash. Ct. App. 1974), review denied, 84 Wash. 2d 1008 (1974).
432. Baehr, 852 P.2d at 68.
433. Id. at 44, 57.
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that of Loving v. Virginia,434 in which the United States Supreme
Court struck down the state's miscegenation law on equal protection
and due process grounds even though the statute applied equally to
both blacks and whites. The Supreme Court in Loving held that racial
classifications were suspect under the Constitution even if they were
applied equally to all races. Similarly, the Hawaii Supreme Court rea-
soned that the Hawaii marriage statute discriminated on the basis of
gender classifications even though men and women were treated
equally under the statute. The court reasoned that it was the sex-
based classification of the statute which was suspect, and the equal
application of that classification to men and women did not remedy
that deficiency. The Hawaii Supreme Court held that "(1) [the Ha-
waii marriage statute] is presumed to be unconstitutional (2) unless
Lewin, as an agent of the State of Hawaii, can show that (a) the stat-
ute's sex-based classification is justified by compelling state interests
and (b) the statute is narrowly drawn to avoid unnecessary abridge-
ments of the applicant couple's constitutional rights. 435
In the majority opinion in Baehr, Justice Steven HR Levinson
wrote that "marriage is a basic civil right" and that "on its face and as
applied," the Hawaii law "denies same-sex couples access to the mari-
tal status and its concomitant rights and benefits. 436 In his concurring
opinion, Judge James Bums argued that the lower court erroneously
dismissed the complaint because the case involved genuine issues of
material fact:
If heterosexuality, homosexuality, bisexuality and asexuality are
"biologically fated," then the word "sex" also includes those differ-
ences. Therefore the questions whether heterosexuality, homosexu-
ality, bisexuality, and asexuality are "biologically fated" are relevant
questions of fact which must be determined before the issue
presented in this case can be answered. If the answers are yes, then
each person's "sex" includes both the "biologically fated" male-fe-
male difference and the "biologicaUy fated" sexual orientation dif-
ference, and the Hawaii constitution probably bars the State from
discriminating against the sexual orientation difference...
While it is disturbing to think that the fundamental human right
of sexual minorities not to be discriminated against rests on whether
sexual orientation is "biologically fated," the concurring opinion's rea-
434. Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
435. Baehr, 852 P.2d at 67.
436. Id- at 69-70.
437. Id. at 48.
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soning has been increasingly employed as a political and legal strategy
to advance the rights of sexual minorities in the United States.
In the Netherlands, the Dutch Supreme Court has explicitly
stated that the marriage provisions of the Dutch Civil Code are exclu-
sively for the benefit of heterosexual couples, but it has questioned
the rationale for the limitation.438
b. Legislative Implementation of Domestic Partnership and
Spousal Benefits
On April 1, 1993, the Norwegian Parliament passed a Partnership
Law under which gay or lesbian couples who wish to register their
relationship are granted the same benefits and obligations as married
couples with two exceptions: (1) they do not havethe right to adopt
children and (2) there is no duty under this law for the State Church
to perform a church ceremony for the couple. The law went into ef-
fect on August 1, 1993.439
In 1989, Denmark adopted the Law on Registered Partnership
which makes it possible for same-sex couples to enter into registered
partnerships at town hall offices, but not in churches. Registered part-
nership has most of the legal effects of marriage with the exception of
joint custody of children, adoption, and some widows' pensions.440
The law went into effect on October 1, 1989.
In Sweden, a proposed law would grant gay couples who register
their relationship with the state, after an official wedding service, the
same rights and responsibilities as other married couples, except that
the couples may not marry in church, adopt children together, or have
joint custody of children. 41 "Gay couples who prefer not to get mar-
ried but who want to live together will be accorded the same rights as
non-married heterosexual couples who live together."' 12
In the Czech Republic, existing laws give surviving members of
gay couples many of the rights of married survivors; for example, the
surviving partner can inherit the deceased partner's property provided
they have lived together for at least three years." 3 On August 3, 1993,
438. See generally Aart Hendriks & Willemien Ruygrok, "Strangers" in the Netherlands.
Dutch Policy Toward Gay and Lesbian Aliens, in THE THIRD PINK BOOK, supra note 6, at
109.
439. See Duda, supra note 182, at 5.
440. See generally Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 96-97.
441. Greg McIvor, Sweden-Human Rights: Homosexual Marriages to be Recognized
by Law, Inter Press Service, Nov. 16, 1993.
442. Id.
443. See Appell, infra note 580.
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a new law took effect in France which extends domestic partnership
benefits to gay and lesbian couples. It permits gays and lesbians who
receive state health benefits to claim coverage for their unemployed
domestic partners. To qualify for benefits, couples must live together
for at least one year.4" In Spain, a man who hid his lover who had
escaped from prison, escaped criminal liability on the basis of the ex-
ception to liability for spouses and members of family.445 However, a
British ban on same-sex tenancy rights was upheld by the European
Commission of Human Rights. 46
The Ontario Law Reform Commission, in a report on November
17, 1993 to the Provincial Government, stated that gay and lesbian
couples and other couples in "an economic partnership of primary im-
portance in each other's lives" should have their relationship recog-
nized in family law by permitting same-sex couples to formalize their
relationships as "registered domestic partners."' 7 Their legal status
would be the same as that of married couples, including the right to
equally share property acquired during the relationship and the right
to sue for support after a separation." s Current federal law defines
marriage as a union between a man and a woman." 9 The Commission
noted that the exclusion of gays and lesbians from the Family Law Act
could violate the equality guarantees in the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.450
In August 1993, a board of inquiry of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission ruled that homosexual couples must be included in all
public and private employee benefits plans in the province4 51 The
ruling came in the case of Elizabeth Clinton, a nurse at York County
Hospital who wanted family benefits to apply to her partner, Laurie
Anne Mercer.452 Ontario's Attorney General responded to the ruling
by stating that "there's no question that the accumulation of findings,
both through the courts and tribunals, is leading us all inexorably into
444. Aras Van Hertum, France Extends Medical Benefits to Gay Couples, WVASH.
BLADE, Aug. 13, 1993, at 29.
445. DE GAY KaNT, Nov. 19S7, at 19. See also Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 95.
446. Mary X v. United Kingdom, App. No. 11716185. See also Waaldijk, supra note 221,
at 100.
447. Stephen Bindman, Panel Urges Rights for Same-Sex Couples, VAicouvER Su,
Nov. 18, 1993, at A8.
448. I&
449. Id.
450. Id.
451. Tom Blackwell, Homosexual Couple Awarded Spousal Benefits, CAI.oA Y HER-
ALD, Aug. 5, 1993, at A12.
452. Id.
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this area. It really behooves government to be sure that it's not being
forced to react, that it is pro-active." '453 She has promised to introduce
precedent-setting legislation which would require private sector em-
ployers to extend spousal benefits to same-sex couples. 454 In October
1993, the Toronto Board of Education agreed to provide dental bene-
fits to the partners of its gay and lesbian employees as part of a settle-
ment to a complaint filed with the Ontario Human Rights
Commission.455 The Toronto Board's dental plan now defines
"spouse" as a person who is married or who "although not legally
married ... cohabits with the employee in a conjugal relationship,
including a person of the same sex as the employee., 456 This line of
cases results from a board of inquiry ruling in the fall of 1992 which
defined "spouses" to include members of the same sex. The ruling
was in response to a complaint by Michael Leshner, a lawyer with the
Ontario Attorney-General's ministry.457
These rulings by the Ontario courts have had a significant effect
on the private sector. In December 1993, Sears Canada announced
that "in light of recent human rights and Supreme Court rulings, em-
ployees wishing to register same-sex partners under their benefit pro-
gram may do so immediately." 458 The Sears move follows similar
actions by Levi Strauss & Co. (Canada), Price Club Canada Inc., and
several other large companies. 45 9 Alan Shefman, Director of Commu-
nications for the Ontario Human Rights Commission, stated that
"we've been promoting the need for the public and private sector to
recognize, for the purpose of benefits, same-sex spouses. We're start-
ing to hear the results. ''4 °
In October 1993, a Vancouver court ordered Canada's federal
government to grant a gay couple the same family and bereavement
453. Ld.
454. Id.
455. Desmond Bill & Gail Swainson, Same-Sex Spouses to Get Benefits, ToRoNTo
STAR, Dec. 9, 1993, at Cll. The complaint was filed with the Commission by Ian Kirkland,
a Toronto teacher. Under the settlement, the board will pay more than $2,000 in dental
costs incurred by Kirkland's spouse and $3,000 compensation for costs he incurred in filing
the complaint. Kirkland indicated that because of the ruling, he and his partner Mark
Mitchell, an unemployed Montessori school teacher, intend to apply for additional bene-
fits-such as extended health benefits.
456. Bill & Swainson, supra note 455.
457. Id.
458. Sears Extends Benefits to Gay Workers' Partners, OTrAwA CMrnEN, Dec. 9, 1993,
at C11.
459. Joanne Chianello, The Struggle for Same Sex Benefits, FIN. Po.sT, Jan. 8, 1994, at
S8.
460. Sears Extends Benefits, supra note 458.
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benefits that heterosexual couples receive.461 Marguerite-Marie
Galipeau, an adjudicator with the Public Service Staff Relations
Board ruled that the federal government had violated both its collec-
tive agreement and human rights law when it refused to grant family-
related leave to a Vancouver public servant so that he could take care
of his ailing partner.462 Galipeau said homosexual couples are cov-
ered by the term "spouse" in the government's contract with its em-
ployees and therefore the plaintiff should have been given the
leave.463 The federal government decided in November 1993 to ap-
peal the ruling, although it is possible the new liberal government will
reconsider the decision to appeal.6 The Public Service Alliance of
Canada has said the ruling will be used as a precedent to fight for
other benefits for gay couples, such as dental and pension rights.4 65
The Canadian Union of Public Employees is challenging the constitu-
tionality of the Income Tax Act, which does not permit same-sex part-
ners to be considered spouses.466 "Richard Goyette, a gay member of
the Public Service Alliance of Canada, said he was not particularly
optimistic that the decision would bring an end to discrimination
against homosexuals in the federal public service. '467
In the United States, at least twelve cities have passed "domestic
partnership" ordinances."8  These jurisdictions permit same-sex
couples to "register" their relationships, although the ensuing "domes-
tic partnership" may not necessarily entitle the partners to any addi-
tional spousal benefits. These jurisdictions include Berkeley,
California;469 West Hollywood, California;47" Los Angeles, California;
461. See Canada Court Upholds Benefits for Gay Couples, Reuters World Service, Oct.
1,1993, available in LEXIS, World Library, Reuwld File; Stephen Bindman, PS Adjudica-
tion,; Gay Spouses Must Get Benefits, O-rAWA Crrmn , Oct. 2, 1993, at Al; Southam
News, Ruling Backs Homosexual Couples, TORoNTo STAR, Oct. 2, 1993, at A16. The
grievance was ified by David Lorenzen, a gay federal employee in Vancouver, who was
denied family leave last year after his partner fractured his leg.
462. Bindman, supra note 461; Southam News, supra note 461.
463. Bindman, supra note 461.
464. Stephen Bindman, Ottawa Appeals Ruling on Gay B.C Civil Servant, VAicous'vR
SuN, Nov. 3, 1993, at AS. Derek Dagger, a lawyer with the Public Service Alliance, said he
hopes the new Liberal government will reconsider the decision to appeal. "I can't imagine
the Liberal government that has run on purportedly having a social conscience pursuing a
case that would take away civil rights from a group of people." Id.
465. Bindman, supra note 461.
466. Chianello, supra note 459, at S8.
467. Bindman, supra note 464, at A8.
468. See eg., Note, A More Perfect Union: A Legal and Social Analysis of Domestic
Partnership Ordinances, 92 COLUM. L. Rn-v. 1164, 118S-89 (1992).
469. City of Berkeley, Cal., Policy Establishing Domestic Partnership Registration
(1984).
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San Francisco, California;471 Laguna Beach, California; 472 Washing-
ton, D.C.;473 Takoma-Park, Maryland; Ann Arbor, Michigan;474 Min-
neapolis, Minnesota;475  Ithaca, New York;476  and Seattle,
Washington.477 Increasingly, jurisdictions in the United States have
passed legislation which goes beyond formally recognizing domestic
partnership and are passing legislation to recognize the right of do-
mestic partners to receive the same or similar benefits as spouses. At
least twenty other municipalities in the United States have extended
benefits to domestic partners.478
In Braschi v. Stahl Associates Co.,479 the New York Court of Ap-
peals ruled, in a case involving an eviction from a rent-regulated
apartment, that the word "family" included the surviving partner of a
gay man who had died. In reaching its conclusion, the court noted
that "appellant and Blanchard lived together as permanent life part-
ners for more than 10 years. They regarded one another, and were
regarded by friends and family, as spouses. The two men's families
were aware of the nature of the relationship, and they regularly visited
each other's families and attended family functions together, as a
couple. '480 Registered domestic partners in New York City already
had the same standing as married couples in qualifying for apart-
ments, in inheriting leases in residential buildings overseen by city
housing agencies, and in visits at city hospitals and jals.481
470. WES HOLLYwOOD, CAL., Mtm. CODE §§ 4220-28 (1985). See also Ron Russell,
W. Hollywood Will Insure Partners of Single Employees, L.A. TIMES, F.b. 22, 1989, Metro
Section, at 3.
471. SAN FRANcisco, CAL., ADmiN. CODE §§ 62.1-62.8 (1991).
472. See generally Frank Messina, Couples in the Eyes of the Law: Laguna Beach Ordi-
nance Granting Rights to Gay and Lesbian Partners Takes Effect, L.A. TIMES (Orange
County Edition), May 22, 1992, Metro Section, at 1.
473. See generally Rene Sanchez, D.C. Council Approves Partners' Bill; Ministers' Op-
position Fails to Kill Measure, WASH. POST, April 8, 1992, at B1.
474. ANN ARBOR, MICH., CODE tit. IX, ch. 110 (1991).
475. Minneapolis, Minn., Ordinance 91-08-015 (Jan. 25, 1991) (amending Code of Ordi-
nances, tit. 7, ch. 142).
476. ITHACA, N.Y., Mtm. CODE ch. 7 (1990).
477. See generally Joseph Asher, Unmarried House Partners Gain Benefits in Seattle,
PROP. & CASUALTY, June 4, 1990, at 9.
478. Id. Telephone Interview with Intake Staff Member of the Lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund, supra note 247.
479. 543 N.E.2d 49 (N.Y. 1989).
480. Id. at 55.
481. Id.
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2. Parenthood
The issue of parenthood for sexual minorities arises in a number
of contexts. It may arise in the context of divorce, where one parent
who is a sexual minority attempts to establish some form of custody
rights over her or his natural children. Another context is where
same-sex couples conceive and raise children in the context of their
partnership, either through "alternative fertilization" or through sur-
rogate motherhood. Yet another context in which same-sex couples
raise children is through adoption.
Countries have taken very different positions with respect to each
of these kinds of "gay parenting." In numerous countries, sexual mi-
norities are customarily denied any kind of custody rights following
divorce. In Austria, non-married women are prohibited from receiv-
ing artificial insemination, and similar prohibitions are under discus-
sion in Norway (which has a progressive domestic partnership lav),'
Italy, France, and the United Kingdom. In all European countries,
even those which have passed the most progressive domestic partner-
ship legislation, same-sex couples are prohibited from adopting chil-
dren as couples. In 1991, a Dutch court ruled that the human rights
of lesbians are not violated by a law which excludes women from the
right to acknowledge another woman's child as their own.4Ss
Ironically, although same-sex couples may not adopt children as a
couple, some countries do permit a single lesbian or gay individual to
adopt children. For example, in the United Kingdom, even single
people, including those living with a partner, can undertake adoption
if they assume sole legal responsibility.4 6
In other parts of the world, the rule regarding adoption is varied.
In Australia, courts have generally not denied parents custody on the
482. See supra note 439 and accompanying text.
483. See Duda, supra note 182, at 2.
484. See hi.; see also Irish Adoption Act 1952, cited in Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 104;
Netherlands Civil Code, book 1, art. 227.
485. Court of Appeal, Leeuwarden, 22 January 1992, No. 17111991 (Nieuwsbrief
Homosexualiteit en Recht, No. 2, October 1992) regarding Article 221 of Book 1 of the
Civil Code as cited in Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 103.
486. Donald MacIntyre, Gays Are Not Legally Barred from Adopting, LN:nr'oLmF_,T,
Dec. 30,1993, at 2. The British Department of Health has stated that of an estimated 7,000
adoptions in 1992, only 2-3% were by single people and of these only a tiny proportion
were homosexuals. Id. See also Robert Shrimsley, Row on Adoption by Homosexuals,
DAmLy TEtEOrAPH, Dec. 30, 1993, at 7 ("Tory Ms called for a change yesterday in the
adoption law after Health Department officials admitted that, in some cases, homosexuals
could be allowed to adopt children.").
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basis of their homosexuality.' In the United States, the record with
respect to gay parental rights is decidedly mixed. ]In Washington,
D.C., policies have been implemented to "encourage" gay people to
adopt foster children. 4s In New Jersey, a Chancery Court recently
ruled that neither public policy nor New Jersey law prohibits joint
adoption of a child by someone of the same gender as the natural
parent.4 9 This case followed a similar Vermont Supreme Court case
decided on June 18, 1993.490 The Vermont case followed a New York
decision, issued January 30, 1992.491
Other states have taken a diametrically opposite view.49 Florida
and New Hampshire have outright statutory prohibitions against gay
men or lesbians adopting children.493 In October 1993, an Oklahoma
state appellate court upheld a lower court's award of child custody to
487. See, e.g., In the Marriage of Schmidt, 28 A.L.R. 84 (Fam. Ct. of Austl. 1979) ("The
homosexuality of a mother is not of itself a disqualifying factor in the determination of an
application for custody.").
488. Jim Clardy, D.C. to Recruit Gays as Parents, WASH. TIMES, Aug. 19, 1993, at Al
("'We don't discriminate. Our philosophy is that matching the family and the child are the
guiding considerations in best meeting the needs of the child,' said Madeline Andrews of
the Commission on Social Services.").
489. In the Matter of the Adoption of a Child by J.M.G., FA-07-1658-92 (Chancery
Division, Family Part, Essex County, July 28, 1993) (approved for publication Nov. 9,
1993). DDS No. 284-1505 as reported by Judith Nallin, Adoption, N.Y.L.J., Nov. 15, 1993,
at 68. The court held that "granting this adoption is in the best interests of this child. It
will cause no change to the child's daily life but will provide critical legal rights and protec-
tions for her safety and her physical and emotional well-being. This adoption will provide
additional economic security; both the right to support ... and to inherit by intestacy from
plaintiff and her family will be assured." Id. at 69.
490. Adoptions of B.L.V.B. and E.L.V.B., 628 A.2d 1271 (Vt. 1993) (This opinion is
subject to motions for reargument under V.R.A.P. 40 as well as fonnal revision before
publication in the Vermont Reports.).
491. In re Adoption of a Child Whose First Name Is Evan, 583 N.Y.2d 997 (1992).
492. See, e.g., MJ.P. v. J.G.P, 640 P.2d 966,967 (Okla. 1982) ("The question before us is
whether this acknowledged, open homosexual relationship involving the custodial parent
was shown by the facts to be sufficient change of condition to warrant modification of a
child custody order? We answer in the affirmative."); Roe v. Roe, 228 Va. 722, 324 S.E.2d
691, 693 (1985) (holding that "the father's continuous exposure of the child to his immoral
and illicit relationship renders him an unfit and improper bustodian as a matter of law.").
But see Doe v. Doe, 222 Va. 736, 284 S.E.2d 799 (Dec. 4, 1981). The Virginia Supreme
Court held for a lesbian mother's right to custody, noting that "[w]e decline to hold that
every lesbian mother or homosexual father is per se an unfit parent. However, this is not
be construed as approving, condoning or sanctioning such unorthodox conduct, even in the
slightest degree." 222 Va. at 748, 284 S.E.2d at 806.
493. FLA. STAT. ch. 63.042(3) (1990) and N.H. REv. STAT. ANN. § 170-B:4 (1987) (pre-
vents homosexuals from adopting); N.H. REv. STAT. ANN. § 170-F:6 1 (Supp. 1987) (same);
N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 161:2 IV (Supp. 1986) (prevents licensing of foster home where
applicant is homosexual); N.H. REv. STAT. § 170-E:4 (1991) (mandating denial of license
for child-care facility if applicant is homosexual).
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a child's father because the mother was a lesbian.4 4 Appeals Judge
Robert L. Bailey quoted an expert witness cited in a 19S2 Oklahoma
Supreme Court ruling who said a lesbian's child "might encounter fu-
ture prejudice by a disapproving society because of the mother. 495
With the exception of Florida, New Hampshire, and Oklahoma, most
states in the United States have abandoned the per se rule against
lesbian or gay adoptions and have adopted a "nexus" test whereby the
courts consider those factors which can be shown to have an identifi-
able connection with the welfare of the children.496
In Virginia, in September 1993, Circuit Judge Buford Parsons
ruled in Bottoms v. Bottoms497 that a lesbian's "immoral" relationship
with her lover made her an unfit mother and awarded custody over
her child to the child's maternal grandmother. The judge noted that
Bottoms had admitted engaging in oral sex, a felony in Virginia. "In
the opinion of this court, her conduct is immoral.1149s There was no
other evidence of record rendering the mother unfit and even the
child's father stated that he believed the natural mother should raise
the child.499 On appeal, the Virginia Court of Appeals overturned the
lower court's decision holding that "the trial court erred in finding
that Sharon Bottoms' living arrangement with April Wade and their
lesbian relationship have harmed or will harm Sharon Bottoms'
son."
500
3. Survivorship Rights
In September 1993, a New York Court granted standing to the
surviving lover of a gay man to enjoin the family of the deceased from
conducting an Orthodox Jewish funeral ceremony in contravention of
the decedent's oral instructions to be cremated.501 The court found
494. Court; Lesbian Is Good Mother but Denies Her Custody, L ot INtELuGENcER,
Oct. 1, 1993, at 4.
495. Id.
496. See e.g., Bottoms v. Bottoms, 444 S.E.2d 276, (Va. App. 1994).
497. Bottoms v. Bottoms, Decision of the Henrico County Circuit Court, Sept. 21, 1993;
Judge: Lesbian Is Unfit Parent, LEGAL INTELIuGENCER, Sept. 9, 1993, at 5.
498. Id.
499. Husband: Lesbian Should Have Custody of Son, LEoAL IrVTELGENCER, Sept. 14,
1993, at 5.
500. Bottoms v. Bottoms, 444 S.E.2d, at 284 n.3 ("[i]f we held that an open lesbian
relationship rebutted the parental presumption as a matter of law, we would be the only
state court recently to do so.").
501. Stewart v. Schwartz Brothers-Jeffer Memorial Chapel Inc., 606 N.Y.S.2d 965
(1993), as reported in Lover Is Granted Standing to Enjoin Funeral Arrangements, N.Y.LJ.,
Sept. 13, 1993, at 21.
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that the plaintiff had standing as a representative of the decedent's
wishes because of the close relationship.
As noted above, the domestic partnership laws in Norway, Swe-
den, and Denmark grant the same rights to same-sex couples as those
enjoyed by heterosexual couples, with several important exceptions,
none of which involve survivorship rights.50 This author is unaware
of any other jurisdictions which grant survivorship rights to partners in
same-sex relationships, although it is possible domestic partnership or-
dinances in other jurisdictions might provide such rights.
4. Right to Immigration and Residency
Family reunification remains an important factor in many coun-
tries' immigration policies. To the extent foreign same-sex partners of
a citizen are not considered family members within a country's immi-
gration laws, sexual minorities continue to be denied the rights of fam-
ily reunification laws and regulations.
As of October 1992, the countries which permitted citizens to
sponsor same-sex partners were Australia, Denmark, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, and Sweden." 3 On April 15, 1991, the Austra-
lian federal government introduced a new visa and permit category
for "Nonfamilial Relationships of Emotional Interdependency,"
which covers common law and same-sex couples and which may be
used by same-sex couples to achieve residency." The regulation pro-
vides for a six-month residency before an application for conditional
residency can be made.505 In order to qualify for this status, the appli-
cant must, among other things, prove a genuine and continuing rela-
tionship of interdependency that involves residing together and a
continuing commitment to mutual emotional and financial support,
demonstrate the relationship has existed for at least six months before
the application, and the applicant must satisfy normal health and pub-
lic interest requirements. 506 A successful applicant will be granted a
Temporary Interdependency Visa, which permits the applicant to
work 50 7 Permanent residency will be granted after two years, provid-
502. See supra text accompanying notes 439-41.
503. See Douglas Sanders, Sacred Cows and Same-Sex Couples: Iesbian and Gay Im-
migration Rights (Paper Presented at Lavender Law Conference, Chicago, Illinois (Oct.
22-25, 1992) (on fie with author).
504. Id.
505. See John Hart, Gay and Lesbian Couple Immigration to Australia: Pressure Group
Compromises and Achievements, in TiH THIRD PINK BOOK, supra note 6, at 100.
506. Sanders, supra note 503.
507. Id.
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ing the relation has continued during that period. Significantly, if the
Australian partner dies during the two-year waiting period, the for-
eign partner is granted permanent residency.50 s
In Denmark, immigration for same-sex partners is permitted
under the 1989 Danish Registered Partnership Law. 9 Canadian au-
thorities, however, have refused to recognize a "Registered Partner-
ship" between a Canadian and a Danish citizen for sponsorship
purposes in Canada. 510
In the Netherlands, qualification for same-sex spousal sponsor-
ship requires proof of an emotional relationship and adequate ar-
rangements for the settlement of the applicant in the Netherlands. 11
The Dutch sponsor must have sufficient means of income and assume
financial responsibility for the foreign applicant. When the parties
have lived together for three years, the foreign partner can apply for
an independent residence permit.5 12
In New Zealand, the Immigration Department announced in
April 1991 that the "lovers" of gay and lesbian citizens would be able
to apply for residency.5 13 Same-sex partners can apply for residence
under the family relationship category.51 4 The gay or lesbian couple
must prove the relationship is "genuine, stable and of at least four
years' duration."515
In Canada, despite a strong emphasis on family reunification, 1 6
the government has failed to formally recognize the partners in same-
sex relationships for purposes of immigration sponsorship.517
5. Guardianship
There is little information available on the rights of sexual minor-
ities to assume guardianship roles over their partners. However, in
the Mater of Guardianship of Sharon Kowalski, a Minnesota Court of
Appeals upheld the right of a lesbian to be the guardian of her lover
508. Id.
509. See supra discussion in text accompanying note 440. If a partner is registered, the
two year rule regarding stability of a relationship of non-married persons is inapplicable.
510. Sanders, supra note 503.
511. Id.
512. Id.
513. Rex Wockner, New Zealand OKs Gay Immigration, BAY AREA REP., May 16,
1991.
514. Id. See also Sanders, supra note 503.
515. Sanders, supra note 503.
516. Id.
517. See generally id.
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who was rendered incapacitated in an auto accident 5 18 This ruling
reversed a lower court decision granting guardianship to another, un-
related party.
C. Applying International Law
International law currently provides little support for changing
domestic law on same-sex familial relationships, with the possible ex-
ception of Article 17, paragraph 2 of the American Convention. 19
Even in Europe, despite the action by several European countries to
legislatively implement domestic partnership laws, the European
Court of Human Rights and its Human Rights Commission have been
very slow to recognize gay relationships as "families."520
In the European Commission Decision of X and Y v. United
Kingdom,521 the Commission stated that "homosexual relationships
do not fall within the ambit of family life but rather within the notion
of private life." This decision reflects the European Court's tendency
to limit its review of anti-homosexual laws to the context of the right
to privacy rather than reviewing such laws in the broader context of
non-discrimination. With respect to the right to marry, the European
Court has been quite clear:
The right to marry guaranteed by Article 12 refers to the traditional
marriage between persons of opposite biological sex. This appears
also from the wording of the Article which makes it clear that Arti-
cle 12 is mainly concerned to protect marriage as the basis of the
family.522
With respect to the right to adopt children, in 1981 the Commit-
tee of Ministers of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Eu-
rope called on the governments of the Member States to "ensure that
custody, visiting rights and accommodation of children by their par-
ents should not be restricted on the sole grounds of the homosexual
tendencies of one of them. ' 5 3 This recommendation, however, is a
significant departure from almost all European jurisdictions since
518. In Re Guardianship of Kowalski, 478 N.W.2d 790 (Minn. Ct. App. 1991).
519. See supra note 423 and accompanying text.
520. See generally Pieter van Dijk, The Treatment of Homosexuals Under the European
Convention on Human Rights, in HOMOSEXUALrry: A EUROPEAN COMMUNrrY Issun 179
(Kees Waaldijk & Andrew Clapham eds., 1993).
521. X and Y v. United Kingdom, unpublished decision by the European Commission
of Human Rights, July 13, 1987 on Application 12513/86.
522. Rees v. United Kingdom, 9 Eur.H.R. Rep. 56 (1987).
523. Committee of Ministers of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
Recommendation 924, adopted Oct. 1, 1981. See Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 102-104.
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even the relatively liberal Danish Law on Registered Partnership does
not give the gay or lesbian partner of a biological parent co-parental
rights.524
Nevertheless, increasing pressure is being put on both the Euro-
pean Union and the Council of Europe to have some kind of same-sex
partnership recognized. In February 1994, the European Parliament
adopted (by a vote of 159 to 96) recommendations for the fill equali-
zation of sexual minorities, based on a report issued by the Committee
on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs on Equal Rights for Homosex-
uals and Lesbians in the EC (the Roth Report). The report included
in its recommendations a call for recognition of gay partnerships.525
Consistent with the international nature of this action, the
homophobic response also came from an international institution. On
February 20, 1994, Pope John Paul H attacked the European Parlia-
ment for its action,5 26 representing one of the rare times that the pon-
tiff has attacked a political body directly.
X. RIGHT TO ASYLUM
The issues of asylum and immigration implicate the human rights
of sexual minorities in the following ways: (1) sexual minorities are
frequently the citizens or residents of countries which persecute sexual
minorities; (2) members of sexual minorities may be denied the right
to immigrate or enter a country because of their sexual orientation;
(3) foreign sexual minorities are frequently denied the right to reside
or immigrate to the country of their partners in the manner that heter-
osexual spouses may. The third issue was discussed more extensively
in the section relating to "spousal benefits" under the Right to Family
and Marriage section. The second issue is almost entirely an issue of
national law, since immigration is one of the most basic prerogatives
of national sovereignty, and international law has little applicability.
The first issue will be discussed below.
A. The Right to Asylum Under International Law
The most relevant international human rights documents regard-
ing the right to asylum are the 1951 U.N. Convention Relating to the
524. See supra text accompanying note 440.
525. See supra text accompanying note 255.
526. Alan Cowell, Pope Deplores Gay Marriage, N.Y. Twxis, Feb. 22,1994, at A2. See
also Resolution Riles Pontiff, ADvOCATE, Apr. 5, 1994, at 18.
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Status of Refugees527 and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of
Refugees.5  The Convention and Protocol define a "refugee" as
someone who
owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group
or political opinion is outside the country of his nationality and is
unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of that country .... (emphasis added).529
Once a country's court characterizes an individual as a "refugee"
under the Convention, they are entitled to certain rights and protec-
tions, including usually the right not to be deported to their country of
origin. 530
Article 14 of the Universal Declaration provides that "[e]veryone
has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from per-
secution. ' 531 Article 13 of the ICCPR contains a much weaker right
to asylum, basing the right on the law of the country to which the
applicant is seeking asylum.
An alien lawfully in the territory of a State party to the present
Covenant may be expelled therefrom only in pursuance of a deci-
sion reached in accordance with law and shall, except where com-
pelling reasons of national security otherwise require, be allowed to
submit the reasons against his expulsion and to have his case re-
viewed by, and be represented for the purpose before, the compe-
tent authority or a person or persons especially designated by the
competent authority. 32
Article 12, paragraph 3 of the African Charter provides that
"[e]very individual shall have the right, when persecuted, to seek and
527. U.N. Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, opened for signature July 28,
1951, 19 U.S.T. 6259, 189 U.N.T.S. 150.
528. Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, done Jan. 31,1967,19 U.S.T. 6223,606
U.N.T.S. 267.
529. Id. art. 1. See also, e.g., Immigration Act of Canada, § 2(1), as enacted by R.S.C.
1985 (4th Supp.), c.28, s.1, which defines "convention refugee" as any person who:
(a) by reason of a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particular social group or political opinion,
(i) is outside the country of the person's nationality and is unable or, by rea-
son of that fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that
country ....
530. See generally Note, Membership in a Particular Social Group Under the Refugee
Act of 1980: Social Identity and the Legal Concept of the Refugee, 92 COLUM. L. Rnv. 923,
934, 935 (1992) ("Under the Protocol, the United States is forbidden to deport (refouler) a
refugee to any country in which her life or freedom would be threatened.").
531. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 14.
532. ICCPR, supra note 1, art. 13.
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obtain asylum in other countries in accordance with the laws of those
countries and international conventions. ' ' 3
Article 22, paragraphs 7 and 8 of the American Convention
provide:
7. Every person has the right to seek and be granted asylum in a
foreign territory, in accordance with the legislation of the state and
international conventions, in the event he is being pursued for polit-
ical offenses or related common crimes.
8. In no case may an alien be deported or returned to a country,
regardless of whether or not it is his country of origin, if in that
country his right to life or personal freedom is in danger of being
violated because of his race, nationality, religion, social status, or
political opinions. (emphasis added).5 4
The European Convention does not contain an asylum provision.
B. The Right to Asylum Under National Law
Most "industrialized" nations recognize the right to asylum in ac-
cordance with international law, although few countries have constitu-
tional provisions explicitly granting such a right. In this sense, the
right to asylum, more than other fundamental human rights, is truly a
product of international law, although the manner by which countries
apply the right varies substantially from country to country.
On March 19, 1992 a gay couple from mainland China was
granted refugee status in Australia based upon persecution due to sex-
ual orientation 35 Earlier, in January 1992, in three similar Canadian
cases, Canadian courts granted asylum to individuals based on perse-
cution because of their sexual orientation.536 Julie Dorf, Executive
Director of the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Com-
mission, has noted that homosexuals have been granted asylum in
other countries, including Austria, the Netherlands, Germany, Fin-
land, Sweden, and the United States. 37
In July 1993, Immigration Judge Philip Leadbetter granted asy-
lum to Marcelo Tenorio, a Brazilian gay man, citing evidence that
533. African Charter, supra note 47, art. 12(3).
534. American Convention, supra note 51, art. 22, paras. 7, 8.
535. See Gay Refugee Status-A New World rend?, Press Release (Int'l Gay & Les-
bian Hum. Rts. Comm'n), March 26,1992.
536. Lena IL Sun, Gay Millions: China's Silent Minority, WAsH. PosT, Nov. 4,1992, at
A39.
537. See generally Gay Refugee Status-A New World Tend?, supra note 535; Doris
Sue Wong, More Gays Seeking US Asylum, BosToN GLOBE, Nov. 7, 1992, at 13.
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"anti-gay groups appear to be prevalent in Brazilian society and con-
tinue to commit violence against homosexuals, with little official in-
vestigation and few criminal charges being brought against the
perpetrators."538 This followed the decision in Matter of Fidel Ar-
mando Toboso-Alfonso,539 in which a panel of the Board of Immigra-
tion Appeals withheld the applicant's deportation to Cuba as "a
member of a particular social group who fears persecution by the Cu-
ban government. 5 40 The panel, however, upheld the lower court's
denial of asylum as being within the judge's discretion,541 apparently
basing its decision on the applicant's convictions for burglary and pos-
session of drugs.542 The Court thus prevented the applicant from be-
ing deported, but the applicant's convictions apparently resulted in his
being denied asylum.5 43
The Finnish High Court of Appeal, Finland's highest court, over-
turned an order of deportation issued by the Ministry of the Interior
with respect to Konstantin Gontjarov, a Russian gay man who was
seeking asylum in Finland. The court ruled that Gonitjarov's ties to
Finland were so strong that deportation would have offended his
rights. The court appears to have been motivated by Gontjarov's
"marriage like condition" with a Finnish man.544
C. Applying International Law
The international right to asylum is as strong, if not stronger, than
any single country's right to asylum. In countries such as the United
States, which have largely incorporated the international standard (at
least in theory), there is virtually no divergence between the two
standards.
Although no international court has yet applied the international
right to asylum to a sexual minority, the increasing numbers of coun-
538. In Re the Matter of Marcelo Tenorio, File No. A72 093 558 (U.S. Dep't of Justice,
Executive Office for Immigration Review, Immigration Court, San Francisco 1993). See
David 'roller, Gay Brazilian Claims Persecution-Wins U.S. Asylum, S.F. CHRON., July 29,
1993, at A13. See also EUA Dao Asilo a Gay, JORNAL DO BRASIL, July 30, 1993; Juiz Da
Asilo a Homossexual Brasileiro Nos Estados Unidos, 0 GLOBO, July 10, 1993.
539. Matter of Fidel Armando Toboso-Alfonso, No. A23 220 644, slip op. (BIA, Hous-
ton, Mar.12, 1990).
540. Id.
541. Id.
542. Id.
543. It would seem difficult for Tenorio to maintain a limbo status indefinitely, but the
author is unaware of any resolution of his case.
544. Russian Gay Man Wins Asylum in Finland, AMoN ALERT (Int'l Gay & Lesbian
Hum. Rts. Comm'n), Nov./Dec. 1993, at 4.
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tries which have done so, particularly in Europe, North America, and
Oceania, suggest that the European Court of Human Rights or even
the American Court may, in the future, apply the right to asylum to
sexual minorities.
X. RIGHT TO WORK
Numerous constitutions contain explicit provisions providing the
right to work to their citizens. 545 However, in most countries, sexual
minorities face discrimination and harassment in the workplace. 6 A
recent survey in the United Kingdom discovered that sixteen percent
of respondents had been discriminated against because of their sexual-
ity and a further twenty-one percent suspected that they had. 47 Eight
percent had been dismissed because of their sexuality. Forty-eight
percent had been harassed because of their sexuality-harassment be-
ing defined as unwanted jokes, innuendo and loaded comments, ver-
bal abuse, malicious gossip, name-calling, bullying and victimization,
false accusations of child abuse, graffiti, abusive phone calls, anony-
mous mail, damage to property, blackmail, violence, and even death
threats. Accordingly, unless specific protection is provided against
discrimination, it can be fairly assumed that discrimination exists
545. See, e.g, ALG. CONsr. art. 52 ("All citizens have the right to work."); INDiA CoNsr.
art. 42 (calling on state to "make provision for securing just and humane conditions of
work."); NA& m. CoNsT. art. 95 (calling for membership in the International Labour Or-
ganization and, where possible, adherence to and action in accordance with the interna-
tional conventions and recommendations of the ILO).
546. See, e.g., Lammy Betten, Rights in the Workplac4 in Ho.ioSEUAU% Tv A EURo-
PE.N Co nuiqrny IssuE 335, 339 (Kees Waaldijk & Andrew Clapham eds., 1993); UK:
Homosexuals Harassed at Work, COMPUTER WKLY., Dec. 2, 1993 ("One in two homosex-
ual people have suffered harassment or discrimination at work"); Evert Van Der Veen &
Adrianne Dercksen, The Social Situation in the Member States, in HoMos\'uArrv: A
EuRoPEAN CosrwN=rr¢ IssuE, 131, 147 (Kees NVaaldijk & Andrew Clapham eds., 1993).
Van Der Veen and Dercksen note that in a 1989 survey by the German magazine Wiener,
41% of gay men responding said their career had been negatively affected as a result of
their sexuality. In Ireland, 11% of gay men responding to a 19SS survey by Gay Health
Action, said that they had been discriminated against in work because of their sexuality.
See also Frances A. McMorris, Gay Lawyers Report on Workplace Bias, N.Y. LU., Sept. 17,
1993, at 1 ("A survey of lesbian and gay attorneys shows that a majority feel that their
sexual orientation or preference affects their success in the legal profession, according to a
report from the Association of the Bar of the City of New York"). But cf. Matthew Corey,
Gays Faring Better in Workplace, WASH. BLADE, Dec. 3,1993, at 14 ("A handful of Ameri-
can employers have begun to believe that heeding the clamor of Gay employees for protec-
tion from discrimination, HIV/AIDS education, and benefits for alternative families can be
good for their image, good for employee retention and productivity-in short, good for
business.").
547. New Survey Finds 1 in 2 Lesbians and Gay Men Are Harassed at Work, Press
Release (Stonewall - UK), Nov. 19, 1993.
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against sexual minorities who are open about their sexual
orientation.548
In discussing the right to work, a distinction should be made be-
tween public and private employment. Since public employment in-
volves state action, it usually raises more troublesome issues of state
discrimination. Accordingly, after discussing the right to work under
international law, this section will first discuss the general problem of
state employment discrimination and specific steps that have been
taken by various countries to counteract it. We will then explore the
pervasive problem of private employment discrimination and the
steps countries have taken to regulate it.
A. Right to Work Under International Law
Article 6 of the ICESCR provides that "the States Parties to the
present Covenant recognize the right to work, which includes the right
of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living work which he freely
chooses or accepts, and will take appropriate steps to safeguard this
right."54 9 The Universal Declaration states, in pertinent part, in Arti-
cle 23 that "[e]veryone has the right to work, to free choice of employ-
ment, to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection
against unemployment. '550
The African Charter in Article 15 provides that "[e]very individ-
ual shall have the right to work under equitable and satisfactory con-
ditions, and shall receive equal pay for equal work."551
The American Convention, in Article 26, commits the State Par-
ties to adopt measures to implement the economic standards set forth
in the O.A.S. Charter,552 which provides in Article 31 that the signato-
ries agree to dedicate "every effort to achieve ... g) fair wages, em-
ployment opportunities, and acceptable working conditions for all."
The European Convention does not contain a specific provision
regarding the right to work, but the European Social Charter provides
in Part I(1) that "Everyone shall have the opportunity to earn his liv-
ing in an occupation freely entered upon. '553
548. See, e.g., Squarcialupi Report on Sexual Discrimination at the Workplace, EP Doc.
1-1358/83, 13 Feb. 1984, PE 87.477 def., 9 et seq, cited in Betten supra note 546, at 343 n.9;
see generally Vibeke Nissen & Inge-Lise Paulsen, Lesbian Visibility (The National Danish
Ass'n of Gays and Lesbians and ILGA) (Nov. 1993).
549. ICESCR, supra note 10, art. 6.
550. Universal Declaration, supra note 10, art. 23.
551. African Charter, supra note 47, art. 15.
552. See Charter of the O.A.S., supra note 52.
553. European Social Charter, supra note 143, pt. I, para. 1.
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The ILO s- defines "discrimination" in its Convention No. IIU,
articles 1(a) and (b) and its Recommendation No. III (1958) to
include
any distinction, exclusion or preference made on the basis of colour,
sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or social origin,
which has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportu-
nity or treatment in employment or occupation ...
as well as:
such other distinction, exclusion or preference which has the effect
of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in
employment or occupation as may be determined by the Members
concerned after consultation with representative employers' and
workers' organizations, where such exist, and with other appropri-
ate bodies.555
B. Right to Work under National Law
Some constitutions explicitly prohibit discrimination in employ-
ment.55 6 This section will discuss statutory, administrative and judicial
steps taken by countries to extend legal protection against discrimina-
tion in the workplace to their sexual minorities.
1. Private Employment Discrimination
As noted above,5 7 private employment discrimination is wide-
spread in almost all, if not all, countries of the world.--3 In China, for
example, discovery of homosexuality can lead to loss of job, S 9 and
even in the Czech Republic, which enjoys a relatively tolerant attitude
towards homosexuality,56° job discrimination exists, although docu-
mentation is very scarce. 61
554. For a discussion of the ILO, see supra note 545 and accompanying text.
555. See Betten, supra note 546, at 354.
556. See, e.g., Bn z. CoNsr. title I, ch. I, art. 5, § XII (proclaiming the general equal-
ity of all before the law in employment); INDIA CoNsr. art. 39, §d (recognizing the right to
equal pay for equal work for men and women).
557. Supra notes 546-48 and accompanying text.
558. See generally, Waaldijk, supra note 221; Tielman & Hammelburg, supra note S.
559. Sun, supra note 536.
560. Appell, infra note 580 ("Dr. Jaroslav Zveuruina, a sexologist at Prague's Institute
of Sexology, says his research shows that more than 60 percent of high school and univer-
sity students are quite liberal in their attitudes toward homosexuality.").
561. See id. ("Jan Bednku, the Secretary of SOHO [Association of Organizations of
Homosexual Citizens], tells of a case in which, after appearing in a Moravian television
documentary about homosexuality last year, a young Ostrava man was dismissed from his
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The world's states are just beginning to address this universal
phenomenon. In most countries, dismissal is still only covered by the
general laws against unfair dismissal.
As noted by Waaldijk, in the European Union only two member
states, France and the Netherlands, offer full legal protection against
employment discrimination based on sexual orientation.5 62 In France,
Article 416(3) of the French Penal Code5 63 and Article L.122-145 of
the French Code of Labor Law56 prohibit discrimination based on
moeurs, which includes sexual orientation.5 65 In the Netherlands, Ar-
ticle 5 of the recently enacted General Treatment Law makes it unlaw-
ful for employers to make direct or indirect distinctions based on
"heterosexual or homosexual orientation, or civil status." Article 6
contains similar prohibitions relating to the self-employed
professions. 566
In January 1992, Israel amended its Equal Opportunities in the
Workplace Law to outlaw discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation.5 67
In the United States, there is no federal law prohibiting employ-
ment discrimination against sexual minorities in the workplace,
although a number of federal agencies have recently implemented
non-discrimination policies.5 68 Eight U.S. states have now enacted
such legislation.569
job. He was told by his employer that they couldn't employ someone who talked openly
about his personal life.").
562. Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 105.
563. As amended by the Law of 25 July 1985.
564. As amended by the Law of 12 July 1990, Juris Claseur Periodique, 1991, 21724, as
cited in Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 105 n.182.
565. Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 105.
566. See generally Waaldijk, supra note 221, at 106.
567. Tielman & Hammelburg, supra note 8.
568. William B. Rubenstein, Lesbians and Gay Men in the Workp!ace, in LESnIANS,
GAY MEN, AND rHE LAW, supra note 7, at 262 ("few of these protections [to other classes
of individuals] have provided much assistance to lesbians and gay men ir the private work-
place. There is no federal law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orienta-
tion .... Lesbian and gay plaintiffs have attempted to seek protection from the existing
federal employment laws, without success.") (citations omitted). For a discussion of fed-
eral agencies that have recently implemented non-discrimination policies, see infra notes
584, 588, and 589 and accompanying text.
569. Those states with such legislation are: California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Massachu-
setts, Minnesota, New Jersey, Vermont and Wisconsin. Telephone Interview with Intake
Staff Member of the Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund, supra note 247.
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2. State Employment Discrimination
State employment discrimination is widespread and affects most
areas of state employment including, in most countries, the foreign
service, police forces, and military.50
a. The Military
Among the countries that allow gays and lesbians to serve in their
armed forces are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Fm-
land, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, New Zealand, Norway, and Spain - l although in Belgium,
Finland, France, and Germany, certain restrictions are placed on gay
people.Y2
In Canada, the Federal Court of Canada declared on October 27,
1992 that policies restricting the service of gays and lesbians in the
Canadian armed forces were contrary to the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. The Court therefore revoked those portions of
the law restricting the rights of gays and lesbians' and awarded
$100,000 to the plaintiff, Michelle Douglas, a lesbian former "Air
Force lieutenant who quit her position under pressure after she ac-
knowledged her sexuality."574
In the fall of 1993, the Israeli Defense Forces changed its "stand-
ing orders" to "reflect current practice."'  According to the Society
570. See generally Tielman & Hammelburg, supra note 8.
571. See United States General Accounting Office Report to Congressional Reques-
ters, GAO Report: Defense Force Management DOD's Policy on Homosexuality, GAO/
NSIAD-92-98, Appendix II, June 1992, at 54. Note, however, that Canada and New Zea-
land eliminated their prohibitions on sexual minorities in their armed forces subsequent to
the issuance of the GAO Report.
572. Id.
573. Douglas v. Canada, [1992] F.CJ. No. 948, Action No. T-160-90 (Federal Court of
Canada-Trial Division, Toronto, Oct. 27, 1992), J. MacKay. The court order read as
follows:
(1) A declaration that the plaintiff's rights, as provided for in the Canadian Char-
ter of Rights and Freedoms ("the Charter") and in particular s. 15(1) thereof,
have been denied by the defendant; and
(2) A declaration that the defendant's policy and any interim policies that have
evolved regarding the service of homosexuals in the Canadian Armed Forces are
contrary to the Charter.
See also Canadian Forces Changes Policy on Homosexuality, Pamso,z.. NEws (Canadian
Forces), June, 1992, at 1.
574. See David Olson, Canada's New Pro-Gay Military Stance Has Many Repercus-
sions, BAY AREA REP., Nov. 12,1992.
575. Clyde Haberman, Israel Bans Discrimination Against Homoseruals in Military,
N.Y. TIMEs, June 11, 1993, § 1, at 2.
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for the Protection of Personal Rights for Gay Men, Lesbians, and
Bisexuals in Israel, "as a result of this change, homesexuality is no
longer an issue in considering the recruiting, posting and promotion of
any soldier to any unit. Lesbian and gay soldiers will not be automati-
cally denied certain 'sensitive' postings. '576 The Netheirlands is imple-
menting regular courses among army officers to eliminate
homophobia, sexism, and racism in the military.577
On November 23, 1992, Australia's federal cabinet lifted the ban
on gays and lesbians serving in the country's defense forces. 57 8 Prime
Minister Paul Keating said in a statement that "[tihis decision reflects
broad support in the Australian community for the removal of em-
ployment discrimination of any kind, including discrimination on the
grounds of sexual preference. 57
9
In the Czech Republic, gay people are free to serve in the military
forces and, according to Captain Oldruich Holecuek, a spokesman for
the Czech Ministry of Defense, "homosexuality is an individual matter
of sexual orientation .. homosexuals are tolerated as long as their
behavior does not lead to misconduct or committing a crime. '"'580
In the United States, the past policies of the Department of De-
fense towards gays and lesbians, which called for the expulsion of all
gays and lesbians, have been ruled unconstitutional by several courts,
although the cases are subject to appeal. 81 On November 16, 1993,
576. See IDFMakes It Official: Gays Welcome, BULLETIN (Society for the Protection of
Personal Rights for Gay Men, Lesbians, and Bisexuals in Israel), Fall, 1993, at 1.
577. Guido de Bruin, Netherlands: Courses Aim to Combat Army D4scrimination, Inter
Press Service, Sept. 16, 1993.
578. Australia Lifts Defense Force Ban on Homosexuals, UPI, Nov. 23, 1992, available
in LEXIS, World Library, UPI File.
579. Id.
580. See David Appell, Gays Make Strides Toward Acceptance in the System, PRAoU
PosT, June 30-July 6, 1993, at 4.
581. See e.g., Meinhold v. U.S. Dept. of Defense, 808 F.Supp. 1455 (C.D. Cal. 1993),
affirmed in part, vacated and remanded in part, 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 23705 (9th Cir.
1994) (stating that the Department of Defense's justifications for banning gays and lesbians
were "baseless" and held that "Itihe Department of Defense is permanently enjoined from
discharging or denying enlistment to any person based on sexual orientation in the absence
of sexual conduct that interferes with the military mission.... ."); Dahl v. Secretary of the
Navy, 830 F. Supp. 1319 (E.D. CA. 1993) (noting that "even if homosexuals actually do
threaten 'unit cohesion' and Navy recruitment, that is only so because some heterosexuals
fear and dislike them."); Pruitt v. Cheney, 963 F.2d 1160 (9th Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 113 S.
Ct. 655 (1992) (holding that a court need not defer to military judgment in the absence of a
factual basis for such judgment). But see Ben-Shalom v. Marsh, 881 F.2d 454 (7th Cir.
1989), cert. denied, 494 U.S. 1004 (1990) (ruling that the military "doe3 not have to take
the risk that an admitted homosexual will not commit homosexual acts which may be detri-
mental to its assigned mission.)"
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the D.C. Circuit in Steffan v. Aspin5s 2 reversed a lower federal court
and held that navy regulations prohibiting gays and lesbians from
serving were unconstitutional and violative of equal protection. The
court was adamant that "a court need not close its eyes to the dictates
of the Constitution whenever the military is involved-not even when
it professes a national security interest in its conduct. There is no 'mil-
itary exception' to the Constitution."58 3 This decision has, however,
been vacated for a rehearing, and the expectation is that the D.C. Cir-
cuit, sitting en banc, may reverse it.
With respect to civilian employees of the U.S. Navy, in June 1994,
Secretary of the Navy John Dalton banned discrimination based on
sexual orientation against the service's 252,000 civilian employees.
84
The statement does not apply to the Navy's 480,000 uniformed men
and women. 5s
In the United Kingdom, Brett Burnell, a sailor discharged from
the Royal Navy for homosexuality is planning to appeal his dismissal
to the European Court of Human Rights. 56
b. Other Forms of State Employment
On January 2, 1993, President Alberto Fujimori announced that
some of the 117 officials ousted in a recent purge of the Peruvian dip-
lomatic service were removed for "displaying their homosexuality in a
scandalous manner.""S
In the United States, on the other hand, the State Department
recently changed its application form to state the Department's com-
mitment to equal opportunity without regard to sexual orientation.-"
582. Steffan v. Aspin, 8 F.3d 57 (D.C. Cir. 1993), vacated for rez'g en banc, 8 F.3d 70
(D.C. Cir. 1994). Joseph Steffan was a high-ranking midshipman at the United States Na-
val Academy. In February 1987, another student reported that Steffan had stated that he
was gay. Steffan was forced to resign April 1,1987, six weeks before his scheduled gradua-
tion. See Steffan v. Aspin, LEGAL TrIms, Dec. 6, 1993, at 46.
583. See D.C. Circuit Judge People by What They Do, Not Who They Are, Co. ,.. L.
TRn., Nov. 22, 1993, at 11.
584. Gay Discrimination, USA TODAY, June 9, 1994, at 4A.
585. Id.
586. Alexandra Frean & Michael Evans, Sailor Fights Dismissal in Gay Dispute, TimaEs
(London), Nov. 29,1993, at Home News. To satisfy the requirement of exhausting domes-
tic remedies his solicitor has written to the Ministry of Defence requesting a review of the
case. If the Ministry refuses, Burnell will then seek a judicial review and failing that, he
will appeal to the European court Id.
587. See Hubert Cam, Peru Fires Gay Ambassadors, ADvocATE, Feb. 23, 1993, at 32;
see also BAY AREA REP., Jan. 28, 1993, at 12.
588. Stewart M. Powell, State Department Opens Ranks to Homosexuals in New Policy,
S.F. ExA~mmR, Sept. 3, 1993, at A6.
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David Buss, president of Gays and Lesbians in Foreign Affairs Agen-
cies, noted that "this is really the first public avowal that the State
Department has implemented a policy of non-discrimination against
gays and lesbians. '5 9
Hostility remains strong against sexual minorities being teachers
in many parts of the world. In many European countries there are
examples of discriminatory non-recruitment and dismissal (e.g., Den-
mark, the United Kingdom, and Belgium).519 Research in the rela-
tively liberal Netherlands has demonstrated that teachers who are
sexual minorities enjoy less freedom than their heterosexual
colleagues.591 *
In the United States, the situation with respect to the rights of
sexual minorities to be employed as teachers is ambiguous. In 1984, in
National Gay Task Force v. Board of Education of Oklahoma City,5-9
the Tenth Circuit struck down those parts of an Oklahoma statute
which would have automatically denied teaching positions to sexual
minorities and to those individuals supportive of the rights of sexual
minorities, although it severed the unconstitutional provisions from
those prohibiting homosexual activity. Other U.S. courts, however,
have upheld the per se discharge of gay teachers. 93
With respect to police and fire departments, New York, Washing-
ton, D.C., San Francisco, and Seattle are but some of the U.S. munici-
palities which prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation. 594
The United States General Accounting Office Report to Congres-
sional Requesters, Defense Force Management DOD's Policy on Ho-
mosexuality ("GAO Report") noted:
[N]one of the officials we interviewed from these departments
viewed homosexuality as an issue; most believed that the key ele-
ment in their hiring practices was to hire based on previous job per-
formance-not on an individual's sexual orientation. Several of the
department officials saw the inclusion of homosexuals as having a
positive impact on management-personnel relations .... 595
589. Powell, supra note 588.
590. Van Der Veen & Dercksen, supra note 546, at 151 n.57.
591. Id.
592. 729 F.2d 1270 (10th Cir. 1984), affd by an equally divided Cgurt, 470 U.S. 903
(1985).
593. See, e.g., Gaylord v. Tacoma Sch. Dist. No. 10, 559 P.2d 1340 (Wash. 1977), cert.
denied, 434 U.S. 879 (1977).
594. See United States General Accounting Office Report to Congressional Reques-
ters, supra note 571, at 54.
595. Id. at 41.
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Other officials stated that they believed exclusionary policies based on
sexual orientation were counterproductive and only created further
stress.596
C. Applying International Law
As in the context of equal protection and non-discrimination gen-
erally, the wording of the international human rights instruments
would seem to provide strong support for those attempting to change
domestic laws regarding discrimination in the workplace. The recent
decision by the U.N. Human Rights Committee applying the equal
protection provisions of the ICCPR in the context of sodomy statutes
gives one hope for progress in non-discrimination in this area as well.
In 1981, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
recommended that the Committee of Ministers should "call on the
governments of the Member States to assure equality of treatment, no
more no less, for homosexuals with regard to employment, pay and
job security, particularly in the public sector."5  As discussed previ-
ously, the European Parliament has passed the resolutions contained
in the Roth Report which proposes abolishing discrimination across
the board in the European Union.
Some commentators believe that ILO Convention No. HI and
Recommendation No. i 598 could provide employment protections
for sexual minorities in Europe.599 Some ILO Member States have
included in their reports to the ILO on the implementation of Con-
vention No. 11 measures to protect homosexual workers.6
XII CONCLUSION
With the decision by the U.N. Human Rights Committee to rec-
ognize the privacy and equal protection rights of sexual minorities in
at least certain circumstances, and the increasing momentum in the
Council of Europe towards equality for sexual minorities in all aspects
of their life, international law has recently assumed a leadership posi-
tion in establishing the human rights of sexual minorities.
This momentum, however, did not occur solely because of the
dialectic between international and national law described in this arti-
596. Id. at 42.
597. Recommendation 924, adopted on October 1, 1988, as cited in Waaldijk, supra
note 221, at 104-105.
598. Discussed supra in the text accompanying notes 554-55.
599. See Betten, supra note 546, at 354.
600. Id.
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cle. While law may be the agent of social change, usually it is the
product of underlying political, social, and economic forces. Lobbying
by lesbian and gay groups in the international human rights institu-
tions has sensitized the members of those institutions to the concerns
and aspirations of sexual minorities. Political action by lesbian and
gay groups in the body politic of various countries sensitized those
countries' international representatives to the demands of their sexual
minorities. Political action, in turn, has been accompanied by progress
on the social front, creating legitimacy for the goals advocated. The
growing economic power of sexual minority communities has in-
creased their visibility and clout.
Finally, perhaps the most important dialectic of all from the per-
spective of the international effort for the achievement of sexual mi-
nority rights is the transnational dialectic among national NGOs. As
an NGO in one country achieves a victory, it inspires jits counterparts
in other countries by demonstrating what is possible to achieve. This
transnational dialectic among NGOs is also providing support for
NGO activity by converting what was previously a strictly domestic
concern into an international issue, with greater consequences for
those governments failing to respect the rights of their sexual
minorities.
While the ultimate goal of this multi-dialectical process-com-
plete equality-frequently appears unobtainable because of the fitful
nature of the social, political, and legal struggles involved, the seem-
ingly disparate efforts can come together in quantum leaps of progress
such as the ruling by the U.N. Human Rights Committee recognizing
the privacy and equal protection rights of sexual minorities.
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